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A C K N O W.L £ D G E M E N T S 
The Floral Clinic, ey all . measures · of PU.blic opinion~ · was a success. Tbe size and 
enthusiasm of the audience increased as the sessions progressed--wimistakable signs of a~roy. 
al. Everyone attending departed richer in his knowledge and understanding of the problems 
of the floral industry. 
• 
'lbe five mainland speakers--three from the floral industry and two from aviation--made 
invaluable contributions to our industry, Our deepest gratitude is extended to these men 
for laying aside their own problems to help us. 
The clinic idea, under the guidance of Edward L, Rada, Market lcanomist, thiversit;y of 
Hawaii, stenned from a project initiated and financed by the Industrial Research Advisory 
Cowcil, an agency, of the Terri torialgovernmen~recently "stablished to aid the economy of Hawaii 
through research. Many thanks to the Council for its interest in helping the floralindustry to arow 
and develop. 
Many thanks also to the University of Hawaii · f~r co-sponsoring the Clinic with the flo­
ral industry, The cooperation between the two groups was excellent and perhaps unprecedented 
in Hawaii's history. _The Universicyr provided its facilities and many man-hours of profes­
sional assistance as its share in the undertaking whi.le Floral ·Associations of Hawaii gave .·,·:· 
a helping hand and met the cash costs of the Clinic. 
Approximately 1,000 florists, mostly flower growers, made a financial donation toward 
the Clinic expenses. Their number does not permit individual recognition, l:JJt each can be 
justly proud of his contribution. The industry response in supp0rt of the Clinic was beyond 
expectations and is even more remarkable when one appreciates the vast number of small flower 
growers and their dispersal throughout the Territory, 
Even with this strong industry support, the Floral Clinic could not have been staged as 
it was without the financial benevolence of some 25 non-floral firms in the Territory and on 
the Ma.inland. These patrons, listed below, deserve special mention (unless otherwise indi­
cated, their main' offices are in Honolulu): · 
Anterlcan Factors, Ltd,; Bank of Hawaii; Bishop National Bank: California Spray-·Che,,,ical 
C.Orporation, Richmond, California; ·Castle & Cookei Ltd.: Hawaiian Airlines, Ltd,; Hawaiian 
Electric Company, Ltd.; Hawaiian Freight Forwarders, Ltd,; Hawaiilll'I Gas Products, Ltd.; Hawa• 
iian Hotels Division, Matson Navigatiqn Company; Hilo Meat Cooperative, Ltd., Hilo, Hawaii; 
Honolulu Advertiser; Honolulu Construction and Draying Company; Honolulu Paper Company, Ltd,: 
Honolulu Tr1,1.st Company, Ltd,;.Matson Navigation Company; The Moses COfJ'f)any, Ltd,, Hilo, ltlwaii; . 
National P.otteries. Cleveiand, Ohio; Northwest Airlines, Inc.; Pacific Chemical & Fertiliaei 
Q:w~y; P~ American vlorld Airways; Trans-Paci fie Airllnea, Ltd,.; C/.ri.i.ted Airllnett; Universal 
Motor Canpeny, Ltd,; and The Von Hamn-Young Company, Ltd. · 
Floral industry members classified as patrons of the Floral Clinic ey virtue of the size 
of their financial contribution, are: 
S. Alceta, Hilo; Crossley Associates; Ebesu Flower Shop, Hilo; Florists & Flower Growers 
Auociation of Hawaii; Flowers of Hawaii, Ltd,, Hilo~ Fujikami Florist; Hawaii Flowers and 
Foliage Association, Hilo; Hilo Florist ; and Shippers Association, Hilo; Hirose Nurseries, 
Hilo; Honolulu Orchid Company; Oscar M, Kirsch; Nuuanu Orchid Garcun; S. K. Oda, Hilo; W. B, 
Shiprnaii, Ltd•• Hilo; J. Milton Warne; and Robert E. Warne, 
On behalf of Floral Associations of Hawaii, 
·, 
venture. 
-:r:::::r~J{~ ·~~ ~ 
Samuel G. Wight, Chairman 
Executive Committee 
Floral Associations of Hawaii 
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PREFACE 
The first Floral Clinic in Hawaii's history is a heartening example of 
cooperation. 
The University of Hawaii, the Industrial Research Advisory Council, Floral 
Associations of Hawaii, as well as individuals and firms throughout the 
Territory presented a brilliant picture of community investment in the future 
of the Island floral industry. There had long been a need for such a clinic. 
There was need for joint, unselfish planning to develop ways of sales expansion, 
to show preeent and future commercial flower growers that their problems are 
ITlltual and related, and to focus the interest of the corrmunity upon the new 
industry. 
There was also the need for cementing our contacts with flower dealers in 
the continental United ·states. Those who attended from the Mainland came to 
realize the seriot1:1ness of our problems and to develop patience with our mls­
takes, for the development of our industry closely parallels that of ·similar 
enterprises elsewhere. 
As a result of the far-sighted planning for the Clinic, speakers who have 
witnessed and influenced the vast gr.owth of the mainland floral industry were 
brought here to trade the benefit of their experience for the local knowledge 
we have to offer. Because of Hawaii's geographical tsolation, our growers, 
retailers, and shippers, in most cases, would have found it impossible to meet 
and to hear such authorities. Three of the foremost figures in the floral 
industry, as well as representatives of the transportation agencies, were 
brought together in one auditorium for a study of common problems. Through 
the Proceedtnts, · the ideas developed during the Clinic are being spread to 
ethers unable to be present. 
It is imperative that our industry realize its position in the ma.inland 
market, improve its products and its practices, and work cooperatively to keep, 
not merely abreast, ·but ahead of its nation-wide competition. With this 
objective in mind, I congratulate the many far-seeing persons who worked ·to 
make the Clinic an actuality. 
4/f?d~ilt 
College of Agriculture 
University of Hawaii 
' 
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HIGHLI GHT.S OF THE CLINIC 
Key statements taken from the talks given at the Floral Clinic are reproduced here as a 
sunmary of the Clinic. The statements are interwoven to present the problems of Hawaii's flo­
ral . industry (many are the s1111e as on the Mainland) as well as suggested solutioos of the 
problems. 
'BADCGRaJND Hawaii needs more and better wa.vs of making a living. The Floral Clinic is an 
example of how Hawaii is helping itself to achieve a more balanced economy (Ciovemor 
Loni. p. 2). Honolulu and other parts were barren and dreary in the extreme prior to 1798 
compared with the cool and beautiful groves of the present. The climate and customs make it 
so natural to grow and use flowers (Beaumont. p. 5). Floral products are our latest and per­
haps the most rapidly growing of our diversified crops (Henke, p. 3). 
• 
You have tried to do in 5 years mat we on the Mainland have accomplished in so. You are 
still in swaddling clothes--learn from our mistakes; take up our good habits and not our tad 
ones (Sykora, pp. 37 and 40). You already have a clinic and are way ahead of many floral groups 
in the United ·states (Goeppner. p. 18). 
PROIVCTICN You have a problan in controlling production--your output can be multiplied very 
rapidly (Haley, p. 20). Our growers are small COIJl)ared with the size of mainland 
production units. Competition is thought of in terms of price. Consequently, prices are 
unstable. It is difficult to assemble enough of one product of a given grade to fill a large 
order (Rada, p. 59), Breedere are throwing away va,luable breeding mterial in their first 
generatioo hybrids. They should make crosses that will produce many flowers demanded QJ con­
sumere (Kanemoto. p. 12), It's time we discarded our paor stock and started concentrating on 
good qualicy products (Pratt. p. 19), Elimination of poor qualicy is your first saving 
(Sykora, p, 11), 
Disease and virus problems are continually under otservation at the University. We attempt 
to develop treatments <IU.ickly, rut results can only be achieved with painstaking research. 
Nothing elimim tes a market quicker than a plant quarantine restriction (Hendrix, p. 23). While 
the University is studying the problem, practice utmost sanitation, and isolation if necessary, 
to limit the spread of the disease (Haley, p. 15; Sykora, p. 40), · 
TRANSPORTATION World War II developments in air transportation have brought the mainland 
TBOOGHTS market within reach of Hawaii's floral industry. Newer, faster planes, more . 
frequent schedules and lower rates are aviation• s contributions to this indus­
try (Young, p. 28), Transportation is a vital link in the whole marketing chain. Your pro­
ducts have little value until you get them to the consumer (Dare, p. 45), 
All packages should be mailed early, especially prior to holidays. Don't gamble with air­
plane schedules. The recipient will be much happier to receive the flowers a day ahead than a 
day after the event (Damron. p. 42), We have peaks in air freight too--everyone ships more 
during the holidays. Don• t expect air _freight rates to be the solution to your marketing 
problems. I\Y canpromise the airlines and the floral industry can reach a level where we will 
both be better off than if we didn't get together (Dare, pp. 46 and ·ss). 
IIARKETING You could handle your flowers much better; you are too rough with them. I suffer 
PRIC1'1CES when I see flower.; mistreated. Your mistreatment doesn't show up until we get them 
(Goeppner, p. 33). Growers and shippers tend t.o relax their quality standards when 
they have built up a market. Then they have to come back with better products than before to 
regain the market. Just because you receive no complaints from the consignee, don•t·assume your 
product is perfect. Actually, you D11st improve quality as you go a long in order to meet com­
petition (Sykora, pp. 37 and 70). Our carnation grades are getting stricter every year (Haley, 
p. 23), 
The peak of the mainland market occurs in the winter and spring months. In the summer 
months the florists• business is poor and is reflected in the slow sales and low prices in 
Hawaii (Rada. p. 65). Don• t hold be.ck your flowers for a bonanza price at holidays; tw the 
time you reach the market with overmature flowers your losses will offset your gains. The 
ix 
discontentment with the present low prices for vandas is ,an indication that the growers do 
not understand the marketing process (Sykora, pp. 4() and 71). 
Packaging is one of your more critical problems. StrEngth in a box is essential but you 
must also consider econolT(Y in transportation costs. Boxes should be waterproofed inside to 
prevent absorption of moisture from the flowers. Nothing disintegrates as rapidly as a wet 
cardboard box. Staple your flowers into the box solidly and don•t let anything touch them. 
Place the heavy products in the bottom of a box. Package for the extremes in weather--don•t 
bank on the transportation companies to protect your flowers ( Sykora, pp, 36 and ·54), 
Preservation is of utmost importance to you. Experiment with precooling of your pro­
ducts; perhaps the use of CO2 may preserve your flowers longer. Remove the mildew and other 
blemishes from flowers. They are expensive, so improve their keeping quality and make· them 
presentable (Sykora. pp. 38 and 74), 
Presentation is becoming more important. A retail florist must evaluate his package in 
tenns of what it is worth to the customer and not what it is worth when it leaves his shop.
Even retail florists and wholesalers prefer to buy something presented in good taste (Goepphet'. 
pp. 31 and 91), 
PROMOTION To regain the florists' market with vandas you will have to grow them better, im­
AND SALES prove their color, size, and keeping quality (Sykora, p. 71), Sell them as a 
spray to retail florists; a spray won't be in competition with your vanda promotion
rusiness (Goeppner, PP• 78 and 85). Use more of the retail florists in handling promotions 
for you ( Sykora, p. 72). Keep as many of your products as you can for the retail florists; 
they do 60 percent of the retail floral rusiness (Haley, p. 17; Sykora, pp. 34 and 73; Goeppner, 
p. 78), Style filters downward; it never goes up from a dime store to an exclusive shop. You 
are selling style merchandise (Haley, p. 106), 
Promote your products- -create ideas. If you create ides, you create sales. Don• t expect
the wholesaler or retailer to do all of the selling for you (Goeppner, pp. 81 an·d 93; Sykora, 
p. 112). Tell us about your products, when and in what colors, sizes and prices they are 
available (Haley, p. 18), 
There is a definite place for more of your merch. :ndise in the mainland markets (Haley, 
P• 17; Sykora, p. 73; Goeppner, pp. 34 and 79), H~waii has an advantage over competitors with 
many of its products in most markets (Rada, p. 69), Find your advantages and exploit them. 
You need just a small advantage over your competitor to triumph (Haley, p, 21), 
CXXJPFRATION Hawaii's producers are O)mpeting against each other, rather than against other 
areas and products. An organization is needed on a territory-wide, industry-wide
level to guide the development of the industry (Rust, p. 99). Work out a plan so that you 
don't kill your oMt market. You will eliminate yourselves very fast if you don't stabilize 
your prices and grades (Goeppner, p. 81), Collectively you can do many things; alone, you are 
going to be small-time operators. Lay out plans for one year; they might take you five, but 
you might achieve your goals in three (Haley, pp. 16 and 111; Sykora, pp. 35 and 86), 
This Clinic is a prime example of government and private enterprise cooperation (Craig, 
P• 108). If you will cooperate, and if you are helped b.Y even one idea, regardless of what 
it is, it's been v.orth your tv.o days here at the Clinic (Goeppner, p, 78), 
' 
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CLOSING-SESSION 
PLANS FOR ·,THE COMING YEAR 
'Samuel G. Wight 
' \ .we have from now (4:30 p.m.) to 7 p.m. to discuss the plans for the caning 
year, • but it wa,' t · take me that long to close the meeting. CLaughter. J You are 
here todey from all segments of -theindustry, fran all sections of the Territory, 
and you speak for ·the industry. ls there a desire on your part to make Floral 
Associations of Hawaii a pennanent ·thing? May we have a show of hands on that I. 
question? (Show of hands.I Are there any negative votes? <None.) Your vote ~ II.. 
is unanimous. 
PL.ANS FOR THE Plans for the caning year certainly will be based upon the great 
CONING YEAR contribution that has been made by our ma.inland guests •. hnmt at ' 
this time, on behalf of all of the cornmi ttee members and on beha.l! 
of all of those who have contributed toward making the Clinic possible, to sey, 
thank you and aloha. On behalf of the corrmi.ttees and everyone who has worked for 
the Clinic, to each and every individual, to every organization, to every company 
that has contributed, thank you; mahalo nui loa, ·and aloha. (Applause.> 
BIOGRAPHIES OF MAINLAND SPEAKERS 
E. L, (DJd() DI.RB, 11anager of air cargo sales for United Air Lines, recently completed his 
twentieth year with the canpany. He received a bachelor of science degree in wsiness acbinis­
tration from Knox College, Galesburg, Illinois, i n 1927, and joined thited Air Lines in 1931. 
He held subsequent posts in several large cities and was one of four specialists assigned to 
organize the air cargo department of the company in 1940. Promotion to his present post came 
in March, 1950. His headquarters are at the thited executive offices in Olicago . 
. EWARD CDEPf'NER is managing partner of the outstanding San Francisco retail florists' 
firm, Podesta Ba.ldocchi, and is considered one of the foremost florists in the oountry. He 
began as . an errand boy with the firm many years ago, held a number of different positions, 
and became a junior partner in 1927. In 1945 he was named aanaging partner. Since assuming 
management, he bas seen Podesta ·Ba.ldocchi's business doubled • 
. o. BEN HALEY, JR., is secretary-treasurer and general manager of the Denver lholesa.le 
· Florists Company. a grower-owned corporation. · He is also one of the Denver growers who 
pioneered .the Colorado Flower Growers' •AiJsociation, which has a membership of over 90 percent 
of those growing and selling Cblorado carnations. This association has ..lifted the carnation 
from a · fµneral flower ·to. its present. enviable position.•. " 
JAi/ES SYmRA ·ts general manager and secretary of Amling Company, t'hicago wholeeale 
florists. He received his bachelor's and master's degrees frcm the Universit.Y of Wisconsin 
and has•long been active in the national floral industry, holding executive position in many 
floral associations. 
CCllJ:xa'L Cl.ARENCE •· Y<XJNG, who has almost 2.5 years' experience in aviation, is vice­
president of Pan American World Airways, assigned to the Pacific-Alaska division. He v.as 
director of aeronautics for the U. S. Department of Conmerce from 1926 to 1929 and assistant 
secretary of commerce for aeronautics from 1929 to 1933. He became manager of Pan American' s 
Pacific division in 1935, and sP.rved as a member of the Civil Aeronautics Board in 1945. In 
1947 he became general manager of the Los Angeles airport, and early in 1950 he was elected 
a Pan American vice-president. 
WELCOME .QB BEHALF .QE ~ ...................TERRITORY 
Governor Oren E. long 
A,f.&HA Mro Chairman, distinguished visitors, guests, ladies, and gentlemen. You 
know, this custom we have here of presenting leie--and I confess that itjs 
a custom that I heartily approve of and greatly enjoy--seems particularly appro­
priate on an occasion like this, doesn't it? I think this is one of the really 
significant developments here in Hawaii, and I congratulate those who dreamed the 
drefu~ and then had the courage and the ingenuity to turn it into a reality. And 
particularly at this time I wish to express the appreciation of the members of 
this AsGociation,and I think just about everyone in Hawaii, for the courtesy 
shown to us by experts in this field from the Mainland. We extend our greetings 
and Aloha. We're delighted that you're here. 
E.h!L.ThJI.~G One of the qualities that determines the progressiveness of any com-
,lµf&A~ munity is the ability of its people to work together in planning ahead. 
Whatever our achievements of the past, our day to day life must essen­
tially be preoccupied with the future, if we are to meet the changing and develop­
ins r::qulre:r.cmts of our people in this changing world. Hawaii's history for over 
a century is an inspiring record of planning ahead. A record of vision and 
pioneerin.e. It is because we have such a history that Hawaii today, in terms of 
liv:i..n3 stc.ndards, culture, health, education, and human welfare is the envy of 
th~ P~cific world. But the future is ever before us. We do live in a changing 
world. K:<'lre we will be five years from today or ten years from today depend.a 
almost en~lrely upon the vision and pioneering spirit that we show at this time, 
J.tAJL~J~~ I think we will all agree that Hawaii is working toward two major
!i4r9.R projects, Each of them is a great challenge. First is statehood. We 
EP.-0.,1.';.Q.~ we.nt and we confidently expect to take our place in full partnership 
with the rest of the United States. We expect to exercise our best · 
2.bilities in contributing to the making of national policy through our elected 
represPr-tativss to the Congress and through aiding in the selection of national 
adr.,in.:!.ft:-:-e.tions. We want to participate. · But the decision for statehood rests 
v:ith pe7.'con.'.J outside of Hawaii. While we are doing our best to make our desires 
and qunlifications for statehood known to them, we have another great goal--one 
that 1 s <:::i~.:1e~1t. That go al is to continue to develop Hawaii. To develop it in 
terms of creating opportunities for a better life for all who live here. This 
goal r,hould and must receive our best efforts, thought, and realistic vision. 
l~a,~1:_ll.e,1,1.§..mor~~tter ways of making a living• 
.Q2!0RTUN_I~I~~ Our population has declined somewhat from the peak levels reached 
in the immediate postwar years. This has been caused by out• 
mi~ration as our community has adjusted itself to postwar conditions. But the 
fact is t~at our population through excessive births over deaths is increasing 
in tb.~ neighborhood of ten thousand a year. In terms of California, a very small 
inc:-cnse , isn't it? But in a limited locality with a limited economy it adds to 
t~e challcne8 that is before us. Our high schools and colleges are turning out 
mo:re ths..'1 five thousand splendid young men and women each year. And they're 
looking .f~r opportunities right her·e. In addition Hawaii has one of the finest 
cl~mates fo~ living in the entire world. No apologies, even to Californians. 
And with continued improvement in transportation more people will want to come to 
Hawa~.i to live. That is, if we oan find something for them to do. That's our 
chnlle!l.ce~ We need, then, more business in Hawaii to provide new and better ways 
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of making a living. We need to produce more in Hawaii, both for local consumP­
tion and to sell in world markets to give .us more income to purchase the things 
that we cannot produce here. 
In the· recent abnormal -·post-y1ar years, :we've been buying more than we've 
been-·able to produce. · Hawaii · has been spending its savings. Such a situation for 
a short period is not alarming. In the immediate post-war yea.rs there was an 
accumul~tion of needs that could not be filled during the war years. But if we 
continue to s.pend more than we sell, we will fritter away our capital savings 
which we ·need to build Hawaii 'in the years ahead. Our natural resources are 
limited. We do not have materials and several other things required in the way of 
raw materials in most of today's manufacturers. 
But we do have certain great assets. We have one of the finest combinations 
of rainfall,.sunshine, and even temperature that can be found anywhere in the world. 
This ha~ been found admirably suited for certain specialized sub-tropical products. 
Certainly few persons of vision be+ieve that the pineapple was the last major 
product that. can be developed successfully here in this community. In the quest 
of new products, the de·velopment of our· commercial flower business in recent years 
has really been an ·inspiration. Hawaii's floral industry is not new and yet the 
efforts to build a market for these exceptional Hawaiian products in continental 
United Sta~es are comparatively recent. With the advent of large-scale trans­
portation between the Islands and the Mainland, our floral industry has achieved 
steady growth. :&1t those in the industry, the growers, the shippers, the whole­
salers, and the retailers are far-sighted and are looking to greater and more 
rapid expansion through .cooperative efforts. This is a sort of voluntary working 
together for a ~etter future. That is the hall mark of a progressive community. 
GO\'ERNMENT These ~ffort.s on the part of private enterprise have not gone 
~ unass~$ted .b',1 the _government. In our American private enterprise 
system, the basic function of government is to aid in creating con­
ditions conduci~e ~o growth and in achieving situations whioh enlarge the scope of 
opportunity. A part .of this function is to aid in the collection of information 
concerning product~on and markets for those products. New businesses, at least 
in the early -phases, often find themselves unable to reach out far enough and fast 
enough toge~ pa:s't ·essential exploratory phases. Indeed the Floral Clinic was 
conceived by an -employee of the Government while conducting a study of mainland 
markets for Hawaiian products supp¢rted by the University of Hawaii under a grant 
from the Industrial Research Advisory Council, which incidentally is another 
governmental agency. The government does play a part. 
FIDRAL This Floral Clinic, th~ first of ~hich I hope will become a great annual 
91n!JQ event, is a prime example of how Hawaii is helping itself to achieve a 
more balanced :economy. Eight associations representing growers, retailers 
and shippers of Eawaiian flow~rs and foliage have joined together to form the 
Association. This -Clinic is the first undertaking of this .new organization. It 
is this kind of coopez:ation, this pulling together for mutual benefit that is 
helping Hawaii to grow and to prosper. Exploratory efforts aided by government 
can succeed, but they can succeed only when aggressively followed up by private 
enterprise, just as- you are foll~wing it up here. 
~ The mainland floral experts who are guests of the Clinic will have a 
INDUS'!'RY great deal . of sound advice to offer. Assistance of this nature is 
COOPERATION difficult and I feel certain that Hawaii's floral industry will long 
be indebted to you ladies and Gentlemen. Again I repeat that we're 
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delighted that you are here. We need you. I've been told that Hawaii's floral 
industry, now selling a little over two million dollars annually, could double 
this value in a relatively short period of time, if proper steps are taken to im­
plement such expansion. Knowing how well the industry worked together to inaugu­
rate this Clinic, it seems more than reasonable that continued effort will result 
in a prosperous flower and foliage industry for Hawaii. In every way I wish you 
success. Unlimited success. And again I commend you for your vision, your enthu­
siasm and your capacity to plan for the future. Thank you. 
####### 
WELCOME ON BEHALF OF THE COLLEGE 
OF J&RICULTlJID1 
Louis A. Henke 
WELCOME Mr. Warne, distinguished visitors from the Mainland, members of the Flontl 
Clinic, and friends. On behalf of the College of Agriculture of the 
University of Hawaii I am very pleased to welcome you to this campus. We like to 
have visitors in the Territory. In fact, we have the Hawaii Visitors Bureau, 
which aggressively promotes what they call our third industry. 
PIVERSIF~~ I 1d like to speak a bit this morning about what I will call our 
!QRICULTURE fourth industry, namely, diversified agriculture, and that includes 
flowers. Let us look at the picture a bit and see what our back­
ground is, what we now have, and what we may have here sometime in the future. 
You are familiar with our sugar and pineapples. The sugar crop of this Territory 
was wo~th $124,000,000 in 1950. The pineapple pack was worth about $88,000,000. 
Diversified agriculture which I call our fourth industry was worth about 
$31,000,000, That is a total of about $240,000,000 of agricultural produce 
grown on roughly 300,000 acres of land, or a return of something like $775 per 
acre of cultivated land. Kaw to get back to the third industry, how does that 
compare? I am told that last year we had in this Territory about 57,000 visitors 
spending an average of about $600 apiece. I am told that they spent $35,000,000, 
slightly in excess of the earntngs from diversified agricultuxe. I neither know 
how these figures were determined nor is that a concern of us who are working in 
the .College of Agriculture. 
We have about 4 million acres of land in the Territory. About one-fourth of 
the total area is given over to forest reserves which are very vital to us because 
of the water supply they insure, a..~d we have about ltmillion acres devoted to 
our ranch industry, Our chief concern is to develop, promote, and expand in every 
way possible diversified agriculture--not because we are disinterested in sugar 
and pineapple, because we are, but those two industries are adequately serviced by 
their very excellent private experiment stations. 
_..._.___VALUE OF Let us look a bit more at what we call diversified agr!culture. Of 
DIVERSIFIED the some 30 million dollars derived from it last year, about 20 mil­
AGRICULTURE lion dollars came from livestock, beef cattle, milk, swine, poultry, 
and about 6 million came from what I call horticultural things, such 
as, vegetables, frnits and taro. · We received about 2 mill:i.on dollars last year 
from our coffee crop, and as Governor Long indicated, our floral industry also was 
estimated to be worth about 2 million dollars. Floral products are our latest and 
rha s the most r .a idl owin of:. vers fied cro • .. For this . reason we are 
0 
most ~flPPY to _welc:om~ you to th~ qQ I :ese.of . ,A~icult;upe to share 0,UI° knowledge 
-W~th you and to h~ve 'you _g~~;ve ·us t~,: benefit .o:t' yoUI\:~r.oad exper~enc~;- in:_ii~e .!:~~~as ~t. gro~g, ' \r~spor~!AE;t :~l-:~keting .nowe~$ ~··: ... I ••• ·: .: ' ••'. •• ' • ' 
1
·' ·:. '.· , '.flle Uni~ersity of Ha~ai( ~~:(.,·~.,~e~ ¥ 1907 as the '. doll e~ of .Hawa.i~. For 
a time in the ~arly years ,', the· t'~culty_out~~be~ed the ~tudent~h , bUt those, trying 
·early years are·past. . ·Enrol~ent is . now around ~~- 5,000 fi~a. . Some 700 dep-ees 
were granted last June. Compared to the University of California, we are sti ll a 
small institution, but we occupy a strategic place between the Occident and the 
Orient and we believe this institution is already playing an important role as a 
.-
meeting _place of these great cultures. In agriculture our emphasis is on tropical 
agriculture, and we are ambitious to make this one of the leading tropical agricul­ ,... ' 
tural colleges· in the world. 
VALUE OF We do not believe that research -a:tone, ·· which is the business of the 
RESEARCH College of Agriculture or at least t:he Experiment Station, oan solve all 
of Hawaii 1s problems. But we believe it can help a good deal. Recently, 
.. the Dupont Corporatiori erected a . new .JO million 4ollar research institution' ·, at · 
Wilmi~gton, Delaware. At this dedication ceremony Mr. Greenwall, the president.... 
of the Company~ said, 11It is essential to recognize that the vast .social and 
material gains that America has made in the past five ,.decad.es . have not been aocomP­
lished by legislation, bydeals old, new, or t'air, .bµt simply throu~: the applica­
tion and encouragement of invention and development. ii Speaking at the same cere;. 
mony rresidep.t James B • .. Conant of' Harvard University,,,a~id that ·the progres~ o~ 
Soviet. technology will &+mQSji stop ~,nee yhe pas~ 1a~oum,.µa,~ed ,lmQwl~clge gained_ from 
the· free world has been exhausted. "Soviet science cannot succeed in the long 
run; 11 he, said, 11beca~e the l;Jyste~ denies the ~ci~ntist t're~om9f inquiry, but," 
h~ wa;oned, ''we mus:t _pot undere~'\iime.te th~ , immed~ate .power of Russia.-" Continuing, 
Dr... Conant ~aid, 11~ehind the. Irq?l .,.C~tain the independent inve~tor·, t~e ~teur, · 
scientist, has no~ pnly disappeared but h~ h,ae ,left no r~cognizable descendants. 11 
So we are oont~~uj;ng.1:iere at .th.e College of A~j.cult~e,.1in ~ur ,limited _w~y, to 
sea:r;-c~ for new .facts \ .rhich we th.ink ,.willJ )e of .benefi.t •.to ·di-"?'ersified agrioult~e. 
FUTU~ . .We ~elcome you to .~he .College , ~f ,'.Agr.icult~~ --of' '..the .U~iv~~sity Qt ·Ha~d1 
MEETINGS : and t~ank you for comj..ng. We ~?'\1st .trese meetings . will be . of' grea~ value 
' · , · · tq you ·visitors and to ourselves, .and I!lS,y I express the hQpe that this 
meeting Js merely .the forerunner of others along this,. and sim.i+ar lines. 
####### 
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DEVEIDPMENT OF FWRICULTURE IN HAWAII 
J. H. Beaumont 
MIIESTONE It is a pleasure to appear before this, the first Floral Clinic to be 
conducted in the Territory. This clinic represents a very definite 
milestone in the evolutionary changes that are occurring in the development of 
floriculture and ornamental horticulture in these islands. It is comparable to 
the graduation or commencement day at the university when the young man or woman, 
having received certain basic trainings and disciplines, steps out into the world 
to make his .own way in the highly competitive business of making a living. 
PRECEDENT It falls into a similar pattern to that demonstrated by the Experiment 
Station of the HSPA and by the FRI. In both instances the members of 
new and growing industries in the Territory felt the need of the re~earch and 
support that could be gained by pooling their resources and working to the mutual 
benefit of all. That the principles upon which these institutions are founded 
have demonstrated their value is unquestioned. That the mutual effort of the 
growers, wholesalers, and retailers of floricultural products and of the Univer­
sity and IR.AC in putting on this clinic will be of such great value as to fully 
justify future clinics and the development of a closer intergradation of growing 
and marketing of floral products is not to be doubted. 
HI I have been assigned the pleasant task or tracing briefly the development 
I!§! or this important new industry. Actually the task should have been assigned 
to one of many others much more competent because of their longer and more 
direct association with floriculture and their own personal contributions to this 
industry. 
FIDWERS IN There is no place in the world where the growing and use ot 
HAWAII 1S CULTURE flowers enters so intimately into the life of the people or 
where the climate and customs make it so natural to grow and 
use them. ArmitageY states that "In old Hawaii, much as in the Hawaii of today, 
leis were used on such gala occasions as birthdays, marriages, welcomes, feasts 
and hula graduations. Sometimes they were worn continuously. Always there is the 
thought of love or affection, and best wishes accompanying the gift of the lei. 11
-
BrmmY states 11It has been well established in tradition and literature, 
sculpture and art that numerous and various types of leis and wreaths had been 
evolved on the continent from which the Polynesians came. It is quite expectable 
that they would have brought with them the cherished memory or these different 
kinds of leis ••• The maile may be considered one of the oldest of all leis••• 
Another ancient Polynesian lei is the ginger lei made of ~he creamy-yellow spicy 
flowers of Hedychium flavum. Its great age is indicated by its occurrence through. 
out Polynesia wherever the plant will grow. The fondness of the Polynesians for 
this type is clearly indicated by its being the only plant which they carried with 
them to every part or Polynesia for the making of leie. 11 
Y Armitage, George. The Hawaiian lei. Hawaiian Tourifax Annual. Hawaiian 
· Tourist Bureau, pp. 64. 1937.Y Brown, E. D. W. Polynesian leis. American Anthropol.ogist 33: 615-619. 19.31. 
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While by no means all leis were flower leis, it is apparent from the above 
referenoes that flowers played an important role in the life of the Polynesians. 
It is small wonder, then, that the culture of flowers would be destined to play 
a much greater part in the life of the people of Hawaii. 
INTRODUCTION However, not to give the erroneous impression that in old Hawaii, 
OF PLANTS the people, bedecked with leis, dan~ed and sang all day, we must 
realize that the business of living was a matter of very serious 
concern. Food was limited in variety and quantity. According to early accounts 
Honolulu and other parts were b8fren and drean; in the extreme. It is under­
standable that peginning with Capt. Cook himself in 1798, followed closely by 
9apt. Calumet, Capt. Vancouver, Don Francisco Marin, and many others, the earlier 
introductions of plants and animals were mostly of a utilitarian nature. In 
1813 the Marin records in his journal the planting of pineapple, orange trees, 
peaches, figs, lemons, beans and cabbages, as well as other plants new to the 
Territory. With the arrival of the missionaries and their wives End families in 
1820 greater emphasis was undoubtedly placed upon ornamental plants and flowers. 
RoclQ/, in the introduction to his book, remarks as follows: ''Numerous must 
have been the introductions of both ornamental and useful plants as early even as 
1840, for W. L. Lee, president of the Royal Hawaiian Agricultural Society, writes 
on June 7, 1853: 'let those who wish to be convinced of the value of trees look 
back a few years upon the burned and barren yards of Honolulu and compare them 
with the cool and beautiful groves of our (present) forest city.'" And in 1917 
Rock states: 11That it is really astonishing how many species of plants ••• adorn 
this beautiful city; indeed an arboretum in itself. 11 
He gives great credit to Dr. Wm. Hillebrand, and remarks that ''Honolulu owes 
him the profoundest gratitude.n 
DR. HILIEBRAND'S Living proof of the contributions of Dr. Hillebrand to the 
CONTRIBUTIONS beauty and culture of the Territory is to be found at the 
Foster Garden which formerly was his home and where he planted 
most of the plants he introduced during his extensive travels through the orient 
while making his home in Honolulu from 1865 until his return to Germany. The 
home and garden were acquired in 1880 by Capt. and Mery Foster and in 1930 Mrs. 
Foster willed the garden to the City and County of Honolulu as a botanical garden 
and public park. Dr. H. L. Lyon was named director and it is to him that the 
people owe the development of the garden since 1930 and its magnificence today. 
In this connection it is interesting to note that in the Honolulu Advertiser 
for December 15, 1938, under the heading 70 years ago today, or December 15, 1868, 
the following is quoted: ''During a stroll through the grounds of Dr. Hillebrand 
we were shown an orchid in bloom. The flower is extremely delicate in color and 
perfume, It is probably the first one that has bloomed in these islands." 
This is the first reference to the orchid in Honolulu that has come to my 
attention. Perhaps we should give Dr. Hillebr.and credit for this introduction. 
Y Rock, Joseph F. The Ornamental Trees of Hawaii. 191?. 
-'+-
ORCHID lDoking further into the first origins of the floral industry or more 
CULTURE particularly orchids we find that Ellen Williams in an article in Para-
dise of the Pacific, December 1934, states that orchid growing in Hawaii 
started about 1896 when a shipment of phalaenopsis, and Dendrobium. superbum. was 
brought here from the Philippines.... A couple of years later Mr. Samuel M. 
Damon started to import species of cattleya in quantity. A few years later we 
hear that Mr. E. D. Tenney became interested ~d started introducing orchids, 
also Mr. Atherton. 
The Advertiser of November 8, 1949, in its column forty years ago, 1909, 
states: 11Few people lmow that there are several large and very valuable collea­
tions of orchids in Hcnolulu o~med and tended personally by men and women with 
whom they have become a hobby--for orchids are the queen of all hobbies." 
These are the first reports of orchid growing in the Territory that have come 
to rrry attention to date. I hope to do more research in this field in the near 
future and hope that a"7onehaving interesting facts will call them tom::, attention. 
Mt-. Damon was responsible also for the importation of many other fine plants 
to the Territory, among the best known being the Pirie mango and the beautiful. 
anthurium.. The latter was imported in 1889 from London and is said to have been 
L. @;nd.ro.eanum. 
Thus, shortly after the turn of the century, the drab dusty Honolulu of early 
missionary days had meta.morp~osed into a virtual arboretum.. A large number of the 
flowering trees and sbru.bs, of ornamentals and garden flowers, bad become 
established. The stage was set for the second phase in the development of the 
floricultural industry, viz. the rapid expa..~sion of amateur and professional 
interest in flower production and marketing and the gradual exploration and deve­
lopment of export n:arke ts. 
~f4NSION 0~ Developm~nt of this second phase was slow at first because of World 
INTERESTS War I, inadequate transportation, and the many vital economic and 
political proble~s facing the new Territory. Orchids and anthuriums 
were still the rich ms..!'s hobby. 
However, interest in flcwors and floriculture was continually mounting. In 
1911 a hibiscus society was formed to sti~ttl.ate interest in the more desirable 
varieties and their use in the garden. Wilcox and HoJ:\ './ report that the first 
hybrids were produced by W. M. Gifford in 1902. They give a long list of bree&r.a 
and importers who had contributed to the development of this beautiful plant. This· 
is mentioned to indicate the early interest in plant improvement by breeding which 
has since been applied to orchids in the Territory with even more striking results. 
Following the early orchid collections built up by Mr. Samuel M. Damon and 
Mr. E. D. Tenney it is recordedij that Dr. H. L. Lyon soon after his arrival in 
the Territory in 1907 continued his earlier interest in orchid culture. As he 
developed the HSPA forestry nursery near Hillebrand Gardens he included orchids in 
the cultures. These as well as a large part of his very large and extensive per­
sonal collection were transferred in part to the Foster Gardens when it was estab­
lished in 1931. Others, notably E. D. Tenney and Frank C. Atherton, have contri­
buted to the outstanding Foster Garden collection. 
::J Wilcox, E. V. and V. S. Holt. Orncmental Hibiscus in Hawaii. H.A.E.S. 
5 Bul. 29. 1913. 
:/ Martin J.P. The Foster GArden Orchid Collection. Pac. Oreb. Soc. 4 
Number 2. July, 1945. 
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Perhaps one of the earliest and largest importers and growers of orchids in 
the efl,t'ly 1900's was Mr. Harold Jeffs who unfortunately lies quite ill at his home 
at thi s time. I am told that he imported dendrobiums from the Philippines end 
cattleyas from South America and many plants from dealers on the Mainland. He 
sold plants to other collectors and flowers to local florists, About 1914 Mr. 
Jeffs sold his collection of more than 1000 plants to Mr. Frank C. Atherton. Un­
questionably Mr, Atherton grew orchids before this time, but this acquisition 
greatly enhanced his collection. After 1930, and with the able assistance of Mr. 
Oscar Kirsch this collection became one of the outstanding orchid attractions of •Honolulu. 
From this time on it would be impossible for me to name the collections 
.chronologically or in order of size and variety. As a matter of fact important ' 
contributions already may have been omitted. I hope they will be called to my 
attention. 
BCX>M Interest in orchid culture mounted steadily until in 1930 it more or less 
assumed the proportions of a boom. This was the transition period between 
the time of the few and exclusive collectors to the many smaller but enthusiastic 
growers and to the beginnings of real commercial development. J. M. Warne in the 
Honolulu Advertiser of January 26, 1936 writes that"in f'ive years the number of 
oollections has risen from only a few until now there are well over 100 collec­
tions worthy of the name.u 
REGISTRATIONS This intense interest is demonstrated by the registrations of the 
new orchid hybrids given in Sanders• Complete List or Orchid Hybrids for 1946, 
assuming that in the earlier days it would require 10 years or more to raise seed- · 
lings to flowering. I will list a few of the names in chronological order under 
some of the larger genera up to the year 1946, Occasional names may have been 
overlooked inadvertently and if so I must apologize. However, p,3rhaps this par­
tial list is of interest in indicating the large number of growers who undertook 
orchid breeding almost simultaneously from about 1930 or· a few years earlier. 
Brassocattleya (Brassavola x ~attleyal Ca.ttleya 
Hirose 1941, 1944 Atherton 1939, 1942, 1945 
T. Kodama 1944 (7),§/ 1945 (3) Williams 19.39 
R. Warne 1945 (2) Hirose 1941, 1944 (2) 
Kodama 1944 (3)
Brassolaeliocattleya Robert Warne 1944 
M. Warne 1945 
Iqon 1941. 
Kodama 1944 (3), 1945 (3) Dendrobium 
Tanaka 1945 Miss Ellen Williams 1938, 1941 (2), 1943Warne 1945 Atherton 1940, 1942, 1945 
McCoy· 194.3 (2)
Nuuanu 1944 
Goo 1945 (4) 
Hirose 1945 
Koda.ma 1945 
§./ Number in parentheses indicate the number of registrations in the year indicated. 
The date alone indicates one registration. 
,'J 
·~ 
., 
_., 
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Epidendrum Renantanda 
Montague Cooke 1945 Atherton 1944, 1945 
Hirose 1945 Carter 1945 
Laeliooattleyt1 Renanthera 
Williams 1940, 1943 R. Warne 1942 
M. Warne 1941, 1943, 1944, 
1945 S;eathoglottis 
Hirose 1941, 1944 (2) 
Atherton 1943 Atherton 1939, 194.3 
Rolla Thomas 1943 Nuuanu 1940, 194.3 
Takumi Kodama 1944 (5), 1945 (9) Ivon 1941 {5), 1944 (2) 
Foster Gardens 1945 Carter 1943, 1944 
Oncidium ~ 
Atherton 1940 (3), 1942, 1943 Shipman 1940, 1944, 1945 (4) 
1944, 1945 Gill.mar 1943 
Kihara 1945 Ivon 1944 
St'I.Illner 1945 
~a.laeno12sis Atherton 1945 
Cummins 1945 
Atherton 1938, 1941 (2), 1942 Foster 1945 
(2), 1943, 1944 (2) Tanaka 1945 
Mrs. I.ester McCoy 1943 (2) 
·Sideris ·1943, 1944 Vandaenopsis (Ph. Denivei x V.. §anderianal 
Shipman 1944 
I 
Atherton 19.39 
But this list represents merely the first beginnings of active and construc­
tive hybridization and orchid improvement. It was reported recently by the Regis­
tration Committee Chairman of the Pacific Orchid Society that 100 names of new 
hybrids had been sent to Senders in 1950 for registration and that already this 
year, 1951, which is hardly half over, 100 more have already been submitted. 
The 1946 list of registrations from which I have quoted does not indicate the 
number and variety of the collections whose owners did no breeding work. It does 
not necessarily indicate either that the person listed actually made the cross since 
flasks of unnamed seedlings were imported from mainland sources. It does not 
indicate the experimentation, trials end errors, disappointments and failures. More 
particularly it does not show some of the early successes, many of which were never 
registered. This is particularly true of some of the early spathoglcttis, phalae­
nopsis and vanda hybrids,some of which had already been named or which were sub­
mitted t oo l o.te to __ :recei ve.--priority·-o'f perhaps which were ~ever submitted at all. 
The list, with the close grouping of dates, does indicate that in the preceding 
10 to 15 years or about 1930 to 1935 a large number of people were building large 
and varied collections and were enthusiastic hybridizera. For example it was in 
1928 that Mr. T. Kodama and Dr. Harry Kurisa.ki laid the first foundations of the 
Kodama Nurseries which were commercialized in 19.35. I am told that the first sow­
ing of orchid seed was on September 27, 1935. 
]P,11:].~1-I.ti Interest in culture and hybridizing of orohids was by no means limited 
HAWAII AND to Oahu. }~. Takumi Kono is quoted as follows from the Hilo Tribune 
~ .i- of October 2S, 1945: 11The history of orchid growing in Hilo goes back 
. ·~. -.. 
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to. Herbe:::-t Sh:f.pman who )Jes Hilo' s first orchid grower. His first plant acquired 
in 1907 was a PheJ.. Schille!'ian.a •,.rhich is still e.mong his va'3t collection of 
·orchids. t~ext came the late Dr. E. Yoehi!!lllra. wh~ influenced ms.ny people to take 
up orchid growing. Ot;.1e!"s · who we;-~ amQn.g the fitst, were: S. Kawe9aki, Maj • 
!ester Bra.yan, Dr. E. ~tc~e_ll, Ju.ex 'Andersen, Her'oert Smtll and Y. Hirose. 11 
\- -Stra'lgely enough the G~;..da~ :!'.sland w!lich of late may have lagged ';so~ewhat 
in its -~~chid i11terest:3 was at t!'le :'o::-efront i':l t he e~ly da.yo {t:1.bout l-91-3) due to 
the active interest and 8-X-:litm.si~.·3 coJ..lecticms of :Cr. Iilirr_i.ra. o~ Ha.ni pepe, and Dr. 
Mukai and-' Mr. Taketa. of· \.ti/me:i. · l'f~. ~- H~ ::s1~!:t:!m. w:'lo e:-.ined experienc~ :from Dr. 
Kimura. ~d, Dr. Y.11.llcai w1s 'i a:~~xr ,;g::irt~en.o:r: fcr . lAJ:s s Ros~ Cylya &.'ld h3.S since '. been 
regarded'- ~~ one of tho best C!lttlc7;a.i ~cue:r.s i ri ;P.o!?,o~ulu. 
, ... ' .· ·• ' .• 1 
fil$.1,0.R.,Y '-Q~ The hiet.o~ ?f· t~e .:-,.09t i~!)crtar-t orehid in H1l.waii-~~e. l!ls.! 
VANDA . . . ;, i9,:~~c!oe!3' ·not sne:n to be too fully recorded. In the Florists 
:·· MISS.. JOPJIDJ!1 · 'Ek~ge tll11 H0n_:i;~u.1.t,1.ra.1,_1:iz_~q,~~.S!J4 for Aug\.,st· 24, 19;5 .,tinder an 
i: ·s:.' . . e::.'.'ticle ontit1.od 110:-c~'lids in, .Htiwa.ii/' D::". H• . L. Lyon is quoted. as 
•• • \ ,:i. • ,r •
follows: ·.·- 1f!!s identified :the species, or,.~,:r;-ath,er h;rb~';~, as ·Y~~a_lii~s J0!:9\UJ!, the 
result develO.P,ac! ,.in.Singapore, · by cro~siilg v .. :teres · and .v. ··Hookeriana.... Iii 
r·· ,,.}· ·· ·. q · · . -....~ v~~ 1 ~--
,-,:,-:-' i~.-· eas11~".t,r!)pe.ea,ted by .?'-1tt~nes, he e.s"_e:r:ted,- e.n~. g~ows in open garc.ens in full 
,.. · .s~ight... At leMt it has fo:· him 1.P: .the..._10 yea!'s since he brought it to 
Honolulu ·rrom Sin.gapore. ir . . . · . . . . · 
... .. ·•:· . 
· . Thus we can assign 19~5. e,.s ,tbe dl:l.t'~ '.Qf .:thc introdilction ·or Miss Joaguim ~o 
the Territory p~c·;idb.g ' .of. ·co\\!'P8) t.:h9.t··thc articl e was '. printed the same ·year 'the\•\ •; !.. • • • 
.interview "~es . give:i-. ·:' .-..,
1 
.. , y £'·, -.· ,, · ; 
• • ..... , ~.~... \: •• • ,:; •• ...!~ i_ ~ ) .. \( ;~ : ··: .\ };:.• • ·' ·' 
.. ,-····Tbe-'folf6wi ri.g 1,r.h41, n:·: e:'.s,q i.s ·quoted· from the above . et-ticle see~ almost like 
1t <. Pll'Of.¥ ~1 />f ,,,r?~·v.<hM' re.c~t,~\:.y -~'::Yalop~J !.~.Od9.y~ ~0rchid$· to eve:cybody. Orchids 
growin'g' o~tet: ·:tp.e. ,;t~eea , ':.:i PEWPle 'o .froni yX'.:'c,s, · and standing up in the sunlight 
.,...J)f..thei~·-g~~e~~; : .o~~hi'C:s as plenti'f1,i· ·eo: pc-.:,p:.es in California. Not only that, 
,.·,.but or.ohid$1 .cµt' ..;-n -Ha.waii ·w:U2 stand ·tratispor~tation to any part of the U. S, and. 
~ive:· in gQod· condition~ 11 
,·., 
· 
. . . , , . ' , I ·.:: ·.. ; .. 
Perhaps. t _he first ·to undertake· mai's '~i'ppaga.ticn of the Y.~.2!1 Miss Joeguim 
were the Warne Bro"tihe:!'s of !-!cnoJ.u].11, ?~ ~ !.tJ.l ten ; ,re.rr:e tells me they received 
"heir first cutt ?:r.gs<.ifro:i Mr. Alex Ande1:..sbn\.er.fl ·othe:-c from Mr. Herbert Shipman, 
both of Hilo, a."3. t~·~!'ly· a:3 1931.. In 19?5 ,t hey had l'lO~e than 300 plants and the 
ne~t yea!' the. nt~ber 'ha." incree..sed to· lloo.·· · 
. .. Mr. Robert We:rn13 !'eec,u..'l"ts. his first .att~ppto and difficµlties of merehandi.s-
.i~g ~J,.£.~ ~ blca·lC:ns in 191:.1, t:-ie saii~ i,ear t~1at on Iei Ds.y he received a 
$25 prize for a lei me.cl~ o~ ~p~q~i m b: ossoms. Th~re seems t o ~e no question that at 
this period so:ie o~ the J~ilo gro1,,•c :;.~s alco had bognn the propagation and mer­
c~ising of the )L~g.-~_Jp..§t3_,I.~~..'J..~· 
U.E~T§.!~ The expe..."1sion cf the orchid ind11st,ry since 1941 carrying with it the 
SINCE l<].£ t:-eme~dous de7elcpme".lt of o:.'jer floricultnral items particularly the 
ant!mri'..\!!l, ti, croton, ginger, he11.cc~.5.as and wood roses is so recent 
it needs no recou.n"t,ing. ':;1-:e rece:it Ws.!', a. :.-eac.y rr.ainJ.and market and speedy air­
plane transportation ha,Fe en~licd c~mm9!'ci al growers to expand rapidly and have 
induced ma..~y ot~e~s to ente~ the field b~th as ~ateurs and as small businessmen. 
Together they may be r.utn~)e:-ed in the t hous~.nds. 
Orchid growing is no J..onger the rich Dl!lll Is hobby but. enric!les the life of 
thousands of i.11-tel."es ted and ent,hU9iast-!. c gro~-1ers . 
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Thus the growers, the materials, the climate, the enthusiasm, the trans­
portation facilities, and the ability to grow the plants and flowers, are all 
present. It remains for the future to reveal the ultimate stature and im­
portance to which this new industry will attain. The threshold of the third 
phase of the development of this new and robust industry, that of attaining the 
status of a basic and stable indu$try, is here. This clinic, emphasizing as it 
does the packaging, shipping, and merchandising of florioultural. products for 
mainland markets is ample proof of this • 
. ####### 
BENEFITS~ BREEDING 
H. Kru:iemoto 
IN HAWAII We are all aware of what breeding can do and has done for our rapidly 
expanding floral industry. We need look back only a few years at the 
vanda and dend.robium species of orchids in existence then, and compare them to 
the hundreds of hybrids of today, many of which are much superior to the original 
parental species. Then, too, from the first pink anthurium plant brought in to 
the Moane.lua Gardens, 'W8 have today vastly improved types ranging in color from 
white to pink, red and orange. These are the results of the efforts of both 
amateur and commercial flower growers who held an active interest in breeding fo~ 
new e.nd better forms. 
THE FIRST The first hybridization of flowers has been credited to Thomas 
CROSS Fairchild, who in 1717 crossed a carnation and a Sweet William. The 
hybrid was intermediate in characters of the two parents, and was a 
mule, or completely sterile, It was about that time that sexuality was determiJ:ed 
in plants--that there were two essential parts in the flower, the pistil and the 
stamen, and that pollination, or transferring the pollen to the stigma, was ~ 
necessary for hybridization. Once this fact was established, countless amateurs 
undertook breeding work within a group of plants that has much appeal to most 
people--flowers. By crossing flowers at random and subsequently selecting the 
better types, thousands of varieties have been produced. 
MENDEL•S In 1900 the science of genetics was founded upon the rediscovery of 
~ Mendel' a laws. Since then much knowledge has accumulated, not only in 
genetics but also in a closely related field, cytology, and the com­
bined field .of cytology and genetics know as cytogenetics. Various breeding 
methods have become established. If we realize the fact that many of the past 
breeders have produced countless new varieties without the knowledge of genetics 
and cytology, · we can indeed hope for great progress if we take advantage of the 
information on hand. 
lat us consider some of the basic information -that may be utilized for 
greater profits from breeding. First, how are certain characters inherited? lat 
us examine a case of simple Mendelian inheritance, as exhibited in the flower 
color of Asystasia. When a purple-flowered plant is crossed to a white-flowered. 
plant, the progeny will be purple-flowered. Purple in this case is dominant over 
white. Now, if the hybrid is selfed, the second generation will show both purple 
and white, in the proportion of 3 purples to l white. This second generation is 
the segregating generation. If the hybrid is back~rossed to the purple parent, 
the progeny will all be purple; but backcrossed--to- the white_yarent, a 1:1 ratio 
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of purple to white can be expected. This is simple Mendelian inheritance. If the 
mode of inheritance is known, it becomes an easy matter to reproduce the character 
at will. Not all characters, however, are inherited in such a simple fashion, 
Two pairs of genes may affect a given character, in which case, instead of a 3:1 
ratio, the segregating generation may exhibit a ratio of 9:3:3:l, or a modifica­
tion of this. And, frequently, many genes are involved, which complicates the 
picture somewhat, but this need not concern us here. 
JJOW AND WHAT With this background of the knowledge of simple Mendelian inherit-
TO CROSS ance, how would you go about combining a good character of one plant 
with a good character of another plant? Obviously, the first step 
is to cross the two. But what happens if both of these characters happen to be 
recessive? That is, instead of getting the two good characters together, bothpoor 
ones are combined. Many breeders would get discouraged at the results and imme­
diately discard the hybrid. A student of genetics, however, will do otherwise. 
Did we not see earlier, in connection with Asystasia, that the succeeding genera­
tion is the segregating generation? Although the good characters may be masked 
in the first generation, by carrying the apparently valueless hybrid another 
generation, the plant that you set out to get--the recombined product--may result. 
Much valuable breeding material has been lost in the past in the discarding of 
the first generation hybrids that did not measure up to the breeder's expectatism.s. 
Let us take another case. Suppose that a cross between Vanda sanderianaand 
Yanda coerulea gave a superb progeny, Vanda rothschild~. You are interested 
in getting more of this type, so you self a good rothschildiana. By so doing, 
will you get what you want? Probably not. We have seen that the hybrid when 
selfed will give the segregating generation. The segregants here can be expected 
to range from sanderiana type on the one extreme to coerulea type on the other. 
In this instance, instead of selfing, the correct procedure would be to go back 
to the two parents and remake the cross in order to obtain the more uniformprogeny. 
Anthuriums have rapidly become an important export item. As mentioned 
earlier, breeders have done a good job in producing the beautiful plants now in 
existence. It is the general opinion, however, that the whites run much inferior 
to the reds or oranges~ Breeders of anthuriums have found that when a white is 
crossed to a red or an ore.nge, invariably types other than whites appear. In the 
quest for good whites, breeders have discarded the colored hybrid, and instead 
have chosen to cross inferior whites to produce better whites. 
Again, in thi~ case, it seems that breeders are throwing awaI valuable breed­
ing material in their fi~st gen~~~tion hvbrids. A cross between a white and a 
good red and subsequently recovering the whites in the second generation will 
probably result in superior whites in a much shorter time than by continually 
crossing inferior whites and selecting the better ones. · 
KNOW YOUR Another aid in breeding is the knowledge of chromosomes. Chromosomes 
.QHROMOSOMES are found in the nuclei of cells and are the carriers of heredity,for 
genes which determine characters are located on these chromosomes. 
Many plants carry two sets of chromosomes, one set derived from one parent 
and the second set from the other parent. Plants with two sets of chromosomes are 
referred to as diploids. In ornamentals, polyploids which have more than two sets 
of chromosomes are not uncommon. Polyploids, especially tetraploids, are frequent­
ly characterized by increase in flower size, -thicker and broader petals, greater 
vigor, and extended blooming season--all important factors to the flower grower, 
1 
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In oattleya orchids, polyploids, including triploids with three sets of 
chromosomes and tetraploids with four sets of chromosomes, are much more desirable 
than the corresponding diploids. Practically all of the present day award win­
ners fall into these groups. We know also that triploid cattleyas are highly 
desirable for cut flower production but rather useless for breeding purposes 
because triploids are highly sterile. The triploid nature explains why, in many 
pedigrees of orchids, a blind alley is reached. Knowing this information on 
ploidy in orchids, the trend in breeding is to locate good tetraploids and uti­
lize them in crosses. Crossing two tetraploids will give more tetraploids, 
while crossing a tetraploid to a diploid will result in triploids that are 
desirable for cut flower production. 
Polyploids are found in plants other than orchids. The garden irises, 
.,­ before the turn of the century, were predominantly diploids, but now tetraploids 
have replaced practically all of these diploids. Among cut flowers, tetraploid 
snapdragons and tetraploid phlox have been introduced into the trade. These are 
results of artificially induced doubling of chromosoDB:ls with a drug called col­
chicine. Tetraploid Easter lilies and carnations are about to make their debut. 
The future awaits other introductions of polyploid ornamentals, and colohicine 
and polyploidy will no doubt play important roles in the further improvement of 
flowers. 
!J 
BREEDING It may be desirable to go a little deeper and discuss the principles ot 
PROGRAM plant breeding involved in the production of uniform hybrid snapdragons., 
or the production of double-flowered petunias, stocks or carnation, the 
production of rust-resistant snapdragons, wilt-resistant asters, etc.; but time 
will not allow this. It should be emphasized here, however, that equipped with 
the fundamental principles of genetics end plant breeding, one can begin to plan 
his breeding program and arrive at the final results much quicker than by cross­
ing plants at random or in a "hit or miss II manner. 
CONSUMER The flower breeder, in order to plan his breeding program, must kn.ow 
DEMAND what he is breeding for. Is it a certain color that he is after? 
Is it fragrance? Is it size? The aim in breeding is determined 
through several factors, but, perhaps, the demands of the consumer carry the mo1~ 
weight, for the ultimate test of a product is consumer acceptance. In this con­
nection marketing and consumer researc~ assumes importance, and we are fortunate 
enough in having had such studies initiated. From these studies we learn that 
the season of bloom is of great importance. There are greater outlets £or 
£lowers if they can be timed for certain occasions such as Christmas, Easter, 
Mother's Day, and Memorial Day. Our products can be moved during the winter and 
spring months, but will face a glut during the summer months. A case in point is 
the Vanda Miss Joaguim orchid. 
Then, of course, uniformity of product is desired. One of the reasons why
Vane~ Joaqui'm experiences such popularity is its uniformity. In order for the 
customer ~o know what he is getting, particularly through mail or phone orders, 
the product has to be uniform. 
What are the colors that are desired? Are red anthuriums in greatest 
demand? Or will the softer shades be better? What size, form and texture should 
we breed for? These can be partially answered through marketing studies. 
The market economist tells us, too, that fashions in flowers change as do 
women•s dresses and, therefore, the industry will always be looking for novelties. 
It is up to the breeder to produce these new products. 
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1.BAP! The flower breeder musta.Jso consider the claims of the wholesaler, 
DEM.b.1"D retailer or shipper. Such factors as size, shape, weight, keeping quality, 
etc., may be involved. A good illustration of how shippers determine 
what is accep~able is offered in the shape of the spadix of anthuriums. In order 
to conoerve as m~ch space as possible in shipping anthurium flowers, the shippers 
dictate that instead of a upright spadix, a spadix curving with the spathe should 
be produced. Breeders, t:ien, should com~'Jly with this. For bulky flmrers such as 
the bird-of-!)c.radise or heliconias, those with slender stems and consequently with 
less weight may be deoired, 
BREEDING N~w let us look at it from the gro1,1er's standpoint. What he will 
FCB.~PROFJ.1§. atts=.:pt to grow is sonethi:ig from w!1ich he can realize a profit; 
t:C.o g-.c-oc~ rot1.'!rn reust oxc~ed the co3t of production. ?J..a~y factors 
will affect this, bt;t \.~e v:111 limit ourselves here to only a brief discussion of 
two important fr..ctc,:::-s :i.:1 connectioc1 wit:1 breeding. First, the total ;:rield of 
flowers. Flov:er breeders have not eiven C'ncuch thought to yield, for frequently 
flower color, for!:!, texture, etc. , have takc:1 precedence over total production. 
This has been the case with anthuri'U!lls. If we should co:::.pe.re the flower pro­
ducing cap~c~ties of anthU!'iur::~, we will find thnt ther9 exist inhoront dif­
ferc!lces--so:::nc ple.nts produce as few as four flo~crs per plant p~~ yea-: ~:e oihers 
produce as m&"1y E..O seven or eight flo\;-ers p'.:lr plc....'1t per year. 1.,n increase of 
cc1ly one flo,.;8r per pl.mt per yea;:, will mean a tremenclon:J increase i:.1 profits, 
especially with a oi:;;eble plcntin1s, and wo co.n j_m!lgine what an increase of a.s 
m~~Y' e.,:; fom· flov:~rc pe:::- pl".r..t per year will do. Thus breeding for yield, at 
leest in 2=1:.~~,ri.1:ms,. wi 2.l. be a vcrJ profitable field. 
I£tstly, ,.~9 will he:1:e to :cc::1ticn disoc.ses. We cll reel ize hew troublesome 
diseases c:i,~ bo n~d hew t~ey tor.d to decrease profits. Che of the best controls 
fer a difeaze is to pla~t va~ioties resistant to that disease. B~eeding for re-
cis t['.."1.Ce to di.s2~ses, how~ve:..~, is not ea.oy and often requiros tre.ined personnel 
in tl:a field:• cf bot:1 plant patholoCY and genetics. However, a plant breeder 
w:.thout t:':13 m0re s:;,'3cio.l:t'.!sd tro....i.ning ca:'l at lee.st select againot plants extremely 
susce~tible to a disca8e . 
With a fnn4.~.mental 1u~'Jv-~:.edr:;e of t:1e :,~sic principles of genetics end 
cytolov, a":.:i wit~: a d.J:lnite r,co.l in l :-e~ding, d'.:ltcrmined h~'l tha Yarious phases 
of tb,; l'lora.:'. iD.c1v.::itry, '-:,)., ,3 £:.ow;:;:- brecde:::- cc:'.:1 ho:pe t.o i:rprcve on prosent varie­
ties i:s v;e11 a.~ to create ne•:T o~es which may re~ult. in greater rrofits for all. 
II##### 
• 
(Dr. Hendr..:.:{is ·:a::{ •.,;2.s given exte:::i::;ora.'1e01.:.sly, end e.bout half of his time 
was d ?'Toted to colored slides on plant diseases. The narrative portion of his 
talk was reco!'c:ed but c:e~troyed accidentally, so that we have no W-itten record 
of what he said. In the panol discussion following Dr. Eendrix•s talk, a number 
of quest::.::-;:;, w0!'e &sked D:". Handrix, 1111d his replies more or less provide a sum­
~~ry of .his address.) 
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B SECURITI Q[. THE COMMERCIAL FWWER GROWER 
0, Ben Haley, Jr, 
CONFE§.§J]li May I make a confession? I worked hard on my talk before coming to 
Hawaii--I knew exactly what I should tell you. Upon finishing the 
three-day floral tour you arranged for us before this clinic, I frantically re­
organized my whole talk. It•s a bit informal but what I had to say just didn 1t 
apply--! just did not understand and comprehend your problems beforehand. 
HISTORY OF THE I have just one nessage, and I believe the best way I can 
COIDRADO bring it to you is to tell you how closely the problem here 
CAR!:ATION INDUSTRY parallels the problem and history of the Denver carnation 
grower. 
The carnation industry in Colar ado is some 30 years old. The company for 
which I work was organized around 1910, and started shipping interstate some 
years later. After the war, that is, World War I, our business grew very fast; 
new greenhouses went up; sales were there for the asking; demand was ahead of 
suppl;r and everything was lovely. Then, came the depression and demand fell off. 
Mea..."lwhile, we had expanded production without giving any thought at all to markets 
or to investing money in the development of the markets. And, so in 1932, . 
'3.3, '34, and '35, we saw complete chaos in the Coler ado carnation industry. Our 
carnations were sold for less than the cost of pa.eking them. Carnations were 
being sold in Denver on street stands tor half a cent or less to the public. We 
shipped carnations on consignment into markets outside of Denver, and they didn't 
bring enough to pay for the transportation costs into those markets. We were in 
complete chaos, and the industry was about to fold. Fortunately, we had a few 
men who were perseverers, who could plan, and who could organize and get the rest 
of the growers together. 
CHAOS What happened in 1934 and 1935? The growers finally reached the point 
where they hadn't paid their coal bills for more than a year, and winter 
was coming on. Without coal at that time, our greenhouses would freeze--they 
still freeze, but we use gas to heat them now. One of the leaders of the carna­
tion industry went to the coal companies and said, 'We need coal to get through 
this winter, We haven't any money to pay for it; but if you will collectively 
sell us coal, we will collectively pledge our crop to pay for it some six or seven 
months from now. 11 The coal companies took us up on the offer, and that is how 
the growers in Denver started working together. Chaos forced them to do it. 
Before that, a grower was not welcome at another grower's place. Today I can go 
to any grower in the Colorado area, and I am welcomed open-heartedly. If we 
growers get into trouble, we run from one to another, and believe me, we are v&ry 
well acquainted with the diseases you just saw on the slides. We have ideal 
conditions in Denver to encourage the spread of these various bacterial and 
fusarium diseases that you have here in your fields. I•ve seen greenhouses 
literally wiped out by the spread of these diseases, which are encouraged by 
lac!t of sanitation and improper growing methods. After our people started work­
ing together, the poor gr-o:wer would ask the good grower, •~ow do I do this bet­
ter? 11 and the good grower would tell him• @d .we. s.t.art~ .~<? bav~_.Plans.....ancLa.ims. 
Our first aim, of course, was to pay off the coal bill. Later aims were the 
development of markets; the development of a sales program; and the development 
of a promotion program, Finally, we came to the d&Velopment of a research pro­
gram. Presently, we haw. -a re6&al'Cb program going' on at the OQJ.le.ge similar to 
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what you have here at your college. The industry pays for several fellowships 
each year to help finance studies of these various diseases and ways and means of 
improving our growing techniques. But, we had to go through chaos to bale our­
selves out. 
MY MESS~ If I have any message for you, it is to tell you that collEi.<?.ii'!.el.~ou 
· Qgn__g.o many things; alone, you are going to be small tirle operators. 
We heard this morning that the islands are presently doing 2 million dollars 
worth of floral export business yearly. I believe it when they say that this can 
be doubl~d; I think it can go much further than that. But I believe that you are 
going to have to do it collectively. Do you people have to go through chaos? Do 
you have to go through bankruptcy? Do you have to have your crops destroyed or 
not watered or not cared for because you no longer can sell them? If you will 
get together, develop a common plan, allow yourselves to be joined by your 
natural leaders, I•m sure that you will be on the way toward this goal which is 
not too ambitious, four or five--eight-ten million dollars worth of export 
flowers per year. Bu~ you need to do it together. I can't tell you how to do 
it. I can tell you to develop the will to do it, and then seek those in the 
legal profession to tell you how to do it. 
ATTAINING A They gave me a tough subject, "The Security of the Conrnercial Flower 
~ -----1),F,Q_I@)_Q,E Grower." I looked in the dictionary to find out what security really
SECURITY meant. Webster defines it as the state of being protected and not 
exposed to danger. Even the government can't do that for us. So I 
can't tell you how to attain perfect security. I can tell you some of the ways 
to attain a degree of it. Keep in mind these things while you are working on 
your joint efforts: 
1. 12J:1 must do a good .job in producing--all of you. By that I mean 
not only in crop culture, but in research, such as how to time your crops 
for market • .Xou must collectively; time your crops for market. Yq,u must 
£Qllectively J?.kant according to market demands with respect to colq~_and 
~iet:ies and quantities. We could grow tremendous quantities of' sweet 
peas on the Mainland. They are not too difficult to grow. But there is 
only a certain market for them. There is no point in overproducing on a 
ma~ket before you first develop the demand for that product. So do a 
good job in producing according to a plan. 
2. Do a good .job of grading. That's very important. Do a good job 
in grading to constant known standards. These standards must be lmow'Il to 
you and th3y must be known to your customers--the recipients on the other 
end. I was telling some of the people in Hilo of our experience in 
Colorado. We have found that almost every carnation grower says that his 
carnation is the best grade. That's not necessarily so. We have set up 
four major grade standards in Colorado for carnations. We call them 
select, fancy, standard, and short. Some growers get most of their mer­
chandise in the top three grades. Some of them get most of their m~r­
chandise in the bottom two grades. But we endeavor to sh!,p__g_~st9.nt 
gya.lity from our market so that the consumer on the other end lglot.JJ_E.Pat · 
to order and "\::hat to expect. In the summer time-presently--the top two 
grades are not available from the Denver Wholesale Florists Com?any~the 
company for which I work. We frankly tell our customers, ''We can't grow 
that good merchandise in the summer and we are withdrawing the name and 
the prices from the market. We will be back in the fall, but meantime, 
we are sorry, but you will have to be satisfied with the lower grades," 
which of course sell for less money. 
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3. ~ex.:!?..,Jell and promo.isi. You he.ve to sell and you have to p!'omote 
collectively, if you are to be big business. You are on the verge of it 
now. You must develop a sales plan, without having each of you working in 
a different direction. I can 1 t tell you that the best market for the vanda 
joaquim is the retail florist. I can't tell you that the best market is the 
supernarket. But, I do believe that all of you should be working toward 
common goals. Perhaps you should say, 11We will save the Yanda joaquim for 
the no~-florist trade, e...~d we will eave our other 0owc~s for the florist 
trade. 11 If you' 11 work togather that way, then your efforts will pay off 
much more fruitfully than if one fellow says 11I wontt sell to the non-florist 
trades, 11 and anoth8r fellow does. You have the poor retaile r on the other 
end in a ba.d way, and I think Eddie Goeppner is going to tell you something 
about that tomor~ow. 
4, fillrl..,. l~~.tl.Y-1-g_~1_ive.r thLKn9i i:. Don't let tranoportation or 
packaging bu6abooo get in your way. I want to tell you a little bit about 
that. We in Denver have transportation and packaging difficulties as you 
do. Our aYarage customer is over nine hundred mile s away from us. Yours 
is a bit farther. By length of time our average customer is a day and a 
half away from us--about the S.2J!le e.s yours. As I said the other evening, 
53 percent of our carnations are shipped east of the Mississippi River, 
and over hc.lf of the:n go to customers who buy from us on a rogule:i:- stand­
ing order the year- 1round. You will find that the tran3portation com­
panies will work with you if you' 11 work together with t:ien. 'I'hey have 
their own ros9arch labs that are very fu'1Xious to develop a l etter method 
of shipping flowers. B:.1.t they h2.ve to have a grou:_) to wc.rk w~_th. You 111 
find tco that your educational institti.tions, such as this u::.iYersit:r, 
will tackJ.e e."ly phase of t.):i:.s business fo::" you, if you collectively ask 
for it. You have a major packaging problem out of h3re end yo~ have a 
major transportation problem. 3ut -~hey sho·.1.lc.n rt lick you . Ve h o.v3 had 
to brso.:~ asay frore rail express to a large extent this last year. My 
company has i~veoted o7er $50,000 in refrigerated t:actor-trailers, a 
new experiment in delivering flowBrs to ovx customers. We nre naking 
regular scl'.eduled ship:.:ents no'!.~ into Dallas, which is 800 m::.les out of 
Denver, and into Bi:.'m:.ng!l2.::1: , v!-1:i.c:i is 1400 milGs L~o!:1 DenYer . Those 
shipments are r:iade so that they hook up with ot:i.e-r car::siers ..:i:t the other 
end. v!G must opernte to e. split-,seco~d schedule. T:1at is a little bit 
tougher problem in some we.yo tha-i yo'J. l:.s.ve. 
TREMEND_Q_Tlli Ycu have a ,ife:p.~,E.d2:t.:Y3_Q..~d foE_.~2-l!LflE:.I~r§., ar..Gl I war.t to tell you
!Llfil1filil2. how I kno~r t ;;ia:.:. , Eve17 yea1· at the Denver 1/i.10lcs~2e FloristsCompany 
we have ('I_ deoign ~chool in October. It is a tvo-,day clinic, similar 
to this, and we e.sk all of our retail customers to come to it, Last year we had 
more than 500 retail flo:dst.s fro:n JOO different sto:ces loca·cec:1. in 18 different 
states at our little convention. Willard Crane, who is ¥Xcw.1 to ~any of you, 
was master cf cere~0:1ies e.t the con·,rention. v!'e need a new theme each year for 
our design ochool in o~de~ to draw ~eopJe back, Le.st yoru.~ we decided to intro­
duce and pro~ote Hawaiian flowers an~ foliage. We serd o~t a weakly price list 
to 2300 custcmors. On September 4 we fir3t &nnounced on the front page "four 
weekly price liot, (derr.01:.ctrat :::is) "direct to Denver Wholeoale Flor::.stn : rom 
Hawaii for you, wonderfully beautiful flowers and foliage for distinguis~ed 
floral arrangements, 11 E-.1:.d we gave a prima position on the inside to exotic flowers 
from Hawaii. We carried those announcements through Septemb~r 11th, 18~h, 25th 
and well into October t1.1t:1.l j .1st befo!'e t:1e design school. ?Tio:~ to the design 
school we were selling very little Hs.waiian flowers e.nd foliage. At the design 
school we had floral e.rtists .wo:-k with your flowers a..11d foliage and we c:l.eveloped 
J' 
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an immediate demand for them. That demand built up, until by the first of 
December .our wholesale house, which is just one of ·JnanY··in -..t~e country, was .sell­
ing almost $100 worth of Hawaiian flowers and foliage~ qay:. That is how I know 
that there- ·is a tremendous dormant demand for your foliages. ·and many of your flowers 
on the Mainland. But I must also tell you that you must c6me over and tell us how 
to use them.· There is a ·sad sequel to ·this story. As of ·now, the Denver Whole­
sale FloristsCompany :is ·selling no Hawaiian flowers and foliage with the eole ex­
ception ·of vanda orchids. The reason--there· was a breakdown in communications 
somewhere between the:. grower and our ultimate consumer. We ~ad to discontinue 
handl:ing them. · 1 am very ·,aure, however, that the situation will be corrected 
b&fore· we leave the 1Islarids. 
A-PROMOTION An idea c'ame ·to me recently as to how your flowers might be promoted. 
~ I 1m certain it would give you some security. The design schools I 
spoke of a few moments ~go, occur at regular intervals and in various 
locations throug..~out the Mainland. They offer a splendid opportunity i'or ypu to 
prom.ote· your products to the retail florists. If you would select. the large 
design schools and Send a native Hawaiian to show the florists who come to that 
design school how to use your flowers and foliage, I' believe it would be worth 
your while. It would certainly create ·a lot of interest and· a lo~ of demand .for 
your flowers and foliage. An ideal situation would be a man and wife tean •.. I 
can imagine a native Hawaiian girl, in her native or semi-native costume (laugh­
ter) showing the retail florists how to work with your flowers. The~ could 
have the s-tatistical data about the various crops, such as when they are available. 
For example, I didn't know that you · could get ti leaves all year around. I didn't 
know .a lot of things until I crune here, and there are a lot of t~ings I still 
don•t know. How can we buy? .Can we buy three red and two yellow ti leaves and 
some of those croton leaves? · We don't know too much about all of those things. 
Have your man be the salesman and his wife the arranger, and personally I think 
you would steal the show. I do know that those design schools offer tremendous 
opport~ities for promotion. · 
CONCLUSION . So grow, grade. s~ll and promote, and deliver .your products. Other 
· indu~tries have solved the srune problems that you have. I remember 
my mother telling me that as a girl she received one orange a year, and i~at 'was 
in the toe of her stocking· at Christmas. As a child, I frequently had half an 
· orange for breakfast. · My kids aren't happy unless they have the jl}ioe of' two· 
oranges ·every morning. (Laughter} Now what's happened? There has been a tremen­
dous pro~otional effort put behind this orange industry. And how did it happen? 
Most of the California orange growers got together and formed what is known as 
tµe.-,,.s'llilJ;ist group. They started 9ut to grow collectively, to grade collectively, ... 
to ,.produce <mllectively, to sell and to deliver collectively, wok at the 
demand for oranges today. The orange people built it up from one orange a ye.ar, 
fi+ty years ago, to where .my kids--and I have a lot of them~wa,nt the juice· of two 
oranges a day. N,ow, it isn't -~~gause ·th~ 'kids change. it is because somebod~-did ,, 
some "Qromotion. 
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J. Scott Pratt, Chairman, Industrial Research Advisory Council of 
Hawaii. 
Robert Warne, Takumi Kono, Haruyuki Kamemoto, John H. Beaumont, J. 
Walter Hendrix, O. Ben Haley, Jr., Henry A. Bess, Charles Powell. 
I would like to start this final panel off by aski,ng Dr. Kamemoto 
a question. With all of the breeding work that has :gone' on, isn't 
it about time, Doctor, that we start selecting quality and not waste 
time on a lot of the poorer plants we have ih our gardens? 
Yes, Breeders should not fool around with the poor stuff, but 
we should realize the fact, too, that not all good plants are going 
to produce good plants. P.nd if you are in the breeding game and 
realize, say, 10 percent good ones, I would say that you are very for­
tunate indeed. It is very il!lportant, therefore, to be able to distin­
guish between the good and the poor ones, and if you have the poor 
ones just don't fool with them. But of course, with all the knowledge 
that is accumulating in the various phases of breeding, we can begin 
to plan our breeding and arrive at better results in a much quicker 
time than in the present rando~ manner of breeding. 
Thank you, Dr. Kamemoto. I mea'lt not only those doing amateur 
breeding but those commercial g~owers v~o are doing a lot of the work 
themselves and have, for instance, in their enthuriums a lot of those 
poor shapes. I think w9 ·should strive for quality and get rid of a 
lot of this poor stuff. Now may I have a que~tion from the floor? 
I have a quention for :ttir, Haley. I'd like to know what regula.. 
tions the carnation erowers r.ave and were .they self-imposed or are 
they government imposed? 
In answering this q~cstion, I a..~ not speaking for the Colorado 
flower growers. I em sp,3aking for tl~e Der.t•er Wholesale Florists Com­
pany- that is the grou::, cf !1-8 g:!'owers who employ me • . Our growers 
work under a growers I c~ntre.ct; and under rules and regulations that 
·have been reco:rnreondGd by t~oEG who run ·c~e cc~pany and approved by a 
growers ' con:nittee. W'nen crowers violate t.be rules e.'ld regulations,
the management of the co~:pa: y asks the growera I comnµ. ttee to take 
disciplinary action. That way, we are able to keep the growers fairly 
well in line. UJually the violc.tion wi2.l bg cif a nature that can be 
very easily corrected. For e:~a'llple, t:he grower is out of balance for 
color, or out of balance for crop timing. Those conditions can be 
corrected very easily because we see them in a hurry through our 
company men, who contact each of these erowers one or more times a 
month. We know fairly well what the growers are doing. Does that 
answer the question? 
That answers it only partly. How do other growers get into your 
organization--or is it limited to t~ese 48? 
other growers are welcomed into our organization. In order to 
get in they must petition for msrebership. Membership includes owning 
stock in the company. Before tDcy are allowed to buy stock, the 
growers• co:rnmittee, which is a committee selected by the growers 
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themselves, has to certify that this prospective grower is producing 
quality comparable to or above the average merchandise being presently 
produced by the houses. If the grower wants to join, we want him 
with .us,._ It _is a lo..t .better for us to have that merchandise to sell 
than have -It sold in competition with us. By buying stock and sign­
ing a growers• contract; the grower becomes one of the regular 
members. 
I want to ask you if the price of carnations varies--or is it 
the same all-year-round? 
Again, I speak for the Denver Wholesale Florists Company and not 
for the Colorado flower growers association. We at Denver Wholesale 
have sold carnations for the same price for the last four years-­
year 1round--16¢ for the top grade, 14 for the next, 12 for the stan­
dard, and 8 for the short. As I told you, we do not try to kid the 
consumer in the SU!llIIler time by getting him to take the top grades 
when they just won't meet grade standards. So you might say that, 
in the summer, we have a 12 and 8 cent price, and in the winter we 
have a 16 to 8 cent price. Actually, if we have a 16-cent quality 
in the summer, we have a 16-cent price. Those prices have existed 
now for 4 years. 
Is that for one carhation? 
That is for one carnation. (Laughter) 
Are the growers limited in their output? 
No, the growers are not limited in their output. But, remember 
that our problem is quite different from yours. A grower to increase 
his producing area, say one acre--43,000 feet--would require an 
investment of more than $100,000 because of the greenhouses, boiler 
plaTlts, benches and so forth. Our growers do not expand like yours 
do. (Laughter) Ours is a long-term, slow expansion program, and we 
are very fortunate to have that. You have a very hard problem where 
the growers can expand very rapidly--many fold in one year. You 
have a proble~ there. 
I think there should be some comment made here, and I believe 
Mr. Goeppner has oomething to say on some of Mr. Haley's statement• 
I'll give Mr. Retailer a chance to make the remarks. 
I think it should be explained why you are able to sell your car­
nations for 16 cents--the quality of your product is associated with 
your location, which is perhaps the best place in the U.S. to grow 
carnations. 
That's right. The Colorado product is a superior product and 
is acknowledged as such. Our carnation, for most of the year, is 
better than that g:ro'Wll in any other area. That's sho'Wll by the fact 
that we will win from 65 to 90 percent of the prizes at the annual 
carnation shows. Our carnations keep better than our competitors•, 
and they are graded better than our competitors•. I 1m talking now 
about non-Colorado carnations. (laughter) In shipping to the 
South, it takes three or four days en route, and when taken out of 
the package our carnations will last ten days or two weeks in the 
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retail florist's ice box. That sounds like an exaggeration, but I 
think Jim Sykora will admit that he has seen our carnations last from 
ten days to two weeks in a retail florist's ice box. 
That's not only true, but Denver carnations have been shipped 
into Havana, Cuba, very successfully. 
We do have a definite advantage over the rest of the country. 
But ~neonle here have some adVJint;B;f;§..$.J find yrm.r adyan ta~s ang, 
exnloit the,~ Jpn need_ius__t_a ver-r s:-n.all ad-~e"'.lt9:.gg_a_g,~er_,,YQ1;-!' s.ill!l::. 
petitor and you.tm m t. T:1ere is one other thing -0hat we hs.ve do~-;.e • 
We have spent a tremendous amot:nt of money pro~oting the Colorado 
carnation. I'm trying to hold b~ck on that; it's ny talk for 
tomorrow. (Laughter) 
Mr. Kawahara, I judge from your comments that your work with 
these Bonsai (dwarf trees) has l:oen mostly with growing--haYe you 
done any packing or shipping to the Mainland? (~..r. Kawahara displayed 
bonsai (dwarf trees) and coill!llented on their culture. His colll!'lents 
are not reproduced in these proceedings--Editoro.) 
I got hold of so~e lava rock e...~d by using a carbide drill I 
made a hole in the lava roc:c large enough so that a couple of plants 
could be planted in it. I shipped those rocks to Ne,1 York, New 
Orleans and California, but appare:itly the people there did not know 
how to use t!le rock to advantage . The roots will go right into the 
rocks and convert the plar. t to a se;lD.-t'brsrf stn:,us. The r'.)ascn why 
we cannot ship out dwarf trees from our place is because no soil can 
be shipped out fro~ the Territory. 
I'd like to ask !A'.!' , Warne if limiti:.1.g the output of !Y'..!ss Joaquim 
flo-wers in the su::nmer warr nts the destruction of the spikes, and if 
the production inc!'eases in the winter and sprir..g months to nake u:p 
for it. 
If you break tl-:.3 spikes £'::-om the J 02..q_uim flowe~s up -unt:!.1 the 
last week in Sept eE:Jer, they will usually t:'..:cow a ne'vr spike vhich 
will start bearin~ about the fir8t of De~ember. A ~rw spike , as all 
of you know \lho rai~a Joaqu:LI':!s, hc.s ·bhroo or fou.:- flowers i.rery quickJy 
on the stem while a..'1 older spil:e will have one flo..,:er and then in 
about eight or ten da:rs a:1othcr. Ycu will increase your Christmas 
production i.rery mate:-ially i.:::, until about t:1e e::i.d of ~-1e.rc:1. If 
Easter comes in March as it did t!1is year, you come out very m11ch 
ahead if you break your spikes np till t :1e~, but, if Easter comes in 
April, you are just as i.r3ll off not to break spikes. If you haYe a 
heavy dem9.nd during C'.'.1I'istmas, I~ew Year 1s, a.'lld \?alcntine 's Day, it is 
a help to b:;:-eak the spil:os ~ other,rl8e it ic r:ot. 
Mr. Haley mentioned t~:e need for g!'ac:ing of flowers. I would 
like to azk Mr . Powell of t~c TG~ritorial Board of Agriculture and 
Forestry what they l:ave done in this respec:.. 
We have not done very re1.1ch on grading . We he.ve written up a 
couple of tentativ-a grades w!1ich mig~t be used, but they need a lot 
of changing before they will be of any ve.lue. '!hat will require sug­
gestions from growers and shippers a.11d wa will be glad to work with 
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them whenever they want to have a grad~~ .We exp~q¥ these grades to 
be permissive in character, that is, we ·wa.ijt to ··w..~e up the kind of . 
gr84e _t~a~ will be the most ·value .:·_to the · indust'zj~ · 
Q: T havl/a q~stion for Mr. Kono, With maile becoming sc~e:, . 
wil~, it grow here under cultivation7 · . ·. ·: , 
Kono: You have shocked me there. However, I cannot say no to th~t 
question; if I did it. would be a fallacy. _: Judging fr.om past e.gri­
cultural progress, I might say that 20 yea.rs age, ;±t•.. ~a.s considered 
difficult ~r impossible right here in Honolulu tc pr-o~~gate maca.­
damia. But what is maca.damia propagation today?-:'°P:e-O"ple say it is 
duck-soup to propagate, In other words, _scie'r1ce· has progressed. 
Going back to your particular point, I would say that maile can be 
cultivated, provided you bring the forest environmental conditions 
down to your back yard. It is a subject that has been thought 0£ and 
talkec;i about by a lot of people. You are all f(;).Iniliiµ". with Mr. 
Vahce.;..:.he has a project ·in the hills of Moana :'Ioa--an.d once upon a 
·time his pet project was cultivated maile . For ·Kulani (prison) to 
~·.':.·· go ahead and produce maile is very easy; but .if mail~ plants are 
brought down to your Kalihi area conditions or Kaimuki conditions, 
they will require different care and will be d,ifficult to maintain·~ 
Q: I s~ould like to ask Dr. Hendrix to tell us what to do about the 
spots on orchids, especially cattleyas. (Laughter) 
-Hendrill: To be frank, the best thing to do is cut off .the leaf. There 
are new fungicides being developed which we feel will actually 
eradicate the ca1_1.::.i al agent of those spots. They will not cure the 
spots--those spots will forever be there--until that leaf is shed 
naturally. But, at least you'll have the advantage of knowing that 
the cause is no longer active. Those fungicides and bactericides are 
not yet available. Until they are available, I would suggest that 
for the sake of the healthy plants you have in the neighborhood of 
diseased plants, it would be far better to snip those leaves from the 
plant and destroy t~em. 
Q: . Dr. Kam~moto, you said that sometimes you are very -fortunate if 
you get 10 percent of desirable type's from· a cross. That makes the 
costs almost prohibitive. If I have to throw out 90% of the plants, 
who_•s go¥1g to pay me for the loss to make it worth my while? 
Kamemoto:: . That all depends . upon what you are after. ;For .instance, you 
· know very well as an orchid breeder, if you are after just one 
" J superi_or thing, an out-of-this-world cross, then one bloom will pay 
·· · for all of .your other operations. (Laughter) For instance, how much 
did c;,ne plant of ~-a.t~leya gigas Firt~dn Lambeau sell for? Just one 
· . .' plant alone may pt.y for your entire operations. Of course, if you 
are after cut-flower production, then you have to work for uniformity 
of progeny. In such cases, I say, in cattleyas use the polyploids; 
cross your good tetraploids, or t~ose that are known to give good 
progeny to diploids to produce triploids. Perhaps 90 percent of the 
flowers may be· salable. 
.. ')Q: What 'about roo't:,-rot of anthuriums? 
1··, 
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There are a multiplicity of root-rot diseases of anthurimns. 
Unfortuhately, I donlt know the one to which you are referring. How­
e\l'er! I can say this: Recently, the Expe:rinlertt Station has undertaken 
to survey t:ie diseases of a'lt huriuns, A number of them have been 
identified. Right at this moment work is under way to control the more 
important of these diseases. If you would care to visit our green­
houses right a:tter t:1i s session, we would be very happy to show you 
what we are doing a."ld to t alk over any of the particular diseases you 
have in mind. 
I would like to ask Dr. E::..s G 1,·hat the E::.tomology Department is 
doing in t he way of ihc9ct s~u1ies and control . 
We e.:1 en I t coing too nu~:i at present be ce.1.1so we hav~n 't had the 
pressure p'..,t upon u..; . (lll.ugl1"t3r) HoFever, we are quite interested in 
the syskmic3--t:iB.t is, t~:QJe inoecticides that can be applied into the 
soil, or spray8d on tne foliage. Then insects, especially the sucking 
ones that f eed of the aap, i:il::. be killed. We feel that there is a 
great poss~bility fo~ the use of systemics with ornamentals. As you 
know, they cig~1"t not be as dasirab2.e if used O!l an edible crop. We 
are doing somE> pre l i minary work wit~1 systemics. As far as I lmow, if 
you really follow the dire ctions a3 written, and with all the array of 
insecticides we hr-tva at t:i.e p::-ese:it tin:e, I believe you can control all 
of the k110 '\T.~ im:ects • ' 
}I',:-. Hal ey, ! W.'.1S i nt erested in the answer Mr. Powell gave t o the 
questio~1 of grc.Ji :1!:;, whe:1 l::0 Eaid , :r,,re. 11 Inasmuch as he is a govern­
mente.l emplo;7ee, I p:,:,esume that the government is working on standards 
and grades for f::!.owors ar..d foliages, I understood you to say that 
s tande.r ds a11d c;:::-c.des s!1ould be developed by the industry. Is that how 
you devo:o,cd t :iam in Denver ) Mr. Haley? 
Yes, it is. He deYelc:'.)ed our own. We did it for two reasons: 
first, to he}.~'.) ....~s s e ll Ot"G." product, and second, because we realized 
that i:.' ,,'3 d:.c3.:1 1t , vD ~!ou2.d have an out sid.e e.gency do it for us. We 
d:.dn I t, lmcw b.ow t o do it ::.•i i;-;~1t, so ,,,hat could the outside agency do? 
We bave c -'.)e~1 wo:,.:-!d.nf{ w:tth ~... ~1ese flm.:ers for years, so we could come 
nearer sa:,~::nz ,::ca "'.:. c:::-a t he best st~ndo.rds t!1c1 could an outside agency. 
Furthermore, a.f-l_:.er we h•d c9t them up end had seen our mistakes we 
could easily correct t ~10Lc. i:.:::.e gracl.e specifications, therefore, a.re 
soI!'.'ewl:at fl0xible~~1:::r~ t~.c~y e.re e::i t t ing stricte:::- every year. Four 
years ago ve 'v-.'ould a.llcw dis ".l ased flowers in th9 short grade. Now, 
they a:::.-e no~ a ::.2.owe:l in t ::.G :.;hor t grade. The short g-..::·ade has all of 
the attrih'..:t.cs of t :1e hetter flowers, and more expenshre grades, except 
that it inclt1~le3 sr:a J.J.or flo·....rers with a Ehort stem. 
1fould i t CQ :'our rer:~:~3~1-..lation then to the flower growers and 
shippers C'f I:o.v 'lii to wc:.·!c collectively to develop OU!' own grades and 
sta.nc.ards? 
If you c1::....n get the co~peration of the U~iversity--fine. If you 
can't, you:11 bave to work by you:-selve3 . He didn 1 t want grades set up 
that would 2.i'foct a :1 1 co.~a.tio:i v-cwers in the country. I -would 
reco~~e~d thp t your leadGrs go to your college here and let them help 
you &evclo? tho gradeo. 
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Qi Mr. Haley, do you feel it is a decided .advantage for a grower to 
have a financial interest in the narketing agency like you have in 
Denver? 
Haley: I do believe that our. Denyer. wholesale houses look after· 't:be: 
. .. - interests : ·of "tnei.r . ~owe~$· prE:3°tty: weJl. We ,have the responsibility 
. . . . . ··of :looking after thee· interest.' of the grower ·and, the ·retailer, Since 
....... : : ; 
we a..1"8 a- grower:.owned ', organization, yow may think ' that we have left 
., ·: ··.. the 'retailer ·on th~ O\ltside. We :have spent . a · tremend~us aI:J.ount of 
:;!: :. ·; m6ne,y trying to serve :che retailer well ·so·,we can pay 'off the growers. 
We are looJg.p.g_a.f~~r~he~.!.~ ~r' s in~!3re~b ·to~ . Mr. Sykora' s com­
pany, for example, has to do a job selling a.'ld tol"'chandisin.g the 
products of his growers, or he is going ta have u.~happy growers and 
unhappy retailers on his hand9. It doesn't nnke a.'1.y difference, in ' 
my mind, how you do it, just as long as you have good nen doing i~~ 
and they are d:>ing i't according to an approved plr..n, 
Q: Does the grower feel more security in your operation being· a 
financial partner? 
lialey: Possibly he .does feel more security in our operation than if he 
· did not have tna fina.'1.cial interest in it. He should, because he 
. i : • ,:: 
. brings us all -of his :merchandise; in other operations in the country 
. ,· 1 . the , grower 'ta.'l(es his morcllandiso to several v:holesalers tryi."lg to 
· .. .. 
. c.le:velop security: I really believe th1:1.t by taking it all end by 
.living wit~ the~e . srune people year after year, the g:-o~r feels more 
eecuritr then if he dealt in the other type of market. I cannot 
answer yO'\.T questio::i satisfactorily because it will depend upon the 
men you work ·with. If you ha,:e good vihoJ9 se.lors, they must h1rre the 
interact of t~e retailers and growers in mind, because that is tho 
only way they ·are going to m9.ke Il'.oney too. 
, Is your oreariization a tru~ cooperative? 
Haley: No, ou't'S :is a grower-owned corporation, but not a co-cp. Our 
organization w~s set up, incorporated, and 01,::ne:i by three people; .two 
of whom ware the managers of the ,coil'.pany. In 194.6 the growers boug."1.t 
-all · of the stcc!c of t !'.ese me:1 and split it among theE:Jelves in pro­
portion to .their production areas under glass. Th~t happened a long 
·· time after the carnation industry started climbing Ufnili. 
Q:' .. · . I wish to ·clarify a point--your firm is not t~e only one in 
Denver wholesaling ·carnatioc.s? . · · .
'\'.' ,i ·~ 
Haley:. There are four other wholesale houses in Denver. We are one of 
them a.id produce and sell about 42 percent of the flowers : grown in 
Denver~,. 
Q.: I should like to direct t}lis question to D·r. Hendrix. The slides 
' , that were shewn t his morning are something v:a ehould know more about•. 
For several J·ears now every~:i.me wa go to an orchid societ,y meeting we· 
have ·bee:i hearing, ''we think this is a virus, or the so-called virus"­
you all know w!1at I mea.'1.. · These dieeases wo have seen on the slides 
are something wa recognize in ma!!:, of' our collec·tions. I think t4at 
it is soF~thing that needs a ereat ,deal of pressure brought to bear 
upon ...those who are able to help us. The questio!l I wish to put is: 
Hendrix: 
, 
Q: 
Prattts 
Comments: 
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How much closer are you to finding out whether these are viruses or 
aren't viruses? (Laughter) Or, ar e WG going to go on for the next 
five or ten years hearing exactly the same thing we have heard this 
morning? 
· The field of orchid pathology is in its infancy , in fact, the 
entire field of plant pathoJ.o~; is in its infancy. When you realize 
that it was not r e cognized that a fungus or bacteria could cause a 
plant disease tmti l around. 1880, the trcnendous gro,,:th in th9 volume 
of literature 0:1 plant :_Jatl.:.ology is phcno::i.enal. :Mc:Jt. of that early 
work had .to c:.o ,,ri t•.1 the d:.z~ases of field crops--1,;h3c.t, corn, barley, 
flax-~ on veg3t13.~lo crop,.:' -·-tc:n:1toes, bec....is, let ·~uce, potatoes> 9.!1d it 
has been only rocc::1.tly ';l1at patholoeist.s have turr..ed t heir a t te::r t.ion 
to the ornm:nsntals. If :-c,.1. ~hould go to c1 librc.ry on pla..11t disease 
information, you \IOuld bA nskn:.shod e.t tbe lack cf tex tbook:: 0::1 that 
subject. You v:ot'.ld be furt 1::'3r surprieed that :ciost of the work dealizg 
with these diseases of or:ie..'!.ar..ta.ls has been on iri ses, roses and so 
forth. Until just two er tl1reo years ago there was no inforn:at::..cn on 
the diseases of orchids or t he virus di se~ses of orchids. I c~n 
recall only folll" pu::ilicatio:r:3 deacr il:;j_~g new virus diseases of orchid'3 
and three of them have been in the lant year. You can rest assured 
that this university is far ahead of a.."l.y other Experiment Station in 
the study of o:::-chid dice::.s es , with the exception of the UniYorsity of 
California. For example, t he color-b~ec~ diseas e was at one t ine 
thougnt to bG d~a to t he use of too nuc~ D.D.T. Dr. Murakishi of the 
University of ~~:,!aii e~·:;abli shed the fa-::t that it w~s due to e. virus; 
on the basis of his in:!'0:--mQ.t ion the Eo!:'.r d of Agri culture and ~or estry 
has gone to work, 1:..nd it hes done a good job in eradicating that 
disease from t ~10 Territory , And whil'3 ycu may in the past 10 :tears 
have heard the -~ens, 11v:1.. :.:-,:s-like disee.ses, 11 I b'3lieve that in t he 
future, when you use the t erm ''virus disease", it 'Will mean m0re. 
You are going t o be abl e to pin-point the meani~g of those words, 
you 1re going to be ab~e t o r efer to a s pecific diseenc--a specific 
virus. Thank :rou. 
The poin·~ :;: wieh to :!13..1{8 when I s e..y, "Perhaps we oug:':lt t-:, use 
pressure, 11 I me::.n ou:- pT0::isur0 in su,pc.r-!:,j_~g J;;:iis st:.1dy . We know that 
there is more [' .::iac; on h~:-~ t han t her 3 ~sin C.."J.Y ether placn, but do 
you need more hGlp :~o~ uo? Do you need reon3y? Do you need equip­
ment? Do you r.eGd t:.i.i·.1cs un ich will push t :1i ::i .'.S'.hsa.d f:irthe::- so that 
we will get t:be an<;',1e:- scor..nr? 
I might cc~e:i.t on that as charcman of the Territorial Industrial 
Research Advisory Cot1.:1cil. We have several programs U.."lder way, and 
have already a~·:p1'opriat ed !"loncy given 'llS by the previous le gi s lature, 
for severaJ. g:"r,.:1to 0:1 sJc ~;Ues fo:- flowers, :foliase and ornamentals. 
Mr. Rada I s s t,1-:l.:y er-d. Dr. I-Io~d:."ix I s work h::.vo been f inc.need t hrough 
our Territoricl I~dustria_ Rosearch k:.visory Co~1cil. This las t 
legislatu:·e pr ovided aj additio~al $200,000 for r esearch and some 
projects have alroerly been authorized. Eo,,rever, if you growers have 
problems that ycu f eel ro-:uire resea:-ch in the grm:ing of pla.l'lts or 
in marketing, that is whs.t IRAC is there for--a,,--i:,thing to stimulate 
the developmen-:; of our H.'.wai ian business. He ri.enbers are not paid 
members; we devote a eraat deal of tin:~ to IR.AC wor?{, but we would 
like to know w~at proble~s t here arc al'l.d where we c3n help. In fact, 
we have one project now in u:iich we aro studying or m~ing a su,;rnary 
------
of· a:11 the res:earch :that :has· :been done throughout ·the Territory in the 
0last 10 years~ : The reas·on is that the law,. Act ' 2l:7, ''lflhich was just 
passed to carry .on the .work, stated that :we cannot ·duplicate research 
that has been done previously. In other w9rds, we· have to assure 
ourselves first that we are not duplicating research work already 
done. · If there has been · no previous'· research, ·and i:f there is ··no c:iu-
,, plication, we can grant funds to individuals or oi,ganizations who are 
prepared to do the work. We look for great things to develop in the 
next couple of years as tb,ese problems are worked out. Please let us 
have your problems. Our office ' for ' the time being is with the ' Hawaiian Economic Service; on the 6th floor in the Young Hotel Build­
ing. Mr. Jagger's and Mr. Craig's office has handled all of the 
administrative work. · · · ... : 
1, ,, ;·'.· ' 
.. t· ~ •..II# II (I lfli'II 
·.:· .. 
'.·.:·.: ',· ·...·· 
SPECIAL FEATURE 
.., , _,.. Shigeru Kawahara; Hol'lolulu nurseryman, disc~ssed the culture of bonsai 
· (dwarf trees) during the growing · session. He explained the many methods of pro­
··ducing these trees, an art handed down through generations of Japanese artists. 
Several of the · trees he exhibited in the lobby of ·Farrington Hall were many 
decades old, and had been developed by his father and other family · members. 
Among them were tiny poincianas, hibiscus, pines, and banyans. ' 
. . . ....,. 
####ll#lF 
. (·"·.···: 
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- ____ _._.__ ---THE FUTURE OF AIR TRANSPORTATION FOR HAWAII 
C. M. Young 
' 
:LAB§. As possibly an interesting sidelight on the subject that has been 
AGO assigned me for this session, I have succumbed to a temptation to 
quote excerpts fro~ two stories that appeared in a Honolulu newspap:ir 
some time ago. One of them said, 11 Inter-island co::nmercial air transportation 
will be in effect in Hawaii before t~e end of the present year, according to the
, belief of the Directo~ of Aeronnutics, United States Department of Commerce, who 
has for the past ten days bee~ ~nspecting H~waii's ai~ports and' possible airline 
facilities. " The other, 1'1fawo.ii to be the C:·oss-roado of tre.ns-Pacific air 
transportation the same ns it now is with respect to steal!!ship travel." 
The then Director of Aero~autics is your present speaker. The articles were 
published in the Honolulu Advertiser in Febrv~ry, 1928. Measured in terms of 
air transportation de-elop7'er.t) that is practically ancient history. 
I have l'l.ot referred to the press com::nent with any idea of having you believe 
that a "crystal ball" guess of 23 years e.go in any way qualifies me to dicuss 
today's si:bject. As u natter of f2.ct, t:C.0 contrar~r would appear to be true. 
Those were the early days in aviation when sp3culatine as to the future of avia­
tion was practics.lly u..11.U:mted in scope, ar..d si:1ce mere speculation entailed no 
responsibility, 11 exp3:--:s ,: w-'-'re always rvail!'.ble on t he sliehtest pretext to paint 
a picture with respect to e.:.m" ::;t arw giwm situation. I was on the ground at 
the time and -t.ock advan~ae3 of -~!1e opportunity. Besides, I felt obliged to do 
something that v:oulc. appear to jt'.stif;r my tri!) to HE?.waii at Government expense, 
a trip that I very i::Uc~ enjoyed, and one that :1::-.s led to my return many times 
since. 
The first thoug~t--that is, Inter-island air service--was not even a guess. 
All the important natural conditions were present, and. suitable aircraft was 
available. It tad alro'.lcly been under consider3.tio:-i by at least one group-and 
it did get u:.1df'r way the followi:r..e yea::. The S3cond idea--the "Crossroads of 
the Pacific 'L . ..;i,10,~ re:i.c:1ir.c; out a bit, but it did seem on the horizon, and it was a 
happy coincidGnce that siz y0ers later I was invi~ed by Mr. Trippe, President of 
Pan American Airwaya, to join ·::,he co;r,,::,a:iy and assist in proving it wasn 1 t all a 
myth. Since thA.t tim9 I h"lvo wr.tc"lsd the whole trans-Pacific theme develop into 
its present high etate of re&lizntion. 
Now, howev-er, in guessing the fut1.1re things are quite different. Much 
experience has l':ecn g1incd, ocono:11.ic values have been determined, and various 
controlling fe.':;tors h2.ve been rccog:i.izsc.. All must be taken into full account in 
any attempt to r ccpo~sibly r-:::ie.su-1:·e t:1e future. Idle speculation has little, if 
any' valt:.v. 
l:EQQ_~S~ With the fc:-ego j_ng in :r:i.ind, it wou:!.::i ap:;,:,ear to be in order to briefly 
!0-DAT,~ h:.g'.1-lig1:"J.t 2.ppropri.::i.te aspectn of the progress since the start of air 
tran~portaticn in t~c Pacific. 
Pan American in~ugur~ted service to and through Hawaii from the Ma.inland in 
November, 1935. It t~anspo~ted only m~il a...11.d carso ur-til October, 1936, when 
passeng3r service was aut~orized. 
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(a) The schedule frequency then was on.ce weekly. Today Pan American alone· 
operates 17 trips wee~ly between Honolulu and the Mainland. 
(b) The flight time then was 19 1/2 hours, with some flights running as high 
as 24 hours • Today it is 9 1/2 hours • . . , 
(c) The one-way passenger fare was $360 (or at present dollar value, 
$676). Today it is $160, . 
(d) In 1937 the cargo rate was $1.67 (at present dollar value $J.l4). 
,· Today the re~ar rate is 71¢, ·the volume rate, i.e. over 100 lbs. is 57¢, . the 
specific commodity rate on flowers is 30¢, with a 15¢ rate for certain. types of 
' .£',lowers. and foliage. ' ' 
(~) :rn ·1937 it required approximately 100 days pay of a skilled worker to 
pay for a round trip ticket to Hawaii at the then existing fare. Today .~4 days 
pay will do it, a circumstance that is vastly broadening the travel market, and 
prod~cing .greater tourist volume for HawaiL 
(f) · In the year 1937, Pan American carried a total of but ·561 passengers 
between the Mainland and Hawaii, of which 296 were destined to or originated in 
Hawaii. In 1950_it carried 46,902 over the same sector, with 34,731 destined to 
br~riginating in Hawaii • 
. (g) There are now six scheduled transoceanic airlines serving Hawaii-­
BCPA, PAL, .CPAL, PAA, UAL and NWA--and in 1950 they carried a combined total of 
· < 91,628 passengers on the .Mainland-Hawaii sector, with 70,092 of them destined to 
or origina,ting in H9.waii. · 
· ·· '' ·· : T~at:g~nerally rep~esents the development of air transportation to and from 
Hawaii s'ince its inception in 1935, with by far the major portion of it taking 
place during the past five years--that is, sin~e World War II. 
It means that Hawaii is air co~nected with practically all important points 
in the Far East .and the South Pacific by frequent schedules, and that the 
American flag carrie!'s now provide a .total of 32 services weekly between Hawaii 
and the Mainland transporting passengers, cargo and mail, plus the sch~ules of 
'" the foreign flag carriers. Air transportation to and from the Islands has come 
··r,a. ·long, way in a relatively short time. · 
,·,DEVELOPMENTS By the very nature of this Clinic it of course has a compeJ.ling 
m FLOWER­ interest in .the larger and further development of the mainl~d . 
SHIPMENTS market for flowers, For that rea~on I should like to review briefly 
some of the developments ·to date in the matter of air shipment of 
·: tlowers. from Hawaii to the Mainland • 
..,. : . ~ . 
Prior to World War II flowers were sent to the Mainland by air, and in 
•appr_eciable .quantity. For the most part the shipments were leis, orchids and 
anthuriums from tourists or residents in Honolulu to friends and relatives on 
the :Mainland. Although the number of shipments grew steadily from year to year, 
it was obvious that the relatively high transportation cost was a ·deterring factor 
of consequence, and that- .there was a limit to the volume to be expected from that
stiurce:. ··· · 
..•. . r. 
i 
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Then too, the Plant Quarantine Inspectors were required to inspect each 
shipment¥, a. circU!llStance that contributed to delay and uncertainty, thus adding 
yet another problem in promoting sales. Even so, it was felt that there was a 
large, unexplored potential market anong retail florists for the development of 
this type of traffic and efforts were made to interest the retailers in the San 
Francisco area in bulk purchases. 
SERVICE Little progress was made for various reasons, among them being t~e 
infrequency of schedules--then c.nce waekly--the uncertainty of arrival 
on a particular day, and the fairly high retail price that would need to be 
imposed. So it nay be said that prior to the war, relatively little was 
accomplished in the development of :lower shipments by air., 
During ·~·he war period--that is, 194-1-1945--!lo commercial air transport ser­
vice, as such, existed between Hawaii and the Mainland, so nothing could be done 
to develop o~ pronote traffic. 
~ICE~! At the same time, however, thousands of military personnel were 
st~tioned at or passing through Hawaii and were being exposed to the 
beauty and desirc.bility of Hawaiian flowers, which meant that nany thousmds of 
relatives and friends on the ~,ainlcnd who knew little or nothing about Hawaii, 
and w~10 had never seen its flowers, were hearing all about them. In me.ny cases 
they actually were receiving orchid ar.d pikaki leis and various other blooms 
symbolic of the Islands. Potentially it opened un an entirely new vista so far 
as the flower m'l!'ket was concerned. 
ffiOGIYl_'tj This was at once recog:iized h-J various marketing agencies in Hawaii, and 
an investigation as to the feasibility of bulk shipments in quantities 
sufficient to justify a more favorable cargo rate w~s U."'ldertaken. Pan American 
was requested to and did pa:-ticip~te in a development progrem, including 
experimental shipments, packaging, a;.1d various tests that resulted in demonstrat­
ing that flow3rs could be transported by air without impairing attractiveness, 
apparent fre9hness, or salability• 
.QAf!C:9-.E.A~ T:1e:~c re:nc.i.n.'.ld the matter of the cargo rate. In due course, and as a 
!N.ll...IQLlJ!,fil p::-.l't of the prog:;,·ani, a specific co!:l!llodity rate of 30¢ per pound to 
·:he Mainland , 1:y weight or volume, was esta.blisb0d by the air carriers. 
together wit.La 15(: r ate for certain of the larger and bulkier plants and flowers. 
In addition, the air ce.rriers de"."ised inter-carrier tra"'lsfer procedures for 
inland shipmen-:s, institut8d a sing:e airwaybill covering points of ultimate 
destination, and throu~1 the cooperation of the Department of Agriculture the 
individual exo.::nination of flower shipments on the Mainland was abolished. 
Prior to the establishment of the commodity rates and the active promotion 
of Hawaiian flow9r sal0s c;:1 t.lle Mainland, according to Mr . Rada 1s compiliion, 
the m~nthly volume v.:1s some 3,000 pounds. Thereafter, in 1948, it incr9ased to 
an averaga of 20,000 pou.-:c:s no!l't.hl;r; in 1949 to e.pp:::-oxi:mately JO, 000 pounds; and 
• in 1950 it exceeded 46,000 pourrls ~onthly--approxilI'.ately 270 tons for the year • 
That w~s by air freigl1t alone. In addition, there were some 185,000 pounds 
by air parcel post, Here again, as in air transportation, the development has 
been rapid a:1d almcst phc::1omenal--and again points the way for the futu.re. 
~/ We baEeve Hr. Y011::g n,:,nr.s tlnt IDTu".l1,..11~<1 i:lspectors ~rare. reqt'.ired to inspect · 
each Hawr.ii'.'.L.'1. flo::-el sh:l.p:nent arrivl:'cg on ~}1e 1~o.:.nlcr.d. (:C:litors) . . 
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l'.!!fil· Havin:g . in mind the impetus to the flower industry generated by the 
OUTLOOK presence in .Hawaii of the large number of military personnel during the· 
war.., ....and taking into account the 5'7, 000 tourists that visited Hawaii 
during 1950 and the probably continually increasing number year after year--all 
of whom become Hawaiia..11 enthusiasts--it would seem that the flower industry has 
the foundation for a mainland market that with active, coordinated effort could 
increase :many-fold .and b~cs~e a me.jo! factor in the over-all economy 9f the 
Islands. 
• 1'• 
Hawaii now has excellent air transport service . . Considered in connection . 
with the over-ocean distance involved from all jJ11porta.11t points in the Pacific,, 
I believe it to be the equal of any of the World. However, that does not mean 
tAat it has reached a ·sta~dstill 9~ that it will not qe f14rther improved and 
de.veloped. · · 
The airlines se!'ving Hawaii are or will be prepared to provide Hawaii 
progre,ssively with "Whe.t'3vcr type of service new deYelopments may require--whether 
~ ,the for~ o'r gr.eater frequencies' .added cargo lift' .or' .when available, new 
and fa~ter aircraft.. !It involves only .the applicat:ton of the age-old basic prin­
ciple of supply. and de:man~-, a.11d the ever-present laws of economics. They are. , 
controlling factors in air transportation as well as in any other business enter­
prise, including the flower industry .o.f Hawaii, and dictate the type and character 
of ,.adv~ces ·th~t a!'e to be r:;.ac.c. 
FUTURE It bas bao.n suggeated that I rr~ke some reference to · commercial aircraft
----c-s,.... ·-
.AmC.fs:~ of. t~.s -fut::..ro. ·So ~ar as the near f'uture is concerned .it is not d.iffi-
ctq..t to draw so:':".le : conclu: ions. 'Ih:3 a:ir transportation i:::idustry· now has 
o~ :- ~rder app~cx:!.r:i:'ite.:1 .y $150, 000,COO worJ..;:i of the mode:::-n versions of the . type of 
aircraft . th.at prE)_dq'!rl"i.nate in air . t ransportatfon throughout the World today. 
-~; ' 
. :i: refer to s11ch ai::"crcl'-1; as the ' Dou.gl as DC6~B' .the Boeing . l!Strato II Cruiser' 
the Lockheed Conotsl]_o.t.io:c, fu"1d the Cor..sol::d.ated Convair . They are fast, their . 
perfo:-m:.:'!'l.ce is p:-0ven, t.hE)y a.:'e s~f'icien·::., and they ree:3onably meet the existing 
.. economic rcq_u.ir0memts of t he :!.r..d,.J.St!'y. Tlwre seerirJ no dou:>t that they will remain 
in .commercia:1 .ni::-:d~e Ec1-1ice for at leact t l':e normal period of depreciation-
approx.ir:'.'l.tsl:r 7 1/2 yeai:-s. · 
However, it i c wor':.:1Y of: note tr.at in le.::.~e~ me~s11.re their design and strength 
f.actor3 are s.uc:i as to .su~gect tho 1: se o-Z new power uni ts if or .,/hen they become 
available for practical use in commercial s er vice. 
Th~ forego:i.r..g dces not ~ r..n that tha i?lduntry is not alert. to the ·impending 
develop~0nt of new typo co:m:nercinl aircraft employing gas t~~bine or jet power. 
On.. ..the contrary:, it is cloP-ely .following prog:ress both here and abro~o., and U.s. 
manufaotu11ors hc_·"~e . well-advrn! ccd plano on their drawing boards . and 1in their 
l~bora.tories ..: 
r. 
JET · ,. It .doe·s . a;,::,ear to mean, however~ t hat there may be no comprehensive 
~IRCR~FT introdnotion of jet ai ~craft into cotm1ercial service in the im.mediate 
::•, .. ·: ~uture, er t hat -wl1en int::-oduced they will. serve s.11 ·of the .. purposes of 
air.. ,transportation. 
A nmi~er of 5r,,port ant problems reme.in to be solved before jet transports 
-CM ··be ·-a.daptect· to cormllifrcial use ·in reg-:1Ta.r2.y scheduled servi~e. .They include 
··· .-
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such things as the economy of fuel consumption as related to long range flight 
with reasonable payload; the adaptation of, or the possible replacement of, the 
present communications and navigation systems to meet the requirements of speed 
and cruising altitude; the development of completely dependable systems for 
pressurizing and cooling the c~bin at the efficient cruising altitude of approx­
imately 40,000 feet; the perfection of meteorological forecasting at such alti­
tudes for regular operations; and a variety of other related matters, not the 
least of which is the economy of operation in commercial service--the per mile 
cost versus the potential per ~le incoms. 
Im:90~tant experimental operation is soon to be ur..dertaken in Europe by 
British European Airways using a De Ha,rille.nd Comet, a jet type commercial air­
craft develoi:;ed by the British. U is being closely observed by tl:e air trans­
port industry, and certainly the experience J.~1m gained will prove invaluable in 
pointing the wtJ.y toward a solution of so:rr'.e of the problems to w~ich I r.ave 
referred. 
There is no doubt that jet powered aircraft ulti~ately will become fairly 
commonplace on the iEport.ant airways of the \.forld, inclt:d.ing those in the 
Pacific, a.~d I fully expect to be around long enough to make the trip from the 
Mainland to Hawaii in a matter of ap~roximately five hours. 
IRE §..1lli. I.coking furtter into the futu::-c, Md. quoting Dr. John Victory, Executive 
]!_1.'!ifil Secretary of the N~tional ·Advisory Com.'lri.ttee for Aeronautics in 
EASZ Washington, v::"o se.:rs, "We will live to see it possible for a person to 
cs eat~ng breakfast in the reotaurr:....nt at the airport of our Capitol, 
Washington, D. c., Emd v::hile d0ing so '\o.'atch:'...ng the sun slowly rise in the Ea.st. 
As the sun mo~nts toward the r.anith our friend will board a jet airplane and 
depart for the Wast. The sun, though steady in its course to the West, will 
appear relatively to move enstward u...~til our friend, arriving at Hon.olulu will 
have seen the sun both rise snd set in the East while he drives to his home in 
total darkness. 11 
##II#### 
"fil:."'!1' PACK.AG!NG 11 & DEMONSTRATIONS 
Edward Goeppner 
THE IMPORTANCE On packaging I cen only give you a person~l opinion. My
OF A NlfE~PACY,A~ opi:1i~ns on pacl:aGing are based on the experience that we have 
had in the st~te3. I think, first of all, 1~Jhat is it worth 
~n i ~~s t1:ere:-..U~2!1 i,.t,.1~.Ave~D!...ahQP., cv.t_"{hen it g.tl§_to li§...£astina­
t:ton1 '; I know flor:i.sts who have loa"G a lot of time and money by rraking a beauti­
ful flower c.rrc.ncement c._~d actually sending it out in a galvanized bucbt. I once 
heard of a florist in a b:.g c:.ty who wa.s doing a teriffic job oz packeging. 'When 
I was .in that city soree ysg,rs ago, I asked to see his work c.nd he showed it tone. 
He was using only corrugated Campbell's soup boxes. He prep~ed beautiful floral 
arrangem~r:i.ts, put t,hem in those boxes, and then wrapped them with paper. See how 
he's missed the boat? He I s been ad~.~ertising Campbell's bean soup instead of hav­
ing his own name on the.'~ package a!1d wrapping it nicely. So I said to him, "I 
don 1t approve of your packaging b~cause you don't have your name on the outside." 
l 
,, 
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"Oh," he said, 1'my customers all have maids; the customer does not see that. box," 
He doesn't realize that there ama lotafmaids who have very good taste. (Laughter) 
I personally feel that we can't overlook the fact that whoever opens the package, . 
it's ·got to be right, If other firms and other industries, such as the perfume 
industry, will spend more money· for a box than they will for the commodity, it 
certainly is worth it for the florist industry to look into packaging. 
PREMIUMS FROM The other day my wife received a lei fro~ one of your ladies here 
PACKAGING in Honolulu, who's a ·c~stomer of ours in San Fra.~oieco . It was 
put into the cover of a box· and wrapped in gree!l. pctpe~·. It was 
well done, but how much finer the impression would hc:!.-re oecn if ·t,hr.t had been a 
vecy attractive lei box. I don't have anything in minJ. cs to wh2:~ ~~::.nd of box it · 
should be--a long box or a square box. I would have bee~ much mere :.I!lpressed' end 
the lady would have been more satisfied if she had paid a little b~t more for that 
box and obtained a nice one. She is a member of one of J~our load.5.ng families. 
People, whether they're in Hawaii or anywhere else, will pay for wha t. they 1r.3 get­
ting. Maybe they don't want to pay a prenium, but tho/ ' 11 pay a reasonable price , 
You must want to do a better job. If you thought you lmew it all , you 
wouldn't be at the Clinic. So, look into the packag:.ng of your lej.s; look in~o 
packaging· from the standpoint of the best way to get the flowers there. I had 
pointed out to me many years back the case of a lacy ~ho paid $10 for a plant in . 
our store and bought another one on her way home for i?. 50. S:ie said, 'IWhen I 
got the plants home, yours was worth 25 percent more by the wa.y you presented it. 11 
.. . 
~ow a lot of florists, and this a_pplies to t1l_e ,.~~holE:!...~!~~ too, who buy 
presentations. The flowers must be packn._i::ed. and ~r?..c';. ':). prosentr:i.bl.'3 f or them so 
they too can look into the box. I feel that more a~d ~~re often florists buy a 
nice thing just because it is presented nicely. · ·'I'hey 1,rlll pe.y for that little 
additional effort. There are many beginners in the florist business who do not 
lmow _the quality of flowers but they ~ow a nice thing by the we.y it is presented. 
COSTS OF In our shop we handle flowers, just as the other fellcw does, in many 
PACKAGING ways, but it costs money to packaee well. rou ca~'t get away from the 
cost. On the other hand, I don I t feel t.:iat the box al~[ays has to be 
very expensive~ It doesn't necessarily call for spenci'i ng :..sts c.1' I!loney but it 
does call :for thinking. I would not worry too much a.bent the _cost cf packaging. 
I would be very careful; however, as to how far I -would go :.nto expensive packag­
ing until I was satisffed that the industry here can z·~lllld st: ch ccsts . We lreow 
in our shops that packaging costs run anywhere from 17 cent~ to ever a dollar per 
package. We use corrugated boxes for every package, and paper boxes for eve~y 
package leaving the store to be delivered. Nothing is nerel7 wrarped--whether 
it's a 25-cent or 75-cent order, Many tines I have seea so::ieth:!.r.g sell :'or a 
dollar or a dollar and a half, and it might cost us that much to package it. I 
can't make money on s, dollar and a half purchase because of the way we present it. 
DEMONSTRATIO..,lig Now, I was asked to talk about sone flowers here. (Demonstration 
AND COMMENTS of cattleya.) Personally, I think that as f~.r as this presentation 
. is concerned, with a ribbon on here, it is excellent , It has us 
peaten. rr:you wanted to get extra fancy, you could have put a nice spray of 
orchids on the outside of the ribbon. (Laughter) (I didn't I!Ba~ t~at to be funny.) 
Now let's take a look at the box. It's questionable whet:ier that is good er.ough. 
If this were in our shop, we would ·have lined the box. We would not let the W!l.Xed 
paper touch that orchid. We would have first put the waxed papet in here (in the 
end), then cotton, and then the orchid. Now, this orchid is loose. I don!t 
' 
• 
, 
" 
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suppose that you have the delivery boys that we have, 'Who may throw the box three 
or four feet. (laughter.) So, that orchid would be pinned in the box with 
either a corsage pin or other pin; and if it were .pinned in~ it could not shift. 
As it is, this orchid can bounce all around, and if it does, all the edges of the 
orchid turn black immediately. We might not use as much ribbon as is on this 
orchid. Some people like less ribbon and some like more ribbon. I personally 
do not like any. I can imagine a nice presentation of this orchid with some 
tiny ti leaves for a background. Make it simple and elegant. An orchid is 
beautiful in itself and needs very little added decoration with it. This is the 
way the people like it, but the reason is that this is the only way we have ever 
show it to them. Some people may not buy the orchid because of the ribbon. 
If we were going to ship this orchid any great distance, and we do ship some, 
we would line the bo~ w:ith whe.t i e known as kimpak j stapling it in ... Than we 
wo uld line the box with wax paper! lf we used a wajC paper lining, we ~ould 
plece a light sh~et ·or cotton ovei' it.. -not so heavy that it would press the 
prchid dpw~:, Th1.._s orchid would,. betpu.tt intoh a g1$.stl tdu~L and iat liw·uld ~be ~wedin. "ro 1nsi.u.ate ~he rlower agains e1 her ot o~ co1 , we woulc ne-tue uox 
again with kimpak and put it into a corrugated sleeve. That would protect this 
orchid from any kind of weather. We also put a reply card in the box so that 
people oah tell us anything they want about the orchid or the wa:y it arrives. 
And I might tell you that nine out of ten times, it gets there in very fine 
shape. 
ANTHURIUMS (Demonstration.) Now, here again I would have used cotton in the 
box. The edges of the flower can be bruised so easily with this 
paper. I would split a sheet of cotton and put a very light piece in the box, 
and also in between the anthuriums. I don It know enough about packing with 
shredded paper because we never use it. If people are not careful in taking the 
a.nthuriums out, the shredded paper will cut the flowers~ This is cellophane 
paper and I think waxed paper would be far softer. If this were going some 
distance, we again would line both the interior and exterior of the box with 
kimpak, and the flowers would be tied in. We would put balloons of wter on 
them, if they were going very far. We would tie every flower seµtrately. (I'm 
talking about retail delivery and not wholesale delivery.) 
One point I want to bring out while I think about it~in nearly every place
I have been, I didn't like the way you handled the flowers. I simply cannot see 
why flowrs have to be thrown dew. Flowers are like babies. You wouldn't take 
a baby and throw it down--you 1d lay it down. None of us would like to be tossed 
down two or three inches, let alone a flower, When you're packing these flowers 
the effect of poor handling doesn't show until we get them. I also think that 
you've got to feel fo~· the flowers, to know that you're hurting them and that you 
must treat them gently, Anthuriums are among the hardest flowers to ship, because 
in a plane there is a certain amount of vibration you cannot get away from. If 
the box vibrates just that much (demonstration) and one flower touches another, 
they are black when we get them. Many times we do not buy anthuriums from the 
Territory because they are black on the edges. There's no point in our buying 
them because we can buy good ones. We have many anthuriums in the states. 
DEMONSTRATION This idea is good (open end box with stems sticking out and tops 
WITH GLADIOLI prevented from touching end of box). This protects the flowers 
when the box is heaved across the room. If these were roses, we 
would put a cushion of waxed paper in the box before laying the first tier of 
flowers. Then we would keep the roses maybe an inch or inch and a half away from 
the top of the box to protect them against that certain dropping of the box, or 
someone handling the flowers carelessly. This box is too weak when cut down so 
"'···1·. f 
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far at the ·end to .~e room for the stems. Those are juat little things that it 
has taken us. a long time to f'i.>'1d out. 
We find that in packaging flowers it's far more important that the box .or 
flowers is right than a bowl of flowers, because a bowl of flowers is already 
arranged. The woman places a bowl and may overlook some little imperteotion. 
.:··":But, if she handles those flowers individually from a box, evecy one i:;,f them has 
to be right, o1;,herwise you have lost just that much of the importance. of .perfec- · 
tion. These.are beautiful gladioli. We do have glade that are bette~, but .the 
growers pay a lot of money for the bulbs. 
I • ~. 
Most of your Hawaiian flowers are quite lovely. We are very much impressed· 
with your vanda hybrids, and we think your foliage is very, vecy wnd.erf'ul. I · .... 
can see a great future for foliage. I'll talk about that tomorrow morning. 
Thank yo't{ very much. . 
####### 
NE!i DEVELOPMENTS _m STORAGE, PACKING 
:Dlfil PACKAGING QE FLOWERS 
J runes Sykora 
EXPERTS We have just begun to learn what. the flower industry, both amateur and 
professional, really amounts to in the Islands. The subjects assigned 
to me, and I suppose .to the rest of t~e speakers, seem to be subjects ·that we 
heard about a lor,i'.g · time ago, but . they just; ·ao not fit the local circumstances 
a.t all. Frankly, I ·don't plead guilty to being an expert . in the flower busi~ 
ness in spite of what your advertising pronouncements say or in spite of. wt:iat . . 
the introducer might say. I stand here before you now and say that I am not. , 
Th!;t.:.:Q~J:,y i?hing I can claim is that I do think that I have had a wide practical. . 
experieri.ce-·in ·~e-.handling and marketing of flowers. So, please do not call me 
an axp$rt . I woh•t like it. I shall endeavor to talk to you out of m:, expe­
riences which I have had the ·good fortune to .9btain during. the . last 27 years
of·~)ife. · ·\ ....... · 
·- _.,. 
HISTORY You lmow, it ~ght" be well to give. you just a brief history. of' packag-
ing in the flower bus,·iness on 'the Mainland. Actually the ·business 
there, big as it is today--650 million dollars anntihlly ·through ·the...r~ta.il · 
shops of the. countcy--.was · not much different 50 years ago in the· middlewest · ·· ·· 
thant what it ~-a,~ in ·Hawaii 10 years ago. I can recall . icy' father telling me, 
wh~.n.; I w~ ...a · ~ery·-~ma:11 boy, of thE3 growers bringing flowers. into the markets 
in their--lrat~ •' · .A.nd that was in the city of Chicago. So you see in 1900, fifty~ 
one years ·ago, the Chicago..fl6wer market was in far worse sh~pe than your . . . 
,...Hawaiian flower market. Carnations were not picked as they are nov·. We pic~d 
the flowers off and that was all; they were not shipped with the stems • 
...,.. 
CLARIFICATION . That gives me ·a chance to say. something to you that I feel should 
·:· i · be mentioned, Mr. Haley was being beset by questions this morn-· 
·ing and he gave you · the answers, but .for your own sake . I need to ·clarify some ·-­
.of the things that were said this morning. .Half · knowtedge is worse than . no 
knovledge, and in this case I think it is · much worse ~cause you might carry 
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away with you some impressions that are entirely erroneous. It is necessary 
for us, i! we are to be helpful to you at all, to be absolutely honest whether 
you like to hear what we say or not. I'm kind of bullheaded that way, I 
would like to be able to say the things that will please you, but I will not. 
You asked questions about what carnations are worth. This is a long way f'rom 
packaging, but I like to go the long way around and bring you back. When Ben 
Haley talked about the price of carnations, I thought a tidal wave hit here. 
I could hear everybody hit the back of his seat and a great gasp went out. 
Then, like the recession of the waves I could hear a titter go through the 
audience as it settled back and enjoyed the thought of 11Just imagine; if we do 
this thing right, we will get 16 cents apiece for our carnations. 11 Well, you 
are not going to get 16 cents for your carnations. Forget it. In the first 
place, many, many more carnations on the Mainland sell for two and three cents 
than for 16 cents--produced in greenhouses too. I want you to bear in mind 
that there are differences in quality. Denver is a mile hig!l; they brag about 
it. Because they are a mile high, they have a fine clear atmospnere and a 
climate that carnations like. (It is just like Hilo which nearly burned up 
last week; they had only ten inches of rain and they say that everything was 
burning up. Even so, it is still adapted to the growing of ti leaves, 
monsteras and pothos and the rest of them.) But anyway, they have those cond:!,.. 
tions in Denver. As Ben told you, in the national carnation shows Denver 
always takes the bulk of the prizes in competition with the very finest that 
are produced across the country. I went you to remember that we are a big 
country and that carnations are grown in all areas of that country, except in 
the south where it is too warm. They are grown under glass in all areas and 
they are grown by good growers who are students at their jobs. In Denver they 
are able to control their market. They do not raise prices on holicays, while 
in our Chicago market, where we sell millions of carnations, the price goes up 
on a holiday due to scarcity but it goes very low in periods of overproduction. 
We do not have the control that they have in Denver so we don't get aa much 
money at certain periods as we get at other periods. They probably fnre better 
on the overall average, but I want you to know this--all of the carnation 
growers in the Denver area do not have Cadillacs. They don't a11.1:v0:'..nll...-room 
houses, or do they, Ben? There are some of them who are doing very well end 
there are others who have trouble paying their bills, even in Ben's o=ganiza­
tion. But thev are ~lJ- much better off for having_lpat O.!B;W,1_~_!;1£.n..:. That's 
the point I want to make to you. 
PACKAC'!NG What's that got to do with packaging? Packaging is a very important 
factor today in the proper merchandising of your p~oduct. After 
you have grown the flowers, even if they are grown well, they must be brought 
to the markets through whatever channels you choose to market them or which 
you find most advantageous. For a long time there was very little change in 
Chicago in the packaging of flowers for the markets. (I•m going to confine 
myself to packaging and refrigeration of flowers for ship!llent and merchandising 
through retail shops and through the wholesale stores, without talking about 
gift packaging.) We have found that the hnndling of flowers over the many 
years changes but slowly; the changes should be more rapid. Your packaging 
problems are no different than ours, except that they are newer. We us8d to 
pack practically all of the flowers that we shipped to other narkets in light 
lath boxes lined with newspapers and rewrapped. That was all right while ex­
press rates were low. I don't have to tell you how much it costs to transport. 
It is making your problem acute and it is making ours more acute every day. 
So we h~d to study other methods of packaging and started using corrugated 
boxes and fiber boxes. Today the bulk of our flowers move through the commer­
cial channels in those boxes. But we have several types. The most mode~n of 
those are being used by some of your ·own shipping establishments. 
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Recently, I was impressed with the box used by Hill Floral Products, the 
big rose growers, at Richmond, Indiana. They use a 300-pound-test one-piece 
box which has a corrugated corner that actually folds. It 1 s a very heavy, strong 
box and we do not think we can afford to use a box like that. 
You must always bear the question of economy in the back of your mind, but 
with economy there must be adequate strength and support also. I would not 
recommend that you use a box much heavier or stronger than that adequate for 
· the job. Also, for most of our shipping today we use wire cable around the box 
··' instead of roping. Why? Only because it's cheaper, takes less labor and costs 
less money. Actually, we like rope best and we know it is best. Every once in 
a while one of our boxes is cut through at the end by the cable. We are ts.king 
a calculated risk which we ordinarily don't like to do. It is important that 
you use judgment and discretion and keep economy and thrift ill mind. 
We found too that we had the problem of moisture which, I ilnagine, is 
particularly bad in a climate like this. Boxes would absorb moisture from the 
air and the flowers, and we had to use something that was impregnated with wax 
or paraffin in order to prevent the collapse of the box. I mi_gbt say that 
there are still many, many shippers all over the United States, and here I pre­
sume, using boxes that are not wax impregnated or wax coated. They should be, 
because nothing destroys the merchandise quicker than a box that is shattered 
in transit. You make up a box beautifully and properly packed, and you think 
it's going to ship anywhere because you took so much care in fixing it up. 
But if you saw it at the other end, you'd be shocked and say, •rwe never packed 
a box like that. Don't tell me that's our box. 11 That 1.s ·an important thing to 
watch about packaging. 
. .. 
FUNDAMENTALS The fundamentals of packaging have alway$ . been the same. l) Use a 
OF PACK~ package that will stand u) under the condition to which it is 
going to be subjected. 2 Know how to pack those flowers so that 
they won't shift. 3) Know that you must ut hea -flo er o the botto 
not on ton of lighll:J.owers. Even today that is ,sometimes overlooked. 4 Kno-w. 
that even though you clA,t a heavy flow2!: like the hanging heliconia, that 
1§.n I t l.iJwa:zs adeg_µ_g:!&,. Sometimes you forget that the heavy stem can shift and 
cause the heavy flower to come in contact with the end or tl+~ side of the box. 
Then you have the problem of rubbing. If you have ·your flowers partially 
opened and they rub one against the other, many a flower that was perfect when 
it was put in the box is absolutely worthless when it arrives at the destina­
tion. And you can.'t understand why. 
I.et me tell you why it hurts. It isn't so bad if the recipient of your 
flowers takes the time to write you a letter or wire to .tell you what•s wrong.,
But ho':[~out., th§l_fellow who says, 11That I s the second time I got flowers likt 
that and darned if I' 11 get any more of them. 11 ... 
I.et me te11· you something about :packaging. In Hilo, some of the audience 
asked me this question, ''Mr. Sykora, didn't you at one time handle flowers from 
Hawaii and didn 1 t you quit? 11 I said, "Yes, we did. 11 We tried to get flowers 
directly and we .tried to get flowers through large shippers in the area. We 
placed .regular orders of three to five boxes weekly and we took them regularly 
whether .we sold them or not, because we had absolute faith in our ability to 
build a market for some of that merchandise. We did build a market and sold 
those flowers for good prices, ·and it began to look as though we were getting 
somei.there.. with them. We handled ti leaves, we handled crotons, hanging heli­
conias, a fsw gingers. W~ even tried some of the plumeria which is so abun­
dant here, but it doesn't .hold up too well. And do you know what happened? 
After abont the third shipment, the shippers got a little careless . .After all., 
I 
.,._ 
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they had us on the books for a regular shipment. They knew they were going to 
ship us again next week and we must be selling them because we hadn't written 
not to ship or to cut down. About the fourth week we began to find that we 
had some ti leaves with the edges burned. We found that we had some six or 
eight inch ti leaves in amongst the 15 inch ti leaves. We found the helico­
nias looking like those (pointing), excuse me, with the mildew on them. 
don't like it. Neither do my customers. I know that you get mildew in this 
damp climate, but you can take mildew off. You don't have to ship them with 
the mildew on them, but these were shipped that way. The shippers decided 
that since I wasn't kicking, perhaps they should cut some of the stem off to 
save weight, so they cut the stem down to a foot. Now, of course, because 
they grow eight feet, I don't want you to ship them eight feet long, but on 
the other hand, you don't want a heavy flower like that on a one-foot stem. 
Anyway, they decided to cut the weight and transportation costs by chopping 
off some of the wood. Maybe they thought we would patch it up. I don't know. 
{Laughter) But we didn't. We thought we were doing our job of selling and 
promoting those flowers. I think I wrote one letter of complaintJ and I quit 
after about the sixth or seventh week. Then, we bought Hawaiian flowers only 
when we had to have them. Generally we could pick up a few here and a few 
there and we stopped promoting them. You see, there is the trouble. ~ 
improper packing or improper packaging you ma.y not hear about it--about the 
dissatisfied customer--and that's bad. You don't have any chance to explain 
then; you've just lost his business. That dissatisfied customer tells some­
body else why he was dissatisfied and why you can't trust that stuff. No 
matter how well you grow the flowers, they're not going to be worthwhile to 
you, if you don't pack them and package them well. And I can't impress that 
on you too much . But I will say that it is very evident that many of you are 
right up on your toes and are really studying your jobs as to new and better 
methods of packing and packaging. 
PACKAGING 
ANTHURIUMS 
I 1ve noticed that there is a tremendous improvement in the 
packaging of anthuriums from the time when I received them. 
anthuriums from the Islands and I did well with them; I was 
I got 
pleased 
with myself. We were making some money on them. But that only lasted a couple 
of times. Sure, they had bags on the other end with water in them, but they 
were never tied down so that they wouldn't shift in transit from the vibration 
of the planes. Don•t forget and don't believe everything the airline men tell 
you. They really try and they are students of their jobs. They really do 
talk to their help. I 1ve seen them do it. They do one of the most progressi'\19 
jobs of following through in any industry. But in spite of that, they too 
have some people who toss a box when they are in a hurry. They have some 
people who toss that last box instead of laying it where it belongs. And, as 
a result, that particular box is ruined. And, let me tell you what box that 
is. That 1s the box, in every case, which Eddie Goeppner or somebody else 
ordered. He said, 11I 1ve got to have red anthuriums for a special party. She's 
the best customer I have and I'm depending on you." He tells me about it two 
weeks before and they are the only antRUriums of that kind that come into the 
city that day. When they come I can't use them. (Laughter.) You can be sure 
of that; that's the box. And that isn't funny. I have lost a couple of good 
customers just that way. I'm just getting one back now. Those anthuriums were 
not from the Islands, but they could have been. 
Your business grew up in five years and it 1s attempting to compete with 
that fifty-year-old baby on the Mainland. You had to jump from diapers into 
long pants quickly. You've done a pretty fair job of it, but it's got to be 
done better. 
I 
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BEFRIGERATION There are men on your Islands who know more about refrigeration 
than I do. There is a great deal more known about the subject 
today than there was just a sca,nt 10 or 15 years ago. The day is coming, 
know, in the Islands where some cf your growers, the larger and better ones, 
are going to use more refrigeration than you are using now. There are many 
types of refrigeration but mos~ of them today are the same general connner­
cial types that a.re in use in the fruit and produce industries. We have gone 
almost completely to freon gas compressors, freon gas being non-inflammable 
and non-poisonous. Methyl chloride compressors are being used a great deal 
but most of you know more about them than I do. There are two types of re­
frigeration storage boxes, that is, the gravity type and the forced air type. 
We happen to use the forced air type, an entirely new installation with about 
300 running feet of boxes, 11 feet high and 10 feet deep. That is quite a lot 
of refrigeration space but we put in forced air. Let me tell you something 
that has happened to refrigeration in the flower business. We used to think 
that when we got a box down to 50 degrees, we were doing all right in keeping 
flowers. We would go home at night and shut off the refrigerator and come 
back in the morning and think everything was okay even though the box would 
be up to 65 by that time. Along came automatic refrigeration, which we ai-e 
all now ~ing, with new electrical controls. SUddenly out of Cornell came 
the news that to keep flowers best we should get the temperature down to 
about 32 degrees. Actually, r :don 1t use 32 degrees. We run our boxes about 
40 degree·s, going from 50 to 45, then to 40. I'll tell you why we are still 
using 40 degrees. Even with all the mechanical safety devices on refrigera­
tion, we just don't want to gamble. We have had occasions, even with 40 
degrees, when we froze the flowers in the boxes because some devioe failed to 
click. The cold settled in the bottom of the boxes and the flowers that were 
in buckets on the floor of our refrigerator were frozen. And so I would warn 
you against that, We feel that with orchids you should never get below 40 
anyway. Science has not brought us anything new, except that from scientific 
studies we now know that cold stops the metabolism within the flower and 
thereby shuts off or slows down the life processes, so that the flower does 
not mature as rapidly. 
· I .. could talk to you about the types of refrigeration in the shipping 
boxes, but. m6~~. of you prbbably know just as much about it as we do although · 
·we have been ~orking on .the problem for years. Originally we just used· ic~ 
in . thr .bQX chambers bet11eem the cleats. For our longer shipments we found 
that· ~e could do a better jop by combining a very small piece .of: dry ice with 
regular ,ice. · I believe that dry ice is available here, but is dari'gerous to
~-
use. ·some florists have used too much dry ice in a box for the size of the 
box and as a result have hurt their flowers. Dry ice is nothing but £rozen 
carbon dioxide with a temperature of 109 degrees below zero. It's so 
intensely cold that if too much is used, it would chill the flowers do'Wll much 
too fast and in addition the high concentration of carbon dioxide gas is bad. 
Strangely enough a low concentration of carbon dioxide gas, up to 15 
percent, properly controlled, seems to extend the life of a flower. A young 
man by the name of Neff has sho'Wll conclusively that a proper carbon dioxide 
concentration is good for preserving the keeping quality of flowers. We are 
able to carry flowers very successfully for a day and a half by taking about 
half a pound of carbon dioxide, that is, frozen dry ice, and putting it in 
with about eight to ten pounds of ice in a 48 or 60 inch shipping box. It 
may be that you will have to use some of this refrigerat.ion !l.\01"& than you are 
today, so I merely mention this in passing. 
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There are some flowers that cannot tolerate a very cold temperature, and 
I•m not going to say what is best for your flowers. I am sure that your Uni­
versity will be very glad to make special studies of all the flowers you are 
using in order to give you accurate information, as has been done by universi­
ties on the Mainland. 
PROTECTION In packaging there has been a great number of studies made as to 
AGAINST HEAT different types of protection against heat and cold, and in our 
ANDCOID own experience we have found that what protects against cold is 
equally effective against heat. There are several types of 
liners that have been developed. Probably the best known today is kimpak, 
which is moisture absorbent and therefore helps to retard the loss of heat 
from a box in cold weather because of the moisture that it takes up. other 
types of laminated papers have been developed but some of them are very hard to 
use. Several universities have made investigations; they conclude that about 
ten layers of newspaper are about as good as almost any other special prepara­
tions. We prefer the newspaper insulation although it is expensive; waste 
paper is very expensive in the United States today. But we use it, with 15 
layers inside the box in cold weather. We are very particular about lining 
the inside of those boxes. The cold and heat get into the corners so we are 
very fussy about lining them. In very cold weather we wrap the box again on 
the outside, and in very hot weather we do it again, but in the intermediate 
seasons we don't make a special wrap. If it gets really hot or cold, we double 
wrap and wrap it again on the outside with a kraft sheet over that. Now there 
again we have to be economy-minded because of the cost of newspapers and the 
cost of transportation. You have to decide which is the most economical for 
you; but be sure that you're ~rotectin~gainst the conditions your flowers hai.e 
to undergo in transit. Remember where thev are going. So often shippers have 
a standard pack and they never chance it for anybody . That's the way they do 
it today, tomorrow, and yesterday, You can't do that and avoid losses, unless 
you're going to overdo it half of the time. If you are shipping to a whole­
saler in San Francisco, you don't have to be nearly as careful as if you are 
shipping directly to a retailer or if you ship inland on the Mainland. (We 
can't say ma.kai or mauka because it just doesn't apply there.) You don't know 
how many times a package will be ta.ken off a plane, whether it's in the very 
hot summer weather or in the very cold weather, and how long it may be sitting 
on a platform. 
PACKING You must also stop to think how those flowers are going to ride, We 
have some losses from flowers rubbing against each other, and so many 
losses are in orchids to good orchid growers. I venture to state that some of 
you good orchid growers do a wonderful growing job. You love those flowers and 
you love the plants; still, I•m sure that many of you, if you do ship, pack 
your orchids too close together. I know that happens to many of our orchid 
growers in spite of their years of experience. They put shredded paper or 
cotton or shredded tissue aro:und the flower and on the petals, but they will 
not put it between the petals and the lip. It is needed in case the petal or 
sepal is pushed over and rubs against the lip. The shippers may send three 
• flowers on a stem; but they won't separate those three flowers so that each one 
is protected and each part of that same flower is protected against the other 
part. So, when you think vou are doing a wonderful ~ob of packing, you 
probably aren't. We find others doing a perfect job with seldom a bad flower, 
except when they pack flowers that are bad and have already passed their prime. 
You may keep a flower on the plant several days because you like to look at 
it; but don't expect it to look just as good when it hits California. There 
is a prime time to pick that orchid and there is a prime time to pack it. And 
that is the time to do it. 
f:.:, 
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PICKING If this business goes too well, you will take some terrific losses 
even in spite of anything I might say, just because you won't pick 
and pack at the right time. We had one grower who produced a lot of orchids 
for Easter. We called him a few weeks before and told him that it looked as 
though some of his orchids were being held a little too long and that he should 
be cutting and shipping them all into the market, 1~0, 11 he said; he wasn't 
holding any orchids. He lost 40,000 orchids that Easter because when they were 
shipped they were unsalable . He admitted it afterward. Everywhere people 
take those chances. You don't grow enough cattleyas to do that, but the time 
will come when there will be a temptation to do that. I wouldn't be surprised
but what some of you do that with Vanda Joeguims right now. (Laughter.) You 
have 170 million-odd produced--so many that you should not have to worry too 
much about it--but I wouldn't be surprised that some of you let them hang on 
a little for Christmas and Easter and Mother's Day. That's a bad habit. I2lt 
probably blame us on the Mainland for your losses--there have been a lot of 
them. Don't learn those tricks--just take the few good habits we have and 
follow those. We learned the hard way; you could save yourselves some great 
pain and effort by talcing some of those lessons from us. 
PRESERVING There are many materials (in addition to refrigeration and carbon 
dioxide) on the market, such as Floralife and Bloomlife which 
actually do make flowers last much longer. The Rose Growers Association, 
which includes almost all the biggest rose growers in America, has written to 
its members to use Floralife with roses in order to maintain color and longe­
vity of those flowers. We have found in our own experiments that putting 
or~hids in one-quarter strength of Floralife keeps them from getting soft and 
flabby and ·enhances their life. Please forgive me for having to mention it, 
but I feel as though you should know about it and you should experiment with 
it. (Laughter.) In Hilo several people said they had never heard about it 
and asked why I didn't tell them about it before. So, I feel that I should 
mention it but I'm not trying to sell you anything. 
DISEASES There was a great deal of talk this morning about the diseases of 
orchids. I was rather interested in the comments because what is 
happening with your orchids is exactly what happened with carnations some 
years ago. As Ben Haley knows, the carnation men were up in arms and the 
universities had beautiful pictures just like those shown here, but they didn't 
know what the diseases were. Sure, they called one carnation yellows, but 
they didn't know what caused the disease. They had stem rot of carnations, 
dry rot of carnations, but they didn't know what to do about them. It was 
only after they had studied the diseases for a long tirr,e that they finally 
found out what· they could do. But there were certainly some things that they 
already knew. They knew that they could keep their places clean and that they 
could watch the young plants and keep them apart. They didn't throw up their 
hands and say, 11There 's nothing we can do. 11 I know "What your University is up 
against. It faces the same problems we faced in the United States with earna­
tions. How are diseases related to packing and shipping? Diseased flowers 
should not be packed and shipped at all. There ar~ --0e~-tai.-n-~ypes of diseases 
that are very bad to transport into other communities. Of course, you have a 
rigid inspection here because you're going across the ocean and into · the Main-
\ land with whatever you ship, Your disease problem did interest me because it's 
\ the same problem we had on the Mainland. I'm sure that your University men are 
going to cope with that problem. I'm sure.-also that they are going to cope with 
packing and refrigeration-.- ·;·-
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SENDING FLOWERS ~ FOLIAGE fil !1il1 
H. L. Damron 
-HAWAII'S FLOWERS Thank you Mr. Peacock. Members of the Floral Clinic. I 
AND AIR PARCEL POST do appreciate the honor you have bestowed upon me in ask-
ing me to meet with you today. I hope that the few words 
I am able to bring you will assist in some way toward the settlement of your 
problems, postal-wise, in this great industry. You are definitely to be con­
gratulated in forming the Floral Clinic, and banding together to further pro­
mote this flourishing business. 
I have a strong feeling of close association with the Hawaii floral indus­
try because the first signs of Air Parcel Post came with shipments of flowers 
from Hawaii to the Mainland. For 15 years, my work has been in the air mail 
service and I have a firmly-imbedded picture in my mind of the rapid growth of 
this medium of communication, and its newest venture, Air Parcel Post, 
Actually, there are several things I wished to discuss with you today, but 
they have already been covered very well by my predecessors on the platform, 
Col. Young, Mr. Sykora, and Mr, Goeppner. Right now I want to s sy, "Amen" to 
their remarks, and I know that much of my effort will be more or less repetit:iDn. 
However, it is difficult to believe that we can over-emphasize the importance 
of proper parking and proper handling of your commodity, flowers from Hawaii. 
fil§TORY OF Just 16 sho::t years ago, Pan American Airways first started carry­
AIR MAIL ing air mail from Hawaii to the Mainland. Cost was great and 
SERVICE volume smal l. At 25¢ per half-ounce, it was the rich and impatient 
who used air mail service, and to send flowers by air mail was an 
exciting adventure. Packed in tissue paper and corsage cartons, the orchids 
that eventually reached their destinations were a hardy lot. But from that 
modest beginning has sprung big business; ~d today we think no more of sending 
an orchid, a vanda lei, a dozen anthuriums, or a whole bouquet of beautiful 
tropical flowers, than we do of writing to that friend or relative on the Main­
land. As a matter of fact, we can send a dozen anthuriums to New York today, 
air mail special delivery, for a total cost for flowers and postage that is 
less than the postage on those anthuriums 15 years ago. In addition, we can 
mail our flowers any day of the week and be reasonably certain that they will 
be delivered one, two, or three days later, according to the distance they must 
travel. In 1936, the days of weekly flying boats and the then new transconti­
nental DC-Js, it was anybody's guess when delivery would be made. 
Years ago, with postage at 25¢ per one-half ounce, it is readily understo:xl 
that shipment in the lig:~test possible containers was necessary. With only a 
few boxes dispatched each trip, they received very good handling and actually 
the flowers had a good chance of survival. As postage rates went down, volume 
went up; but refinements in packing lagged far behind. So, also, did methods 
of handling in the air mail service. Four years ago I saw truck loads of 
flowers in flimsy cartons unloaded from Pan American clippers at San Francisco 
and Los Angeles, one box at a tima. Still, in the handling between Hawaii and 
the Mainland, lids were torn off, flowers ruined, and it was for the most part 
a problem for all of us. The simple method of t:ring several boxes together -was 
devised to facilitate the handling, and to protect the shipments to some degree. 
This procedure stood for some time, but was still considered by all as a hap­
hazard way of handling flowers. However, no one yet had come up with a better 
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idea for transporting flowers over a distance, other than the age-old method 
of placing them in a light carton and carrying them face-up to destination as 
you would from the florist's shop to your home. Something had to be donel 
The first improvement noted, and I don't know who started it, was the tying 
of flowers to the bottom of the box. With that, we decided such boxes could 
be sacked and sack 'em we did. However, a sack of flowers looked like a sack 
of parcel post, and we soon found out that sacking was a bad idea. 
CONTAINERS About that time Mr. Arthur Willoughby, who was then Regional Su~r­
FOR FIDWERS intendant of Air Mail Service for the Western States, made a start-
ling discovery. He noted a fancy cake being shipped by air mail 
in a transparent plastic box, and his curiosity prompted him to write the 
sender. The sender advised him that his wife had decided to try it after 
several cakes in ordinary cartons had failed miserably to get through in any 
shape remotely resembling their original appearance. Needless to say, the 
cake in plastic was delivered in perfect condition because everyone handling 
it could~ what they had in their hands. 
Searching for a similar answer with respect to flowers from Hawaii, Mr. 
Willoughby then recalled the mesh sacks used for shipping onions; and between 
the two, a cake and an onion, he devised a very useful article in the air mail 
service today, a mesh bag for boxes of flowers. (Demonstration.) Even with 
mesh bags, however, one problem was yet to be overcome--the µse of flimsy 
cartons. At 25¢ ~r one-half ounce they may have been necessary, but at 80¢ 
.per pound today the shipping cost of a strong carton is infinitesimal in com­
parison--plus giving the assurance of safe transmission. 
The paper companies have now come through with corrugated boxes in various 
sizes and of sufficient strength to withstand any abuse the boxes may be sub­
jected to in the handling from sender to addressee. I urge you very strongly 
to consider the exclusive use of such boxes for all flower shipments via air 
parcel post. Most of you are familiar with them, no doubt, but inasmuch as 
some florists ship almost exclusively in lightweight cartons, I have brought 
samples of cartons I consider quite satisfactory. Naturally I am not here to 
·sell boxes, but I do want to show these as samples of the type of boxes I rec­
ommend for flowers via air mail. 
MAIL IN No package of flowers, no matter how well packed, will arrive at destination 
t.DVANCE when desired unless it is mailed sufficiently in advance. The majority 
of our complaints today are from persons who send flowers for weddings, 
birthdays, anniversaries, and other occasions, and report the flowers were re­
ceived one day late. It is human nature to wait until the last minute by 
figuring the transit time to the minimum and then expecting the Post Office 
to come through. However, there are many things to consider and I think that 
is where you can help. Try to get your customers to mail earlier. You will 
do them a favor, give the post office a break, and probably assist yourselves 
in giving better service. 
I am reminded of a case recently where an irate patron wrote the Postmaster 
General that the postmaster of her town was incompetent because he did not get 
er flowers out on time and they were received the day after the wedding. 
[nvestigating the matter, we found that she had ordered the flowers mailed on 
Wednesday and expected them to be delivered in a small town in Texas on 
Firday morning. With good luck they would have just made it, but, unfortunately, 
sometimes we do get off schedule. This time, the plane scheduled to carry the 
flowers to Los Angeles went out about 300 miles, had engine trouble, and 
. ' 
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returned forth\dth to Honolulu. It was not really delayed here too long; when 
you stop and consider it, but by the time a new engine was installed and the 
plane again departed for Los Angeles the next day, it was too late to deliver 
those flowers in Texas on Friday. So why not ask people to mail a little early, 
or, be sure they understand that a delay is often unavoidable. 
IMPROPER Another cause of delay is improper addressing. We would like to 
ADDRESSING know the answer to that, but don't really expect it. Some florists 
I know have signs posted to remind patrons to give proper addresses, 
but we all get confused \.Tith streets, house numbers, and spelling of post office 
names, at times. Again I a.m reminded of a patron who complained of delay in 
delivery of flowers to her friend in San Francisco. She was certain the post 
office in San Francisco was negligent; but actually she had addressed her
• ' parcel to 1244 Larkin instead of 1422 Larkin. The special delivery man tried 
to deliver it on time, but could not find the addressee. The next morning he 
discussed it with the carrier on that street and the carrier took the parcel 
out, talked with the grocer on the corner, and eventually found the addressee. 
If you know the answer to that, please let me know. 
WEATHER A big problem for you, I know, is the freezing of flowers in the 
PROBLEMS winter. It would be a fine thing if we could guarantee safe trans-
mission through all kinds of weather, but, unfortunately, we cannot 
do so and I don't see how we ever can. We do ask all employees to handle 
flowers \.Tith special care, but somewhere along the line there can easily be 
that one person who does not understand or is unavoidably handicapped by cir­
cumstances at the moment. From the time you deposit a box of flowers in your 
~ost office until it is delivered in, say, a to,.m in central Indiana, from 20 
to 25 different persons will handle the parcel, including postal and transporta.­
tion personnel. It will ride on hand carts, trucks, possible railroad cars, 
and end up in a special delivery messenger's car or motorcycle sidecar. None 
of the vehicles are heated, except the railroad cars to some extent, and it is 
a constant race to get the flowers to the addressee before damage from freez­
ing results. As stated by the other gentleman today, pa.eking to insulate 
against extreme temperatures is very, very important. 
x[E,EK-EN~ In addition, many flowers are sent purposely to arrive at destination 
ARRIVAIS on Sunday, which is readily understandable. However, that day is 
difficult for three reasons. 1) Some post offices are not open at all 
on Sunday, and the flowers will not reach them until Monday. 2) In smaller 
offices that are open, the number of employees working on Sunday is at the bare 
minimv.m, often including less experienced personnel. 3) Delivery to addressees 
is often difficult because of absences from home on Sunday to attend church, 
weekend trips, and so forth, and the parcel must either be left at the door or 
returned to the post office. If at all possible, it would be advantageous for 
all to hold flower shipments destined for Sunday delivery to a minimum. In 
most cases, Saturday delivery would likely be much more satisfactory to all 
concerned. 
MAKING OF Before I close, I would like to show you how air parcel post packages 
PACKAGES must be stamped in the post office to identify them as such and to 
eliminate the possibility of the parcels being sent by surface means 
instead of air. We have two ways of marking; one is by use of a distinctive 
red, white, and blue sticker, and the other is by stamping 11VIA AIR MAIL -
SPECIAL DELIVERY" on all sides of the box. You can assist in tr..e expeditious 
handling at the window, thus saving yourselves valuable time as well as the 
time of those in line behind you, if you will obtain a rubber stamp with those 
words inscribed and make the impression in red ink on all sides of th9 box 
before you present your parcel at the post office window. Help us to help you!! 
---
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VIA AIR CARGO 
E. L, Dare 
REPRESENTJNG I consider it an honor to represent all of the airlines serving 
ALL AIRLINES Hawaii. United is only one. I hope you and our competitors 
will forgive me if I refer to United occasionally, because I am 
not too well acquainted with some of the operations of the other carriers; but 
my talk is general in nature, and I should be able to please every one of my 
competitors represented here today. 
' •MUTUAL The floral and the air transportation industries have a mutual prob­
PROBIEM lem. Our object is to try to help you and in turn have you help us 
in solving it. What is this problem? When I first started prepar­
ing my talk, it seemed to be just a matter of shipping flowers from Hawaii to 
the Mainland. I didn I t think there was much to it. After some research, I 
found out that you had a basic problem almost identical to ours. Dr. Shoemaker 
covered it very definitely in his recent reports!/ when he pointed out that 
your basic economic problem in the Territory is one of expanding exports. Why? 
You are an agJ>icultural section primarily, and must import some of the essen­
tials and most of the luxuries of life. To earn dollars to buy these things, 
you have to export your specialties to the Mainland. 
Our responsibility is to help you to increase your exports and buying 
power. We are happy to have the opportunity to cooperate with the Territory 
in licking these basic problems. 
According to my understanding, we are not at the Utopia in the flower 
business in Hawaii. Is it expandable? Definitely. We are just starting and 
we want to keep on expan~ing. Is the basic floral problem parallel to the 
problems of the Territory? Definitely. You need to earn dollars so that you 
can expand your particular interest in the flower business. Floral exports, 
I understand, are the Territory's fourth highest. It is unlikely that they 
will surpass your sugar and pineapple exports, but they can become much 
greater than they are today. You are contributing to the Territory's basic 
objective by increasing your exports. Expansion--new markets--you want to 
prosper--they are all related to better living. 
The air carriers are interested in solving your problem too, for our own 
reasons. We have an imbalance of movement in traffic, as you do in dollars. 
We carry more traffic from the heavy manufacturing centers of the East Coast 
to the West Coast and on over to Hawaii, where you consume it, than we do from 
the West to the East. The flower business, however, is helping us, so that 
at the present time we are getting bigger Eastbound loads. That is very im­
portant from our standpoint, because it helps us to spread the cost of. our 
operations over a better utilized airplane in both directions. It is cheaper 
for us, and we can give you cheaper rates, than if .we have a full load in one 
direction and have to fly back empty in the other. So you see, solving your
problems helps to solve ours--it 1s mutual. 
1/ James H. Shoemaker. Earning. Spending, ~ing in Hawaii and ·Opportunities 
for Hawaii to Produce More and Live Better. Bank of Hawaii Publication. 
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PRESENT What is the situation now? We can't do a thing about the past--it 
SITUATION is over with. It does no good to say, ''We should have done this 
ten years ago, 11 or 11We should have done this yesterday. 11 We are 
interested in the present situation in the flower business. Again I refer to 
Dr. Shoemaker, who said in one of his reports, "Flowers and foliage for export 
is one of Hawaii's infant industries and is now going through the 'childhood 
diseases' of a new and growing industry. Cooperation among producers and dis­
tributors is needed to deal with the problems we face. There are, however, 
real opportunities for expansion. Our advantage, particularly during the 
winter months, is such that the industry will expand if sound policies based on 
cooperation can be achieved. Technical advances of air freight further favor 
expaneion. 11 I think that is a fundamental and a profound statement by a 
learned man who has spent a lot of time studying your problems out here. You 
will note that he speaks of the need for cooperation. That is so important in 
a democracy; we must practice cooperation. We have to give a little and we 
have to take a little. We have to give in to you sometimes when you have a 
problem end in turn we expect you to help us once in a while. 
I.et•s look at the situation right now. Aren't we--the floral industry and 
the airlines--in an excellent position to cooperate, to help cure some of these 
childhood diseases that Dr. Shoemaker talked about? I think we are. I think 
this Clinic is a splendid example. You people are here trying to learn a 
better way to do your job. 
There must be better cooperation between the producer and the distributor, 
e.s Dr. Shoemaker mentioned. We can't help you on that very much, but we do not. 
went to disrupt the cooperation that has already been built up between the per­
son who sells the products and those who grow and ship them. Every one or us 
has to cooperate and work more closely together. This Clinic is like a consul­
tation period that a doctor goes through to determine what the cause of an ill­
ness may be. The floral industry has its aches end pains; but we are going to 
come up with some cures here, I'm sure. However, the cure will take patience, 
required with illnesses of any kind. 
VITAL Note, also, that Dr. Shoemaker makes reference to the technical advances 
LINK of air freight which further favor expansion of the industry. That is 
pretty obvious. Air transportation is a vital link in the whole market­
ing chain. Your products have little value to you until you get them to the 
sonsumer. I don't mean merely getting them there; I mean getting them there in 
first-class condition so that the consumer will want to buy them. James Sykora 
in Chicago is not interested in buying "garbage," (spoiled flowers) as we call 
it in the airlines. Eddie Goeppner in San Francisco is not interested in any­
thing but the top quality. We are a part of that chain because if we fall down, 
the chain breaks. The chain is only so strong as its weakest link and we do not 
\rant to be that link. We are working hard to be the strongest link in your 
chain of success. 
li&l Air freight and Hawaii I s floral export industry are war babies • It's 
BABIES rather interesting to note that relationship. As I understand it, you 
were not exporting many flowers prior to the war. Exports developed 
largely because servicemen appreciated the beauty in the Islands and brought a 
little of it back to the folks at home. Air freight likewise is a war baby. 
We are both still in our infancy. Air freight was born to the United Air Lines 
in February of 1946; we are still young and we have a long ways to go. So have 
you. There's no reason i,zhy we can't cure the mumps and the measles of our 
, 
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industries and come up with big healthy adults at some future date. Cures can 
be worked out; and I see no reason why we can•t work them out together, because 
we have similar problems. 
It 1s going to require several things, however; among them is careful 
direction. The leaders of your industry and the leaders of our industry are 
the parents 9f these ,new babies. They've got to direct those children in such 
ways that they ·will grow up to be good adults. 
There must be understanding between the two groups. We must understand 
your problems and you must understand ours. When we can I t make our rates as 
low as you would like them, you have to understand the economic and regulatory !barriers we are faced with. Likewise, if we think that you are not packaging 
properly, we want to understand why. Perhaps we can help you with your 
packaging. 
It may mean a comoromise, but we have to compromise as we go along. We 
will never get exactly what we want, and you will never get exactly what you 
want; but by compromise we will reach a level where we will both be better off 
than if we didn't iet together. We must respect each other's viewpoints; and 
when you boil it down, it mean~ cooperation, doesn't it? That's where your 
success lies and that 1s where ours lies. · 
am FREIGHT Air freight is dependent on a healthy floral induatry. In 
AND THE 1950, flower shipments on United Air Lines was the second 
FrpRAL INDUSTRY largest revenue producer for our air freight service. Over 
$631,000 out or $5,500,000 revenue was from flowers on United 
Air Lines. There were flowers shipped as gifts, also; those we can't count -
easily because they move by air parcel post or air express. I was referring 
only to the bulk-air freight movements that come under the specific commodity 
tariffs. 
PARTNERSHIPS The floral industry in Hawaii, and that is you, is also depen-
dent upon the airlines because of the perishability of your 
products, and the distances you must cover to bring the markets of the world 
within your reach. You .see, we are dependent upon one another again, so we 
might as well become partners. Let's form a cooperative partnership, and ·" 
include in the partnership the flower growers, the airlines, the flower sellers 
and any one else who has anything to do with marketing flowers. The func­
tion of the marketing fellows is to sell your products. It 1s your function to 
raise them and it 1s our function to get them to the market. Those are the · .. 
three basic links in our chain. If we're going to have a successful partner­
ship, however, we have to understand our mutual responsibilities. What are 
the responsibilities of the partners? Let's start with the air carrier. 
AIRLINE•§ In the first place, we must render a dependable service. 
RESPONSIBILITIES That I s what you are buying from the airline. I~;m have the 
right to expect every plane to fly that is scheduled to fly. 
I'm happy to say that on the Hawaii run our performance in this respect is 
almost 100% perfect. There are occasions on the Mainland, however, when we 
~ave to cancel flights because of the weather, but we are improving. You 
should expect us to operate on time, and that is our constant goal. 
We have additional navigational aids that were never heard of before the 
war--instrument landing systems, ground control approach systems, and so forth. 
All of these aid the pilots to land at airports under circumstances that would 
... 
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have made landings impossible before. We don't care what the weather is 
between here and San Francisco, just so long as it is satisfactory when w get 
there or at some alternate field. On the Mainland during the winter months, we 
have the problem of keeping the ice off the wings of the airplane. It's done 
beautifully now with heat, which was never done before. It has helped us to 
improve our dependability. We fly over or around the weather with the new type 
airplanes. In the old days we had to fly through storms or not fly at all. 
With the DC6 or the Boeing Stratocruiser the passengers are comfortable at 20 
or 25,000 feet, and we can go over the bad weather or can detour around it. We 
have many different routes between Los Angeles and Chicago, for instance. On 
one day our airplanes will take off from Los Angeles and fly down over El Paso, 
Texas, and up to Chicago. The next day, they might fly over North Dakota and 
into Chicago and the next day they will fly the direct route into Chicago. But 
by flying with the weather instead of against it, the planes can make just as 
good time going the long way as if they flew the direct route, and at much 
greater comfort for the passenger and your flower shipments. 
The third thing the airlines should do for you to be dependable is to 
Drovid~ you with adequate space. That is not a problem, except during the peak 
seasons. We can meet normal requirements very easily. During the peak seasons, 
however, we run into some very difficult problems on space. It isn't only your 
shipments that build up; many other persons and firms also increase their ship­
ments during the holiday season, which makes a terrific peak for us. We carry 
your goods to the Mainland and every flower grower in California has added 
shipments waiting because he is trying to reach the same markets on the same 
days that you are. We just can't get enough space to take care of everyone 
during these peaks. I would certainly like to emphasize what Mr. Damron has 
just said to you about mail. Ship early by air freight too, if you possibly 
can during these holidays. You'll get better service. It may arrive a day 
earlier, but your customer will be satisfied instead of having it arrive after 
the occasion. So ship earlier; allow a little extra time. We also carry mail, 
passengers, and express. They all take priority over air freight, and they 
increase during the holiday seasons too. (You may not know what air express is 
here. I believe Northwest Airlines is the only express carrier serving the 
Islands.) We would like to be able to take care of everyone at all times, but 
we can't build up a fleet of airplanes just for these peaks. We can't buy a 
million-and-a-half- dollar airplane, like the Boeing Stratocruiser, have it 
sit in the ''barn" for 11 months and three weeks out of the year, and fly it for 
just one week. It costs us money just to own an airplane let alone to operate 
it. We pay depreciation on those airplanes over a period of seven years. We 
give mail, passenger, and express business preference so that we can use the 
airplanes more fully, but we also give your type of traffic preference over the 
hard type traffic. There are times, however, when we have bullt up a back l:lg of 
hard freight; then we will ask you to hold down your shipments for a particular 
day so that we can take care of the fellows who gave up space for you yesterday. 
Situations arise where we have to be reasonable and divide the space that is 
available. 
The next thing that you should expect from the airline is reasonable care 
and protection. We realize that flowers are living things. We try to emphasim 
that to our personnel constantly. 1'11 admit that we slip at times, but we try 
to keep our slips to a minimum. We try to impress upon our people that flowers 
require water and oxygen, that they are delicate, that they should be protected 
from extreme heat and cold, and that they should receive extra special handling 
when necessary. Frankly, we haven't fowd a quick answer to doing it better 
than constant training and wpervlsion. If anyone has a quick answer, we 
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certainly will welcome it. In the meantime, we will supervise our people and 
train them to handle flowers more carefully and efficiently. 
' 
·The next thing that you can expect from an airline is an efficient and 
depengable ground ser..Y.ice. We realize 'that we owe it to you as shippers. You 
can lose' all the advantages of a 300-miles-an-hour air service if the flowers 
sit at the airport for an hour or two. If we can get a good ground transporta­
tion agent, he ' can prevent many losses and claims. 
On the Mainland, for your information, we contract through an industry­
owed organization called "Air Cargo, Incorporated. 11 It contracts for our 
local pickup and delivery services that are performed at the various cities 
throughout the states. Here, you know, the Hawaiian Freight Forwarders are the 
pickup and delivery agents and do that work for most of the airlines. They do 
a very fine job and we are very happy to be affiliated with them •. When they 
don't, then we will look for someone else to do a better job• 
. We can't always do the special delivery job that each shipper wants because 
of the cost factors included in pickup and delivery. We can't afford to talce 
every package that you send into Chicago, Des Moines, or any other point and 
make a special delivery on it. We just can't do that; it costs too much money. 
We make one or two deliveries a day on air freight service, unless you ask for 
a special handling service which may cost you $20. We do not make a nickel on 
pickup and delivery service, but we owe it to you to give you a door-to-door 
service if you choose. 
Another obligation we have assumed is to notify the consisneas prgmptJ.x 
upon arrival of a shipment. If no delivery is requested, we should inform the 
the consignee by phone that his shipment is there and at the same time keep it 
in the refrigerator for him. We should notify him of delays or be able to 
notify you where your shipments are through a tracing procedure. We fall down 
occasionally, but give us enough time to get your shipments to your destination 
before you expect us to start tracing it. Don't expect the impossible. 
We also owe you a prompt, fair and honest claim service. I think we have 
just that; but for all the effort we expend to prevent claims, we still have 
them. Basically, the claim policy of United Air Lines is to pay claims promptly. 
As a matter of fact, 90 per . cent of our claims are settled in 90 days and a 
majority of them in thirty days. We have to be shown that we were responsible 
before we put out our hard-earned money to pay any claims, but if we are res­
ponsible, we are willing to pay them promptly. We try to malce a fair and honest 
decision based on facts and not emotions. Our claim policy is considered from 
a long-term viewpoint. We have been in business a long time and must have an 
honest and fair basic policy for our decisions. 
In 1950, for example, we carried 37,000 flower shipments by air and out ot 
this we had 313 flower claims last year. That is less than 1 percent, which 
is not a bad record. Out of the $631,000 worth of flower revenue, we paid out 
$6,100 in claims. Our average payment was about $20 for each one paid. In our 
Hawaiian operation we carried some 743 shipments. If we had the same ratio of 
claims between Honolulu and the Mainland as we did in our system as a whole we 
would have ended up with 7 or 8 claims on the 743 shipments handled. So you 
see it isn1 t a large percentage. But, as Jim Sykora says, it is always the 
~ that you wanted for that special occasion that d.idn 1 t malce it. Our Claims 
Department tries to operate so that it will go out of business. 
,. 
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We sent Mr. Lou Miller to Hawaii to study the vanda orchid picture. Many 
of you people met him while he was here in January. Mr. Miller made a complete 
study of the vanda from the claims standpoint, and the benefits are being 
derived by you and United Air Lines at the present time. You may be interested 
in some of the causes he found: concealed damage; ordinary damage; delays; 
losses; mortalities--the usual damages we have in our shipments of flowers by 
air. 
The last thing I think that you can look to us for are reasonable rates. 
What is a reasonable rate? I think we will all agree that unless a fellow 
makes a profit the rate isn't reasonable. I think we can also agree that if he 
makes too much profit it isn't reasonable. Our effort is to try to establish a 
rate that will provide a reasonable profit to us, allowing us to improve our 
service, to expand, to do a better job for you, to assure jobs to our 12,000 
e~ployees, and to provide a small dividend at the end of the year for our 
25,000 owners. That•s all we want. We made $6,000,000 on $104,000,000 gross 
revenue last year, or about 6 percent. We don't think that is excessive at all 
in today's economy. We have competition, too, although rates are the same for 
all carriers. The Civil Aeronautics Board says that we can't collude with one 
another to establish a rate. If one talces the lead in a rate change the others 
may or may not follow, but in the end there will be no rate differential among 
the airlines. 
Are your air freight rates reasonable? Our Hawaiian flower rates are 
actually losing us money. We are not making any profit either on air passenger 
or mail service, on our Honolulu run. Our passenger rates average 70 cents a 
ton mile from Honolulu to the Mainland. Our mail rate from here to the Main­
land is 75 cents a ton mile. Our air freight averaged 38 cents a ton mile in 
1950 on the Honolulu run. Our general commodity rate is 59 cents a ton mile 
average. Vanda shipments come under our specific commodity rates and returned 
us approximately 25 cents a ton mile, about a third of what we get for carrying 
passengers. If you think the balance isn't proper among these rates we will 
welcome any suggestions that you may have. We won't guarantee to lower the 
rates at the moment as the trend is very definitely on the contrary. But I will 
work hard to keep the rates at the present level, because I see your problem 
much more clearly since my visit with you here in the Islands. 
SHIPPER'S What do we expect from you? First of all we expect you to 
RESPONSIBILITIES §.ttip a good product. We expect you to package it properly. 
We expect you to notify us in advance uhen you anticipate
abnormally heavy loads. We like to plan in advance, too. 
In our claims investigations we have fo1.md evidence that you do not always 
ship good products. Poor products are a reflection on the entire industry. 
You create a lack of confidence among the receivers and you jeopardize your 
position and that of your neighbor in the eyes of the carriers, wholesalers, 
retailers and the publlc. Our reaction is to get tougher on our tariff and 
claims policies. 
To ship a good product you must first of all gro~ a good product, take care 
in harvesting it and be extra critical in inspecting and sorting and grading it 
I 
\ for shipment. 
As Mr. Goeppner told you earlier, the value you must be concerned about is 
not the value of the product in your packing shed but the value in the hands of 
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the retail florist. That means proper packing and packaging. You are saving 
money if you use standard, well-tested containers with approved protective 
devices insido and outside the container. Precooling has been found to be 
advantageous; and be sure you have insulated the box adequately to withstand 
the mainland weather extremes. 
We also ask you to recognize the limitations of air freight service. We 
may be able to fly you JOO miles per hour through the ai;r, but we still cannot 
get you to the East coast overnight. The over-al!. time is considerably slower 
than the air time because of the many stops along the way and the inherent 
slowess of ground transportation. Loading and unloading takes time and we 
have reruns of paper work to perform before we can release a shipment. The 
government, shippers, airlines, and consignees must obtain copies of all the 
documents, Then your shipment may wait for a half day until the next scheduled 
delivery. Don't forget too that there is a time difference between Honolulu 
and the Mainla.~d--it's later there than you think. New York City, for example, 
is 5 hours ahead of you. About the time you go out for your morning coffee, 
New Yorkers are through for the day. Plan your contacts and shipments 
accordingly. 
MUTUAL You can see from the above remarks that we have a vital stake 
~NSIBILITIES in your problems and you must understand ours. We don't have 
those tra..~sport airplanes yet that Colonel Young told you 
about in which we can beat the sun, and we won't have them in the foreseeable 
future. So let's get back down to earth and help each other. Just the exchange 
of ideRs and a free discussion will solve many trifling annoyances before they 
become proble~s. Perhaps somethings will arise on which we can take joint 
action, sue~ as ~eveloping gre~ter markets. That will help us both. Above 
all let's cooperate. Cooperation is the key to success. The airlines are 
willing to do their part. 
####### 
Moderator: 
Members: 
Kono: 
Q: 
Damron: 
Q: 
Damron: 
Comment by 
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SHIPPING SESS.ION PANEL 
Takumi Kono, Agricultural .F.duc_ation, D.P.I., Hilo. 
John Rodenberry, Hawaiian Freight Forwarders; Dr. Calvin Ritchie, 
Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine, U. S. D. A.; Walt Woods, 
Hawaiian Airlines; Curt Haxthausen, Pan American World Airways; 
Fred Zinn, Matson Navigation Company; James Sykora; Edward 
Goeppner; E. L. Dare. 
I hope that you are all well fortified with questions. This 
topic of shipping is a ''hot" one. For that reason, I ask that we 
follow the good old democratic procedure--one thing at a time, one 
man at a time. Direct your questions at any of the panel members 
and the panel members are free to ask questions too or add to a 
reply. 
Mr. Damron, why are packages of flowers returned to retail 
floriats• shops for insufficient postage? I understand that in 
many oases florists have paid the postage requested at the post 
office and then the package was returned. Is there anything we oan 
do-such as paying for it afterwards? 
Yes, it can be done. I'll take that up. 
Mr. Damron, the mesh bag seems to be a wonderful idea but it 
ie too small. Why doesn•t it have a square bottom so the post 
office people could put the boxes right in as they get them at the 
window, thus avoiding double handling and getting the flowers into 
the bag upside down? Could that be done? 
Sounds good, but I imagine the cost of manufacturing a square 
bag would be high. The bags we use are relatively inexpensive. 
Flowers are light and the bag could be much bigger. I notioe 
Questioner: that whenever a box is big it doesn't get thrown, it gets lifted. 
Damron: Very good, I 111 pass the information along. 
Q: Mr. Dare, do the airlines plan for the anti-icing of planes? 
Dare: I 1m afraid I have contused you; the anti-icing I referred to 
in 1JI1 talk is used on the exterior of the plane preventing it from 
getting loaded down with ice when flying through bad weather. It 1s 
a safety device. I'11 ans\<18r the question I believe you are inter­
ested in, however. The Boeing Stratocruiser used in the Pacific 
flights by United Airlines, Pan American World Airways and North­
west Airlines is a completely air-conditioned airplane which is 
pressurized in the cabin and cargo pit. On the Mainland we have 
DC-6•s in which the belly pits are not heated, but we do carry 
blankets to prevent the packages from riding against the cold side 
of the airplane. If you do ship to the Mainland, please remember 
that it gets cold there during the win1,er months. 
Q: 
Sykora: 
Goeppner•s 
Comments: 
Q: 
Dare: 
Haxthausen: 
Comment by 
Questioner: 
Dara: 
Q: 
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Mr. Sykora, what happens to a cattleya if it is put into 40 
degrees and then brought out into a room temperature of ?0 or 75 
degrees? 
I tried to make the point in my talk that with cattleyas you 
have to be very careful. With anything below 40 degrees we run into 
trouple with orchids. We carry our cattleyas at 50 degrees in re­
frigerators separate from other flowers--this is perfectly saf'e. 
There are wholesalers, however, who do not have separate iceboxes 
and carry cattleyas at 40 degrees--the temperature for the general 
flowers. It has been shown at Cornell that some flowers can be 
kept at 30 degrees provided you can trust your ref~igeration ,. 
equipment. 
In the retail trade we keep our refrigerator at 48 degrees, but 
we put the orchid into a tube of water and then in a large covered 
box when it is in refrigeration. We find that the flowers keep 
several days longer that way. 
We are two or three thousand miles from our markets. We use 
ice and dry ice in our packages but by the time the packages reach 
the Pacific Coast the ice has disappeared, and the weight of the 
ice also. What allowance does the post office or airlines make for 
this loss in weight? (Laughter) ' 
You aren't going to catch me on that one. (Pause) An airplane 
to us is only worth what it can carry off the ground or what it can 
land with--it has limitations weightwise. All we have to sell is 
weight. The ice you put in doesn't do us any good. It is one of 
the items tha-c must be figured into your costs. By taking your 
ice, we are losing other revenue traffic that may be left behind. 
Curt Haxthausen, do you have anything to say about that? 
Yes, Dick, the moderator said we could ask the questioner ques­
tions. Where has the weight gone and who carried it over there? 
(Laughter). 
I 1d like to carry this a little bit further. I don't mind 
paying the weight from here to San Francisco, but when I cut a 
through airway bill to an inland point, I hate to pay for the 
weight I originally started out with. I grant you that if I start 
out here with 8 pounds I should pay for the weight from here to 
San Francisco, but I do not want to pay it from San Francisco to 
Chicago on a through airway bill. 
Have them take it off at San Francisco and re"Weight it-it 
might be worth your while. 
In our shipping experience we find that our losses or claims 
are directly in proportion to the number of times the package is 
transshipped--the number of times it is handled. By sending record­
ing thermometers along with some shipments we found that there is 
a lapse of overnight and a half a day before they are delivered from 
the airport to the consignee at the city of destination. Is there 
something being worked out by the airlines and express p!Ople to 
Rodenberry: 
• 
Woods: 
Rodenberry: 
Woods: 
Rodenberry: 
Haxthausen: 
Rodenberry: 
Dare: 
Rodenberry: 
Dare: 
Rodenberry: 
Haxthausen: 
Sykora: 
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take care of the package~ while they are on the ground, especially 
where they lire exposed to extreme weather such as that in El Paso 
and Chicago, or is there something that we as an industry can work 
out? I direct this question to the group. 
There is no adequate refrigeration at the local airports; 
Hawaiian Airlines has perhaps the best setup. We seldom need 
refrigeration--generally the shipment comes from Hilo and goes 
right out. One Hilo shipper suggested that tm Territory should 
install refrigerators at the airport. I don 1t go along with this 
because I think the industry can take care of it. I•m sure that 
Hawaiian Air Freight would contribute toward a refrigerator at the 
airport if the airlines would. We could possibly build one central 
refrigeration plant at the airport. I can't make a definite com­
mitment for our company but I know we would go along with it. 
I'd like to say that Hawaiian Airlines has a reefer icebox 
service at each one of its terminals on the Islands. It may not 
mean an awful lot to the overseas people but it does to the local 
florists. I would like to have you tell me what to do with anthu.­
ri'UID.s, however. Some say put them into the icebox--if I do, I 
have a claim--if I don't, I have a claim. I really don't know 
what to do about it. 
Mr. Woods, do you feel that your refrigeration is ample? 
No, it certainly is not. We are going to construct a big 
drive-in reefer at the airport. 
Mr. Haxthausen, do you think Pan American's refrigeration is 
ample? 
No, I don't. 
Mr. Dare, is United's refrigeration ample? 
I don't know if we have any, frankly; I cannot answer that. 
You are our f~eight agent, Rodenberry, bow about it? (Laughter) 
You don't have a good reefer here. 
In San Francisco, Chicago and Los Angeles, we do have a walk-
in reefer box, which is adequate to take care of our needs except 
at the peak season. 
Mr. Haxthausen, do you care to make a statement as far as 
financing a reefer is concerned. 
I think the question was, what could be done at El Paso and 
Chicago? (Laughter) 
I think the facts should be recognized by everyone, that you 
can 1t depend upon refrigeration because there are so many transfer 
points. Even in places where there are reefer boxes we have the 
problem of making sure that the flower boxes are brought under 
refrigeration quickly. They are loaded on trucks ostensibly to 
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move right out and suddenly the fellow handling it is not on the 
job for one reason or another. Sometimes the plane doesn't leave 
immediately. The main point, however, is that at all of these 
transfer points there is no refrigeration. You might as well 
recognize the fact that flowers are subjected to extreme heat or 
cold and you must be prepared to pack against it--zou can't 
_Si.!3pend on the airlines for that protection, at least not today. 
Q: Mr. Sykora, your firm operates in a region where you have the 
extremes in weather. How do you protect your flower shipments 
against these extremes? · ,, 
Sykora: We have very cold weather. In such weath~r we use a double-
wrap, which adds to the costs, but we have never had a customer 
complaint. By a double-wrap, I mean we take a piece of kraft 
paper and put in 16 layers of newspapers and "7rap the box and then 
make another wrap just like that with 16 more sheets of newspapers. 
I've heard and read what has been done at various universities on 
this. Their studies show that after you get above 15 sheets of 
newspapers you get no more beneficial effect from added sheets. 
I know that is not true. My employees hate that double-wrap. 
When the day rolls around and I say, "start double-wrapping," 
there are no smiles in the house. (Laughter) I also know that 
we have almost no complaints; we used to have a lot of them. 
That does add weight, and you can't get away from the fact that it 
costs money. 
Q: I would like to point out that the aircrafts are pressurized 
and that the temperature for the passengers is 70 degrees and for 
the freight it is 70 degrees. With a minor adjustment could not 
the temperatures in the cargo holds be made to correspond to the 
regular ice box temperatures~ 
Dare: Are you looking at me? (Laughter} I am sure that our system 
is adjustable within compartments; I am almost positive that it is, 
and I see no reason why it couldn't be made cooler down below. 
Hexthausen: On the Boeings we do have some leakage of air from the belly 
compartments to the passenger compartments. It is almost impossible 
to maintain any temperature down there less than 5 to 10 degrees 
below that in the passenger cabin. Of course, passengers' comfort 
determines the temperature in the plane. If we reduced the tem­
perature to 40 to 50 degrees for the orchids, we would have a lot 
of vociferous passengers upstairs. Generally, the temperature in 
the passenger compartment is around 65 to 70 degrees, and only 
about 5 degrees less in the freight section below. Maybe the next 
airplane will have compartments that we can keep at different 
temperatures. 
Q: Mr. Sykora, would wrapping a corsage, say an orchid, in an 
airtight cellophane bag increase or decrease the life of that 
orchid? 
Sykora: I've heard comments both ways. From our own experience we have 
no indication of which is better. I have heard from .people who do 
Q: 
Dare: 
Q: 
Dare: 
Comments of 
Questioner: 
Dare: 
Q: 
Sykora: 
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a lot of shipping that they prefer to have an access of air 
into the package, if there are orchids in it. Orchids 
should not be tightly sealed. 
Mr. Dare in his talk stated that there was little possi­
bility of getting a reduction of rates. I direct this ques­
tion at Mr. Dare and Mr. Haxthausen. If we cannot get a 
reduction of rates, can we obtain a reclassification of 
products within the different rate classes? I speak prin­
cipally of nursery stock and plants. The rate on those 
items now is the same as for vandas or other cut flowers. 
I know that there are a lot of shippers interested in 
obtaining the same rate for these items as prevails for 
foliage. 
What are you asking for, a rate reduction? 
No, a change of classification. 
A change of classification, but what is it? Isn't it 
a rate reduction on those particular items? In other words 
we get less money for carrying it once it is reclassified. 
No, I won't help you out any. 
What I had specific reference to is that ship:nents from 
New York to Seattle for 100 pounds of nursery stock could be 
sent for $19 and some cents. That was the rate about a year 
ago. An equal shipment from Honolulu to Seattle, about the 
same distance, would cost our nursery stock and plant ship­
pers $30. In other words there is a rate discrimination 
there, which should be equalized. 
In our organization if you mention the word disc~imina­
tion very loudly, our lawyers will chanee it iro!neciately. 
If you can justify a case of discrimination anywhere, let 
us have it. I don't say we won't redµce rates or thc.t we 
won 1t change rates. We don't think that we have a perfect 
balance in our rate structure. When we say no, we feel 
that we must, and if we say yes, or ask for additio~al facts-­
let us have them. We want to base it on facts--were 1re 
reasonable. But don't expect rates to bjL_the solutio~_J;o 
your marketing nroblem. That is not the airline's respon­
sibility. Many people expect us to give them a rate 
reduction so they can sell in a distant market--we can't do 
that if it means subsidizing them at our expense. 
I'd like to ask Mr. Sykora or anyone from Hilo, how long do 
you think it is safe to leave flowers out before putting them 
under refrigeration? Is there anything to be gaingd by putting 
flowers under refrigeration for a couple of hours? 
I don't think there is any question that precooling for a 
couple of hours would make a great difference. If they ~are 
precooled before they left Hilo I'm sure they could stand about 
for hours in fine condition, which would be a real aid to their 
keeping quality--provided they were precooled for several hours, 
however. Any cooling of the container and its contents would be 
helpf'u.l. 
Q: 
Sykora: 
Q: 
Dare: 
Kono: 
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Do you say that without limitation, Mr. Sykora? By that I 
mean, could you subject the package to cooling any number of time a 
enroute to improve quality? · 
I couldn't say--we have never tested it that way. From our 
own experience we would unhesitatingly recommend cooling of the 
flowers whenever the opportunity arose. We used to be able to get 
rail express, before they cut do'W!l on their service, to put the 
flowers in coolers at transfer points, if they were on the ground 
for more than a couple of hours. I have never found cases where 
flowers were hurt by it. • 
Mr. Dare, you stated a while ago not to expect rate reduc­
tions. You haven't told us what are the factors that would bring 
about a rate reduction--increased volume, special commodity rates-­
can you give us any suggestions along that line? 
We are interested in that too. I don't know that I could give 
them to you one, two, three--I'm not a tariff man--but I do know 
that cost is certainly a factor in any business. Costs are 
governed by a combination of what it costs you to produce the air­
plane flying in the air plus the volume you can carry on it. If 
you are getting 100 percent volume on the airplane, you can do it 
cheaper than if the airplane is half full. There are other fac­
tors. For instance, I can see after my visit out here that you 
folks are in a different situation than is the manufacturer on the 
East Coast of the United States. He has been in business a long 
time and knows what his costs are. I think maybe we can contri­
bute a little bit toward trying to help you fellows build up your 
business. That's exactly what we have done. I think you agree 
that we have tried to be reasonable about it, and have tried to 
help you build up markets in the East. It is also to our advan­
tage to do so. There is a limit beyond which we cannot go. I 
cannot give you the last word, however. Whenever a situation comes 
up calling for a rate change it has to go through the two vice­
presidents before it is finally approved. 
It is 5:00 p.m. If there are no further questions, then we 
will close. I believe you people have expressed your thoughts and 
I hope that the airlines and federal agencies will take our prob­
lems into consideration. 
# # # # fl # # 
.. 
.§PECIAL FEATURE 
Mrs, Agnes Makaiwi, president of the Lei Sellers• Association, and Mrs. 
Rachel Pakele, member of that group, demonstrated lei making techniques as a 
brief special feature during the shipping session. Using plumerias, carnations, 
and other popular blossoms, they showed ancient and modern methods of stringing 
many types of leis, 
II # # II # # # 
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MARK ET ING SESSION 
- - - - - - -(Pe:;:t o'~e) ~ - - - -
MARKETING FWRAL mmlfil§--~ AND~ 
Edward L. Rada 
COOPERATION Yesterday you heard the mainland speakers extoll the value of 
cooperation. I can tell you from experience that the floral indus­
try has demonstrated its ability and interest in cooperation already. This Floral 
Clinic is living proof of what the industry can do through mutual effort. While 
working on the multitude of details and problems, each an apparent stumbling 
block to progress, I encountered an appropriate quotation from one of General 
Eisenhower's recent talks. 
!! Addressing the English Speaking Union in England on July 4 of this year, 
and discussing the progress of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, General 
Eisenhower said, 11Caution that is inescapable in a new and unique enterprise bas 
been replaced by confidence born out of obstacles overcome. But if we march 
together, endure together, share together, we shall succeed--we shall gloriously 
succeed together. 11 
His probleI!lS are parallel to ours except that they are of a much greater 
magnitude and so much more important to the freedom of us all. His confidence in 
overco~ing almost insurmountable obstacles can give us encouragement in working 
out our comparatively minor problems so that we too can gloriously succeed 
together • 
.P.:r.IBQlliI!TI'l.Q!! My topic this morning is ''Marketing Floral Products--Here and There 11 
In one sense by ''here" I mean Hawaii and by 11there 11 I refer to the 
}fa.inland. Since my talk also introduces today's whole subject of marketing, I 
.hurriedly skip from here to there and everywhere trying to cover such a broad 
subject. My remarks are based on my observations of flower marketing here and 
there and on t~e 1939 and 1948 Retail Census of Business. These data were 
·gathered during my recent study of the mainland floral markets. The study was 
supported by funds of the University, the Industrial Research Advisory Council 
of Hawaii, .and the Federal Government. 
Jliflili! There is no recent study on the marketing of floral products in Hawaii. 
pmus·.my In fact, commercially speaking, it is an infant industry, although the 
widespread, everyday use of flowers is a deeply rooted tradition in · 
these Islc.nds. In 1939 the number of retail florists was so small here that the 
Census reports for that year make no mention of them or the value of their sales. 
By 1948, however, there were 100 retail florists• shops in the Islands, not to 
mention the largo number of lei sellers and others selling flowers at retail 
from their gardens, sidewalk stands, or door-to-door, and the 25 or more firms 
specializing in shipping floral products to the Mainland. 
§J~~ Just a word about the size of the two types of commercial floral 
~g§].~ buoinesses we have here in Hawaii--domestic sales and export sales. 
Domestic sales through retail florists in 1948 were about 2 million 
dollars, or about $800,000 at wholesale. (This does not include sales from plant 
nurseries.) Perhaps another $750,000 should be added for flower sales by lei 
sellers and others. The wholesale value of export sales was $640,000, which 
included shipments to mainland wholesalers and retailers, and what are commonly 
called gift shipments of small packages to friends or to mainland customers. The 
1948 wholesale value of all flov1er sales through retail florists and shippers v1as, 
t~erefore, about 2 million dollars. Since then, export sales alone have almost 
achieved this level and are substantially above domestic sales in value. By 195Q 
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the local wholesale value of all floral sales, domestic and export, but excluding 
sales from plant nurseries, had increased to more than 3 million dollars. 
NO WHOIESAI.E I speak of wholesale value--actually we have no such measure in 
MARKET Hawaii since we have no floral wholesale market where growers can 
bring their products for sale. To Fi lmowledge, every metropQlitan 
area in the United States the siae of Honolulu and even smaller has a floral 
wholesale market. The marketing pattern here is in the process of change, how­
ever. Instead of retailing all they produce, as in the early days, growers now 
deliver most of their cut flowers and foliage to retail florists. In cases of 
extreme need, florists go to the growers. The wholesaling function, therefore, 
is being performed largely by growers and some by retail florists and shippers. 
The lei flower growers' co-op has recently broken the ice by setting up a down­
town receiving and selling office from which it wholesales its members' carna~ 
tions. others are talking about the growing need for a central wholesale market 
for the entire floral industry. 
VALUF. OF Flower production is spreading to areas beyond the city limits of 
WHOI.ESAIE Honolulu and is increasing on the outer islands. As this shift con-
MARKET tinues, the need for a central wholesale market increases. Many 
growers would appreciate such a malket in order to save time and delt­
very costs and to be able to sell their merchandise in an easily accessible and 
ready outlet. This shift in production and marketing is hardly noticeable, but 
it is taking place. It is evidenced by the strong moans and groans coming from 
the market place as outside competition is intensified. 
Production on the various islands, so far, has more or less conformed to tbe 
type of market available. Oahu growers have concentrated principally on gladioli, 
carnations, orchids, and similar products for the local market. Hawaii growerst 
on the other hand, have developed their recent production to meet the demands of 
the growing mainland market--vandas, anthuriums and foliage. The island of Haw$.ii 
with its variations in climate and elevations has possibilities of growing a wide 
range of products common in the mainland temperate markets but only rarely grown 
in subtropical regions. Kauai and Maui are coming into their own as production 
areas but the growers a.re specializing in the products desired on the mainls.nd 
markets. 
Sales by growers to local retail florists are often on consignment and hai­
gling over price and quality is not uncommon-especially during the peak demand 
periods at Christmas, Easter and Mother's Day. Thus, there is a wide range here 
in what might be called a wholesale price for each product from day to day and 
season to season. Anthuriums of the same quality, for example, are available 
from growers today at several prices. This may be due to the personal friendship 
existing between buyers and sellers or to their lack of lalowledge of what the 
prevailing market price should be. A central wholesale market would provide 
such a daily price guide for both buyers and sellers. A wholesale market also 
stimulates competition, especially competition in quality. Because quality is 
reflected in the price, one grower tries to outdo another. 
Retail florists too would benefit from a wholesale market. They would~ 
a better opportunity to make comparisons between products, to bid on a wider 
range of flowers and foliage, and to be sure of a more reliable supply. The 
addition of new products always attracts new customers and widens the market for 
all in the business. Some growers and retail florists undoubtedly would resist 
this marketing change as do the flag makers to adding of the 49th star; but the 
change is on its way, we hope. The a.d.ve.nt~ of a central wholesal. e market would 
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be defeated, however, if the market was organized or operated to keep out new 
products and new growers. 
SIZE OF Floral production here is carried on mostly by part-time, small 
PRODUCING growers--small, that is, in comparison to the size of floral producing 
UNITS units in the states. This type of production has some good but some 
bad features aloo. A good feature is that it provides some 3,000 or 
more growers with welcome added income, and often the only income in an emergency. 
Also, incomes from flowers are widely dis~ributed, thus providing a more stable 
base for our Territorial economy. Small producing units have several bad aspects, 
however. For one, it is difficult to obtain a sufficient supply of a given type 
or quality of a product fro~ one source for a volume market, such as the Mainland, 
Second, there is less stability in prices. Part-time or small growers generally 
do not consider the use of their labor, land or capital goodo as costs of growing, 
and their first, thought for selling more flowers is to lower the price. They 
give less consideration to the effects on the industry as a ~~ole, or to improv­
ing quslity as a means of obtaining better returns. Besides, many growers have 
unused resources, particularly extra labor on hand, and they enter the field ofre­
t.Qiling to use up this extra time in disposing of their products. 
A M4.!QR One of our major m3.rketing problems here is the lack of specialization 
!1&li(ETrnG in growing and selling. Retailers are often growers and wholesalers 
PROBLEM as well. Many Ehippers e.ra retailers, wholesal. ers and growers too. 
Ao in most agricultural production, however, a trade member may be 
good at eithe~ growing or ~elling, bu~ seldom both. The recently amended Farm 
Produce Deale~ Law (Act 74 of the 1951 Territoriel legislature) waa enacted to 
?rotect the growers fro~ u~fair and fraudulent practices when they delegate the 
job of selli~g to others. This law, if used and enforced, should help to untangle 
flower growing, wholesal::...!g and retailing. This would come about through the 
licensing prevision of tha Act, rather than because all of the dealers would be 
in jail. Specialization in growing, w:iolesaling and retailing comes about 
gradually either as the size of the n3.rket increases, production and consumption 
areas becoms more widely seperated, or increased knowledge and skill are required 
to perform the varioua marketing tasko. 
xll.i.Ql,~ALnlG For the purpose of comparison, let's look briefly at the whole-
IN THE STATEq saling picture in the states. (I do not intend to discuss the 
operation o~ the n3cha..~ism of l!Ul~nlar.d w~olesaling and retailing. 
We have mainland eJ:perts here in both fields to give us the details. ) Mainland 
wholesale markets can be divided into two groups--centralized and decentralized. 
Actually., there is a third--thc in-betweens. Centralized markets are those where 
the wholesalers ere grouped close together, such as on the Pacific Coast, and the 
retail florists come to the ~arket to buy, Usually there are three market days a 
week. In the c'.ecentralized markets the wholesale houses are scattered throughout 
the city. Good examples r.re Houston, . Texas and Atlanta, Georgia, where the whole­
salers are blocks apart. Most of tho sales are by telephone and the retailer sel­
dom comes to the market to buy. In the decentralized markets there is a tendency 
for strong retailer-wholesaler preferences to develoP--that is, a retailer buys 
mostly from cne w~olesaler. Because of these preferences, a..~d the fact that sell­
ing is done by phone, it is more difficult to introduce new products in such mar­
kets than in the centralized markets. A .great deal depends, however, upon the 
attitude of the wholesaler. In the in-between markets, such as Denver, Chicago, 
Cleveland, and Dallas, most who).esalers · a.re grouped together, but there are some 
"strays II too. (V.ir. Haley I s Denver Wholesale Florists' firm is an example of a 
11stray, 11 It is located a considerable distance from the other wholesalers in 
Denver.) In these markets selling is still largely by telephone or by salesmen 
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who call on the retail florists. Most mainland wholesalers are in reality commis­
sion merchants inasmuch as they handle floral products (except their O\ol?l) princi­
pally on consignment, and if they do buy outright, it is when a stable buying 
price is assured or the market is rising. 
The selling on the centralized Pacific Coast wholesale markets is unique; 
actually it is just a stage above the development of floral marketing in Hawaii. 
In Portland, San Francisco, and Los Angeles, large wholesaling firms operate along­
side a growers 1 market in which growers sell their merchandise from rented stalls. 
For example, the Japanese flower market in Los Angeles, located in the heart of 
the wholesaling district, has about 170 grower-members who ow stock in the market 
and at the same time pay monthly rentals for their stalls. 
By no means are all flowers sold through wholesale channels in the states. 
Many floral products, especially orchids, are sold directly from the grower to 
the r etail florist, as here. The best orchids are frequently sold in this manner; 
only the seconds and left-overs are brought to the wholesale market. But mainland 
whol0sa.lers are playing an increasingly important role in the movement of floral 
produc~:.s as production continues to move away from the consumption centers, such 
as Chics.go and New York1 to outlying areas, such as Florida, California, and Hawaii. 
Retailing is the same here as there--large shops and small shops, new 
shops and old shops, sidewalk stands and plant nurseries. Some shops 
sell flowers and others specialize in fancy flower containers and 
arrangements with only a touch of flowers. The trend among mainland 
flo"":":1..f<·,s a.ppsars to be toward selling more fancyware and designs containing fewer 
f'lowa~a. This is regrettable, perhaps, but it does favor the use of Hawaiian 
flowers and foliage because they are considered modern and adaptable to modern 
design-s. The eastern consumers still prefer a nice, large basket overflowing 
with the less expensive flowers, but modern designs are making inroads even there. 
CoILing ra~idly into the mainland marketing picture to supply the wants of the 
middle and low income groups with corsages, cut flowers and indoor plants are the 
five and dime stores, supermarkets and others. This development has nany mainland 
retail florists concerned about their future, \.Jhich is one reason my they are 
generally opposed to our marketing policies of selling flowers, especially vandas, 
through these non-floral outlets and in promotion channels. 
ALLIED§..!_ There is also a trend on the Mainland to greater cooperation among all 
growers, wholesalers and retailers to promote the sale of flowers and to 
tal~e action on industry-wide problems. The common name for such an organization 
is the "Allied. 11 The Florists and Flower Growers Association on Oahu is the only 
floral organization here resembling an "Allied. " This afternoon is devoted to 
organizations for marketing, and I am sure . the subject will be thoroughly discussed 
at that time • 
.§LJ]Z~~ At this point I wish to depart from a prepared text and resort to slides. 
9..~ !1d Educators say that the average person remembers only 10 percent of what 
he hears but 20 percent of what he sees . With slides, therefore, you 
•.d.l.l get more for your money. 
!let.ail Florists' Salee--Here and There 
Assu~ing that Hawaii is the 49th state, how do our sales compare with mainland 
:-:-et.ail sales by states (Table 1)? With $2,206,000 in sales through retail florists, 
~ot including lei sellers and nur-series, Hawaii ranked 35 among the 49 -states. 
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Table !,•·FLORISTS' SALES BY STATES, 1948 
Rank AverageHawaii · .' HliJb State Low State(Out of 4~) State 
I FLORISTS• SALES $2,206,000 35 $7,700,000 $49,358,000 New York S5l5.000 Vermont 
Nwnber of Florists 100 34 300 l.861 New York 16 N. Dakota 
AverCIIJe Gross Soles 
per Florist $22,060 42 S 25,578 S50,125 N. Dakota "$16.157 S. Carolina 
POPULATION 541,312 43 2,989,000 14, ~'54,000 New York 142,000 NeYada: 
Sales per Person $4.07 1st $2.57 $3.71 NeYOda Sl.09 Miaaiaalppi 
Sales per family $18.15 Jst $9,05 Sll.91 Nnada $4,20 Maine 
Sales per Retail 
Dollar 
, 13 
s.Oqoto
Per Capita 1 
. N.Dakoto 
All Retail Sales S 707 38 S 1.414 Nnada S470 Miasiuippi 
Tot<1l U, S. Florists• Sales ........... ... ......... $377,250,000 Total U. S. Re_tail Sales ............. ... . $130. 527, 3}7, 000 
(Hawaii Retail Sales $.112,680,000) 
Table 2,-HDRISTS 1 SALES BY ME'l'R)POLITAN AREAS, 1948 r
' Rank Miami,Htaolulu Denver Highut(Out of 35) Florida 
Number of flotist• 80 21 78 1,831 New Yo~k 75 
FLORISTS• SALES Sl, 692.000 29 $2,333,000 $46,844.000 New York $2, 178,00Q 
Average Gross Scuea 
per Floriet S21, 150 ': $29,910 '$2.5, 58 3 New York S29.040 
POPULATION 372,000 34 476,900 12,652,074 New York 410,000 
Sales per PeTaon $4,55 4 $4.89 S5.07 Dallas SS,31 
Sale• per Retll!l 
Dollcir 
· .. ,48 
New Orleans 
Per Capita
All Retail Sales S768 35 Sl. 247 $1,417 Miami $1,417 
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The low state in sales was Vermont with only $515,000 but the average state sold 
about three times the value of flowers that we did in Hawaii. In the number of 
florists--with 100 here--we ranked 34 out of 49. North Dakota had only 16 flo­
rists, the lowest number, but those 16 florists in 1948 had the highest average 
gross sales per florist--$50,125. The average florist in Hawaii did less than 
half that volume of business. 
When it comes to sales per capita or per family, Hawaii outranked all of the 
other states by a wide margin. Per capita sales in Hawaii were $4.07 as compared 
to only $2.57 in the average mainland st.ate while the residents of the next high 
state, Nevada, bought only $3.71 worth of flowers. In per family sales, Hawaii 
with $18.15 per family was twice as high as the average state. 
Out of every retail dollar spent throughout the United States in 1948, only 
29 percent of one penny or about a quarter of a cent was spent for flowers in 
flower shops; in Hawaii the figure was exactly double, or 58 percent, which is 
added substantiating evidence that Hawaiia11 residents use flowers much more ex­
tensively than do Mainlanders. If mainland consumers doubled their consumption 
to match that of Hawaii, the flower industry would really be big business. An 
interesting sidelight is that Hawaii had very few retail dollars to spend per 
person. Moreover, states like South and North Dakota, having about twice the num­
ber of retail dollars to spend per p,erson than did Hawaii, used just slightly more 
than a tenth of a penny out of each dollar to buy flowers. 
About the same relationships prevail when comparisons are made among metropo­
litan areas (Table 2). In this table flower sales in the Honolulu metropolitan 
market are compared with 34 other cities of about equal or greater population than 
Honolulu. Individual comparisons are made with Denver, Colorado, and Mil3.1Tli, 
Florida, another mecca for tourists. From the standpoint of per capita sales, the 
Honolulu average is exceeded only by the cities of Miami, Dallas; Texas and Denver. 
From the standpoint of flower purchases out of every retail dollar spent Honolulu 
leads all other metropolitan areas by a wide margin with slightly more than half 
cent being: spent for flowers out of every consumer dollar expended. New Orleans, 
Louisiana, ranked second in this respect. Residents of that southern city do not 
have too many dollars to spend on the average; but out of every dollar they do 
spend, almost· half a ·penny goes for flowers. Church holidays and i:n.~mqrials play 
an important part in the culture of'theNew Orleansarea and are commemorated with an_. 
abundant use of flowers. If Hawaii can sell its Aloha spirit on the Mainl~d, the 
effect would sh9'({ up in flower sales as well as in Hawaii I s floral export to the 
Mainland almost immediately.
' . 
Where Are We from the Mainland Market? 
. The Hawaii'an Islands straddle latitude 20° N.--in line with Mexico ·city, Cuba 
and Puerto Rico ·to the east and the Marianas, Formosa and Hong Kong to the west-­
about 2557 great circle miles from Los Angeles, 2392 great circle miles from San 
Francisco and 2678 miles from Seattle (Chart 1). The air freight rate from Hawaii . 
"" to t hese coast points is the same, while the air parcel post rate is the same to 
any point in the United States. New York lies another 2446 miles from Los Angeles 
and jus.t slightly less ,from Seattle. Chicago is 1741 from Los Angeles and about 
the ~am.e from Seattle . · Since air freight and air express rates in the states 8:e 
based on distance and weight, then for most destinations in the United States, it 
is cheaper for Hawaiian exporters to ship through Los Angeles than ,throueh eit~er 
San Francisco or Seattle. This is especially true if the shipments are destined 
for the southern and southwestern markets which are important markets for Hawaiian 
products, as will be explained later. 
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How Do Our Products Get to the Mainland Market? 
The bulk of our products, except vandas, have been moving to mainland retail 
florists and consumers through Pacific Coast wholesalers, who sell the products 
in their own locality or transship them with California-grown merchandise to the 
southern and eastern markets (Chart 2). Vandas, which are sold principally for 
promotional purposes, may be sold through wholesalers or directly to the store or 
firm (generally a non-florist firm) giving away or selling the vandas. Since 
vanda sales constitute such a large portion of our total sales, this is perhaps 
Chart 2.~CHANNELS OF COMMERCIAL MOVEMENT OF HAWAIIAN FLORICULTURA~ PRODUCTS TO MAINLAND CONSLMERS 
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the most important channel for Chart 3.--FLORISTS' SALES BY REGIONS, 1948 
the distribution of our prod­
ucts. The Hawaiian retail flo­
rists do a considerable export 
business arising principally 
from the tourist and military 
traffic to the islands. Some 
sales are made directly to 
mainland retail florists,prin­
cipally to thooe florists lo­
ce.ted on t~e Pacific Coast. 
Where Is the Ma.inland Market? 
Ssven.ty percent of the 
ma.inland mar!:et is located east (ill]) 
of tho Mississippi River, oc­
cupying a.bout on.c-third of the lili:J S.l·lO.O% 
U. S. laud a.:-ea (Chart 3). (fil} 10.1-1s.0% 
A:;>p~oxi;.12.tely 45 percent of ~ 1s.1-20.0% 
the floral s::i.J..cs occur in the ! 0•:....:::an::.:d_:_ov_e r________ 7_0_%_'.,i;f:- ~-1...::~~:;!9.!:!!·..:.2::0.:...;.1%=. ..... 3_0_:_%__,..___ __-.,_ __ 
ei~ht ::rt.ates of Mj_chigan, Wis- . . 
cor:sin, Illir.oia, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania\ New York lµld New Jerr-~y. This is 
tbe indust:-ial heart of the nation and is the farthest away from Hawnii, as is 
show:1 en Cb.Cl!'t, l. Cur p::ochcts must traverse two-thirds of the r. s. la.i:d area to 
r~~c.ch this p:.'incipal market; consequently, transportation charges are q1:.it0 l~ge . 
~~fort~~~t8ly, the prices we have received in that northe~n market to date are 
uc·,rn.lly not r.: ch better then those we receive on the Pacific Coast r..s.rk2t, wi.:::..ch in 
l94G accJu:1ted for about 11 percent of ' the total U.S. flower sales~ The 25 citie s 
Chart 4. --MONTHLY SALES OF MAJOR FLORISTS• IN 'IHE UNITED SIATES, 
1ndex ~----~Mc:.:AR::.a.CH:c:.:......::1.::,.94-i.7!..--=D:.::EC:=-Ei\=rn;::ER::::.._~19~4:.::9:.....i...=.J.=an:.:.;u::.::a:.::ry.!!-.=;19:c.:4:.::8,__:-=.:10:.::o.L-_______, ::: n1:c:r--
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Table 3. --REGIONAL RETAIL FLORISTS t SALES AS A PERCENTAGE 
OF TOTAL U.S. SALES, 1939 AND 1948 
Region 1939 1948 
Percent 
New England .. .. ...... .......... ......... 
Middle Atlantic ................... 
South Atlantic ...................... 
East North Central ........ 
10.0 
29.5 
8.5 
22.0 
6.5 
25.0 
11.5 
22.5 
...
.. East South Central ........ 4.0 5.0 
Region 1939 1948 
Percent 
West North Central ......... .. 8.0 7.0 
West South Central ... .. ... 5.0 8.0 
Mountain ....................................... 3.0 3.5 
Pacif'ic ........................................... 10.0 11.0 
in the United States having a city population of more than 250,000 accounted for 
about 50 percent of total floral sales in 1948. 
When Is the Mainland Market the Best ? 
Chart 4 shows that flower sales are not the same from month to month and year 
to year but vary considerably, particularly from season to season. The same pat­
tern prevails in every region and city in the United States. The winter and early 
spring seasons, containing the holidays of Christmas, New Years, Easter, Valentine's 
Day and Mother 1s Day, account for the bulk of the sales in the floral trade. Dur· 
ing August, right at this particular period, sales are at their l .owest and that is 
the reason why Mr. Haley, Mr. Sykora and Mr. Goeppner can be with us. They don't 
have anything to do so they either attend conventions or go fishing. This summer 
slump in the Mainland is reflected in our export sales here; we must recognize 
this in planning our production and marketing policies, The funeral and wedding 
business are about the only activities requiring the services of the florist until 
the social season begins again in the fall. 
What Is Happening to the Mainland Market? 
In chart 3, I showed that the bulk of the market is east of the Mississippi 
River and is es?ecially concentrated in the area between Chicago and New York. 
That was true in 1939 and 1948; it is true today, but there has been a tremendous 
shift taking place in flower sales. The greatestincreases in sales between 1939 
and 1948 took place in the south and southwest. This is evidenced by the large 
increases in the number of florists in those areas, while in the northern areas the 
number of florists actually declined. Another indication i s the relative impor~e 
of the several regions as a percentage of total U, S, flower sales in 1939 and 194a 
This percentage ranking is shown in table 3 and indicates that the Middle Atlantic 
region, containing the states of New York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey, decreased 
• in importance from 30 percent to only 25 percent of total U.S. sales from 1939 to 
1948. The greatest decline was recorded by the New England states, where rela- · 
tively a small use is made of flowers. The greatest increases took place in the 
southern states as indicated by these figures. 
This shift in sales is of importance to Hawaii for a number of reasons: 
(a) It is much easier to introduce new flowers in an expanding 
market. The New England and northern markets are the oldest 
markets and have established habits and custores that are 
difficult to overcome. 
(b) Production in the southern and southweste-n states, except 
along the Atlantic Coast and in Florida, is not too well 
',,\ .. .. 
. ..., ··.'( .' Y.: 
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Chart 5.--FLORAL PRODUCTION BY REGIONS, 1939 developed. Exporters, 
therefore, have .less 
competition with their 
products in these re­
gions and there is less 
likelihood of established 
grower-wholesaler tie­
ups prevailing that 
might tend to restrict 
the entry of new prod­
ucts. 
(c) Expanding areas are like­
ly to adopt the new 
modern designs to which 
Hawaiian flowers are 
especially adapted.Qli 1ST IN OPEN FIEL0--3 0 
OPEN FIEL0•-1ST~ 3RD IN Where Is Our Competition in 
(8 2ND IN GREENHOUSE the States? 
tli 2ND IN OPEN FIELD 
The latest production 
data available are those for 
1939; the 1950 agricultural census data are as yet not available. In 1939, the 
Pacific Coast region ranked first in open-field production followed 'by the South 
Atlantic region and then by the East North Central region centering around Chicago. 
This pat~ern is shown in chart 5. The East North Central region ranked first in 
greenhouse production, followed by the Middle Atlantic region and then by the Paci• 
fic Coast region. Just because I show no production in the rest of the United 
States does not mea...i that no floral production takes place there. The production 
in the remainder of the United States is limited or specialized, however, and not 
too important from the standpoint of concentrated competition. 
When the 1950 agricultural census information is rele.ased it should show a 
sizeable shift in p:::-oduction from the northern areas between Chicago and New York 
to FloridaandCalifor- Chart 6.--SOURCES OF ORCHIDS, 1950 
nia. Greenhouses are 
springing up rapidly 
in Flo:-ida, ";h1lc l'lo­
ral greenhouse area is 
supposedly decreasing 
in the north or is be­
ing converted to other 
products, such as sub­
tropical plants. Open­
field production in 
California has also 
increased substantial­
ly in the ten-year pe­
riod between the two 
censuses. 
I!?>.. Green.'lousew 
~~mports 
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Where Is Our Competition by Products? 
I cannot provide statistics on quantities grown in the various areas or on 
the volume of flowers or foliege imported; all I can show is the relative import­
ance of each production area or source of imports. This holds true for all of the 
competitive products shown in this series. 
Orchids (Chart 6): Orchids are grown in greenhouses around the major market 
areas throughout the United States, except in the south and southwest and the 
extreme north. Large imports of cymbidiume are under way now from Australia, while 
the bulk of the vandas come into the states from Hawaii, although Florida is in­
creasing its plantings of vandae rapidly. Many VE!,Ilda cuttings, seedlings and 
plants are being shipped into Florida from Hawaii. Some cattleyas and vandas have 
been imported from Mexico and Latin America, but the recent hike in import duties 
to 25 percent ad valorem has choked off much of this competition. Cattleyas are 
still the rnost~pular orchid on the Mainland, but they are being overproduced in 
almost all markets. The cymbidium is rapidly coming forward as the number one 
fa'JOrite, particularly on the Pacific Coast. 
Anthuriums (Chart 7): Relatively few anthuriums are grown in the states, and 
the bulk of them are grown around San Francisco and Los Angeles. Imports have been 
coming into the eastern markets frpm the Caribbean area, especially Puerto Rico. 
Anthurium production is being expanded around Miami, Florida. Some anthuriums are 
gro-Wn around Chicago and New York, but they are an expensive crop to grow in green­
houses and most of the production takes place in conservatories or in greenhouses 
where costs are not considered essential in determining the success of the opera­
tion. Most of the anthuriums grown in the states are pink or pastel colored, while 
imports from Hawaii are principally the dark-colored varieties. Sales of anthuriums 
in the states have increased as a result of the importation and promotion of 
Hawaiian anthuriums. 
Foliage (Chart 8): Foliage and greens of all kinds are very popular in the 
mainland markets. The greatest volume of greens, particularly Oregon fern, rhodo­
dendron, salal (lemon) and huckleberry,comes from the northwest. Ninety percent 
of the fern used in the United States originates in this region. The ferns of 
Maine and Michigan are 
Chart 7 .--Sources of Anthuriums 19 0 too soft to compete 
with the hardy Oregon 
fern. Maidenhair and 
asparagus fern are 
generally grown in 
greenhouses around the 
major market centers, 
but especially in Flo­
rida. Various types 
of foliage and dry 
materials are gathered 
from the mountains 
throughout the east, 
0 and they are being im­f ported from the Carib­
bean area and Mexico. @.. Greenhouse 
• 
·-····........ .-,· 
Hawaiits foliage is 
~ Imports 
~ 
considered new and 
modern, and is 
•Denver 
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Chart 8.--SOURCES OF FOLIAGE !\ND GREENS, 1950 competitive principally 
with the Oregon and mai,d­
en hair fem. Compara­
tive prices, however, 
give the edge to the 
mainland foliages and 
greens. 
Gingers and Heli­
conias (Chart 9): . Very 
few gingers and heli­
conias are grown com­ ' 
m~rcially in the United 
States, consequently, 
the bulk of these heavy 
items are imported 
either from Hawaii or 
the Caribbean and Latin 
Amer~can areas. Some 
heliconias enter the 
---------------------------· Taxas market from 
Mexico. Generally, 
Hawaii has little competition with these items, except that the weight of the prod­
ucts and the costs of transporting them makes the selling price too high for 
general usage in retail florists' shops. 
Birds of Paradise (Chart 10) t The greatest competition to Hawaii on this 
. product comes from California's open-field production around San Diego and Santa 
Barbara. Acreage in 11 birds 11 is increasing and California "birds" can -undersell 
Hawa~ian "birds" in all markets, except perhaps in the northwest. California 
production is seasonal--generally from October through March--and is occasionally 
interrupted by heavy winter fro st, New acreages of "birds" are being planted in 
Florida which mea.is added competition in the eastern markets for both California 
and Hawaii P!Oducers. Some "birds" are produced in greenhouses a':'ound Chicago 
· · c.::' d ~Tew York, but like 
Chart 9,--SOURCES OF GINGERS AND HELICOUIAS, 1950 a_~th riu~s, they are 
an e~-pcnGive greenhouse 
product to grow. It 
is unlikely that green­
house- [., '"'.: '.'l.::l '':::.rds" can 
compete foT long with 
the 11 birds11 coming in 
from the open-field 
areas of California, 
Hawaii and Florida. 
Where Can We Compete 
Florida is likely 
to be the greatest 
competitive area with 
Hawaii, especially with 
the various kinds of 
vandas a"'.d the sub­
tropical floral prod­
---------------------------' ucts. If competition 
~ 
'(:2) 
.... ...,, .... ... 
Open Field 
Greenhouse 
n 
~ 
~ Imports 
Open Field 
Imports 
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Chart 10.•-SOURCES OF BIRDS OF PARADISE 1950 is considered only on 
,. 
.. 
• 
an °J;: ranc Isco 
\ 
.............. 
the basis of freight 
costs, Florida ship­
pers have an advantage 
over Ha~aiian shippers 
anywhere east of the 
Rocky Mountains 
......,/"-.,.., 
f 
Denver 
(Chart 11). If air 
parcel post is used, 
Florida shippers have 
an equal advantage 
with Hawaiian shippers 
in the region west of 
the Rockies and a 
decided advantage in 
the entire area east 
of the Rocky Mountajns.
Open Field 
CaliforniaGreenhouse 
shippers move theirImports products in the same 
direction that we do 
and have a decided advantage over Hawaiian shippers in all markets, except perhaps 
in the extreme northwest. Beyond Chicago they lose their advantage if air parcel 
post is used. California shippers, as do all mainland shippers, have many alternate 
forms of transportation available to them and, therefore, on the basis of freight 
costs can out-compete in the markets with an area,such as Hawaii, whose markets are 
limited by distance and availability of transportation facilities. 
Conclusions: 
That takes care of my slides and time. I have but one thought to leave-­
expressed in terms of the battlefield soldier who thought of winning battles in 
terms of the "fustest11 with the "mostest. 11 We have entered the market "fustest" 
with the 11mostest11 of 
Chart 11, --COMPARATIVE FR~GHT ADVftNTAGE IN IBE MAINLAND MARKET many of these items,
BEfflEN FLORIDA SHIPPERS AND HAWAIIAN SHIPPERS A~ OF MAR.CH 1, 1951 but our comoetition 
is not dormant, and 
in order to remain in 
the market we not onl;v' 
have to be "fustest" 
with the 11mostest" but 
we also have to come 
in with the "bestest. 11 
I have drawn the out­
line; it is up to the 
·artists who follow to 
fill in the details• 
J./ Based on air express coats from Miami, and air freight from Hawaii to Los 
Angeles and air express east of Los Angeles for a 25-pound Yanda orchid shipment. 
Mia111i 
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A WHOIESAIER 'S YmH. .QE HAWAIIAN FIDWERS Mfil FOLIAGE 
James Sykora 
Before I say anything I'd like to pay tribute to Ed Rada, who's done so 
much to bring this clinic into being. He's done so much to see that every­
~ody had a good time, that all the work of the clinic was coordinated, and 
·. the~ he comes up with the real summary of the flower business. And, frankly 
I enjoyed every word of his address. I think it was about the · finest summary 
of the flower business and its relationship to the Islands that I have ever 
heard. I personally would like very much to have a copy of it. 
Yesterday, I tried to talk to you as plainly as I knew how because I 
don't believe it does any good to paint rainbows ~ust because there's rain. 
I know there's been.some rain on the Islands in marketing problems. I know 
there's been a little gloom because there have been some clouds. But I don't 
believe in dispelling those clouds with rainbows. That•s the easy way. I 
think you have to get at the source of the rain, get some sunshine in there 
without the rainbows, and work out the problems from that standpoint. 
QUALITY In order to evaluate the flowers of Hawaii from the wholesaler's 
standpoint I 1d like to refer again to vlhat I said yesterday. Our 
experience had not been too good pri~arily because, I think, you grew up too 
fast. We have had exactly the same thing with new foliages in the states. 
We've had rhododendron and magnolia leaves come into very common use. In the 
last few years pittosporum became very important and .sold very well. In every 
single case with these three types of foliage, and I could name some others 
wtjere the history would be the same, we had beautiful foliage to start with. 
When we had our retailers begging for it, the gualitv started to drop off • 
. Of co'\ll'se, ther'e ar~ always two rea1:1ons for it. First, the growers get a 
good return for the · foliage they send in and they become so anxious to get 
more of that easy mohey that they become less careful in picking and packing. 
The other reason ·is that as it beco~es accessible ·and desirable to the retailer, 
he uses more of it, but the easy sources of it are used up and the growers 
nat-µrally take inferior production rather than search into a wider area for 
for better foliage. And, in every instance, in order to save the market for 
those foliages we have had to insist that the producers go back and i1n12!f>Y~ 
their quality to better than it was at the outset. I think that here in Hawaii 
you have been guilty of the same thing. I don't think you need hang your heads 
in shame because that's the history of every new product. As soon as there's 
· a demand--even if apples sell too well--the tendency is to grade down if you 
can. Fortunately, in some types of production there are standard grades that 
can be rigidly observed. But there are no grades that can be adhered to by 
the flower growers. Denver has grades, very rigid grades, for their carna­
tions and it's a great asset to them. However, just because one area can have 
grades, it's not always possible to have grades uniformly applicable across 
the country. 
The gladioli industry has a history much like that of the Hawaiian flowers. 
The gladioli were well known throughout the industry, but used rather sparingly 
and then principally in their production season--the summer months. Later some 
growers took them into Florida and found they could do well with them there and 
proceeded to bring gladioli into the markets in winter. Those winter gladioli 
were really very poor quality. It happened in those days, which is now some 
25 years ago, that in -. January and February we (Chicago) ran out of flowers 
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complete~y. Oµr production in the greenhouses was practically nil then. 
Science has since taught us bow to bring our flowers into production in Janu.­
ar:, so that we don't have that dearth of flowers. It was only because of that 
dearth of flowers, however, that the gladioli grew in popularity even though 
the quality was not good. As soon as science taught our growers how to produce 
flowers in the greenhouse during the winter, Florida had to grow a better 
quality of gladioli. The growers had to produce better varieties; flowers that 
would stand shipment and flowers that would open up and give satisfaction. 
,. 
They would have lost the market if they had not improved. That is evidence 
that your problems of a new flower brought into use and circulation in the mar­
ket is history repeating itself. Therefore, you need to follow the pattern 
that has been set already. 
JANDA MISS You have one thing in your flowers that we haven't had to contend 
OAQU:fi4 with as we have with so many other flowers. That is the ready 
availability of your flowers, such as the Vanda Joaquim. You get so 
many vandas and their reproduction is so rapid that it's difficult to see where 
the end is. Most production of other flowers is eventually limited by increas­
ing cost of production. That cost is relatively slight for this one particular 
flower, which up to now, at least, has given you the bulk of your income. 
Though that cost is relatively slight, you have given veey little attention to 
improving its quality. There is v~ork going on at the University at the present 
time to improve quality, such as using brominated charcoal to prevent losses 
due to ethylene gas, so that they do not lose color. This morning Mr. Hanson 
told me that he is doing considerable work here at the University with flowers 
and foliage that is relatively new. The tendency of every grower is to think, 
"There's our problem solved. 11 Even though a method of using brominated char­
coal is perfected so that the flowers will not lose color rapidly, you'll find 
that the growers will s:!J_Jl have a real problem developing a lasting quality. 
It is no different with any other flower produced. In our travels around the 
Islands we saw terrific differences in Vanda Joaquims. We saw places where 
the flowers were very much larger than they were in other pla~s, flowers that 
had more color, and variations resulting from crosses. 
I think that there are two things that must be done if you are going to 
sell vandas successfully and sell more of them. You have to grow Vanda Miss 
Joe.quim better than ,:~m.J.l.ave up to now. You have to improve its color. §ize, 
and keeping guality, wl1ich I know you can do by more careful application of 
the principles involved in growing. Your salvation may be in some of those 
very beautiful crosses that we saw. We have not been able to get flowers of 
that kind on the ~..ainland, probably because you haven't been shipping them. I 
think that you have had a demand right here for those better colors and forms, 
but you should be shipping some of those to the Mainland, if you aren't now. 
We have had some vandas coming in from Mexico City, but we were unable to 
develop a market for them. Those vandas, almost in every case, were flowers 
with narrow, twisted sepals and petals. They were not the flat types that I 
notice you are developing in your hybrids here; many of them are exceptionally 
lovely. They appear to have a good keeping quality although that can only be 
found out by test. You should stress quality in your growing and you've got 
to have the courage to discard some of the poorer stock before you attempt to 
develop the market. 
I know that many of you have been -very unhappy and discouraged about the 
net return to you for your VS..idas. I know also, from discussing it with some 
of you, that you have made no attempt to 1.mderstand the process of marketing. 
Perhaps I should not blame you; perhaps I should blame those who are doing the 
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marketing, , ·Perhaps they should have gone out of their way to make it plainer 
to · you. They should have been willing to take the arrows and the blows they 
might get in painting the picture clearly, but I think they should have painted 
the picture clearly. 
When you talk about a thirtieth of a cent for vandas in the Islands, as I 
have heard many of you say, I think you should understand that those vandas 
were not sold for a thirtieth of a cent. You should remember that out of your 
production you must deduct the number thrown away before they ever get onto 
the airlines or whatever mode of transportation is used. Then find out what 
proportion of those shipped are sold, but do not forget that many of your 
flowers are actually dumped w~en they get there-- they are worthless. Many more 
are dumped, if there is no market, Of that fraction finally sold and for which 
the money is received, deduct the selling .commissions and other costs, and 
divide the balance back into your production which gives you that very low 
figure. Don't for~et that th_e poorer the quality, the smaller the percentage 
of flowers that will sell. It is very uneconomical to harvest a lot of poor 
flower..!!.! package them, ship the~, and dunp them. 
There is a question in the minds of many people as to what a wholesaler 
calls dumpage. I know that if each of you were at the other end of the line in 
the states, you would see many a box of vandas that was practically colorless 
upon arrival. It might be due to ethylene gas formation in that shipment, but 
it also might be due to the fact that you shipped poor flowers that looked all 
right at home . They may have hardened up fairly well in conditioning, but 
actually they were not of first quality when they were picked, graded and packed. 
To eliminate those losses is your first se.ving and the first step in getting 
more money fort~ 
Now, what is the value of the vanda to the industry, its potential to the 
Hawaiian flower industry, and to you as growers and producers? It would not 
matter how they were sold as long as they brought an adequate income to leave 
you something after deducting costs of production, grading and handling. Lt 
thev aFe to be a permanent tJblng in the flQ.!11.l industry, however, there must pe 
a way to make thorn valuable..-1&.....that ind~rv. I think they have that possibi­
lity. It is very eosential that you have the choicest possible quality if you 
are going to move vandas to the mainland floral industry. You must concentrate 
on the plants that have size, that have color, that have . keeping quality, and 
try to discard those with poorer characteristics. I think, as I said before, 
that you need to concentrate on the selection of crosses that are fitted to the 
flower industry. Eddie Goeppner made a suggestion in the field the other day 
in connection with these vandas. He suggested a different use. I won't go into 
detail but I think that his suggestion is a key to making your flowers of more 
value to the industry. You must find newer ways to use the same products that 
zou have been shi_Eping for the last four years, and I think your University here 
is very well edapted in helping you f'ind newer ways to use those flowers. 
Because the vanda has been employed largely in commercial promotions of various 
kinds, it has been set back materially in the favor of our retail florists. 
There's a way of maintaining a great deal of that promotional outlet for vandas 
'Without being in trouble with the mainland flower business. We have done it 
with roses and carnations and some of it is being done with vandas now. Suppose 
you have a possibility of selling a thousand vandas for a promotion. Proper~ 
hand~~d. that order could be channeled through a retail florist. I am not 
telling you that you must do that, but I am pointing out to you that it can be 
done. You can win back the good favor of the florist for the vanda because it 
has been done with other flowers. 
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HELICONIAS IA3t 's go on to your heliconias and gingers. I told you yesterday 
AND GINGERS about some of the things that militated against the possibility of 
our selling more of them. We tried conscientiously to make them 
attractive to our florists. I ma.de the mistake of calling that beautiful, 
lovely, white wax coating on those flowers mildew. I am told that nature pro­
vided that delicate, white whisker on those plants and it appeared to be a 
sacrilege on my part to talk about removing it. I em still going to take a 
chance and say that I think that as far as my customers are concerned, it will 
help to take that lovely white coating off; perhaps you can accumulate enough 
in the process to use it somewhere else. But I know this--that when we got 
those flowers, they wouldn I t sell at all. We put them into cans, we--tru>d ..:to_ 
arrange them, and they did not move. Disgustedly I walked around those cans 
for two or three days. Finally I grabbed a cloth and some Fl.oraglow and began 
to wipe them off. I found that the lovely \.lhite coat crune off, and underneath 
was a brilliant sheen. Thank goodness, there was something that, at least to 
my untutored eyes, seemed to make them look better. After I had cleaned them 
up, we sold them within the next hour. I gave an order to our boys that every­
time a Hawaiian shipment of birds of paradise, heliconiaa and the rest came in, 
we would take that lovely white coat off and expose the brilliant finish of the 
foliage underneath. Then we did much better with them \Ultil, as I indicated 
yesterday, the growers and shippers thought it was too easy. They did not have 
to select so carefully any more. They did not have to go out and pick the 
birds of paradise that had nice, big blooms just breaking out of the sheath, 
and it was all right to cut the stems shorter to save express costs. The 
result was we lost out--our people quit buying them, and we had to quit hand.liig 
them. I am going to say to you that there is a definite place in the flowet 
business for m,ore of your merchandise than we have been handling. Of course, . 
the flowers must be on a price level at which we can sell them. You can price 
yourself out of any market. With anything as heavy as gingers and heliconias 
transported as far as they must come, it is easy to price oneself out of a 
market, 
I talked to one of your growers the first day I was in Hawaii and asked 
him why it wasn 1t possible to produce the birds of paradise and heliconias 
on lighter stalks. 110h, 11 he said, "we can, and we 're doing it. 11 I said, 11Is 
that so? 11 11Yes," he said, "here's one, n and he showed me a plant. I think he 
has something there. He said that he did not like it because it did not keep 
as well as the heavier flowers. "Of course, " I said, "keeping quality is very 
important. 11 Having produced a plant that yields a good flower on a lighter st.em, 
I am sure, means it can be bred or handled to yield a better keeping quality. 
I know that we could find a place in our markets for those lighter plants, 
lighter flowers, and lighter stalks. There again is something for you to shoot 
at. If some of these things can be produced with a lesser weight, they also 
will have a more varied use in flower arrangements. There is a use, but a 
.. 
limited one, in the flower business for heliconias, gingers, and similar 
flowers. 
If you are to expand the production and the sale of those flowers, it can 
• be done only by having the goodwill of the distributors on the Mainland. lh! 
wholesale distributors, if they are not friendly to these flowers, if they can­
not see a possibility of me.king a few dollars for themselves, can certainly 
divert their customers away from them. No reta~_ler, except the very largest, 
is going to import these things dire~tly in any quantity. Unless he has special 
use for them, he is going to lose too many out of every other shipmentt if he 
orders directly. That becomes very unprofitable. 
• 
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ANTHURIUMS I spoke about anthuriums yesterday. I have seen more anthuriums on 
the Islands under cultivation than I realized were available here. 
They are lovely and they are in colors which we do not ordinarily have for 
sale. All of the colors but the light pink seem to have been eliminated from 
those that are produced in the mainland greenhouses. There are a few dark 
red, orange red, and a few whites, but mostly light pink. It is true that we 
have tended to go away from harsh colors in the flower business on the Main­
land and we have tended to concentrate more and more on pastel shades, Some­
times the harsher colors are used as a contrast in feature arrangements. I 
personally have always liked the bright anthuriums. The pinks are lovely, the 
whites are lovely, but I have always felt that there was a place for the orange, 
deep orange, and deep red anthuriums. Seeing them here as they are at their 
best, I am quite satisfied that we can develop a sale for a great many more 
anthuriums than are now coming to the Mainland, and at a fair price to you. 
Again I say, you must concentrate on quality. One of your growers men­
tioned yesterday that some plants produce only three flowers, some produce as 
many as five, and some perhaps even seven. I think it is very important that 
you concentrate on plants that are prolific and still produce good flowers that 
have lasting quality. Do you remember the transportation man who mentioned one 
of his problems with anthuriums and nobody gave him the answer? (The problem 
was whether anthuriums should be placed under refrigeration or kept out of the 
icebox,) I 1m surprised at you growers. He said that he wanted to know what 
to do with the anthuriums. I 1d like an answer to that question too. We get 
anthuriums that "flag" down, and anthuriums that turn black. I always thought 
that this was more a question of age. Am I right about that? Anthuriums come 
in looking beautiful and then in two days they are b1ack, not due to freezing 
either. Would age do that? At any rate that is one thing that needs to be 
watched. In all the years that I have handled anthuriums, I have never been 
sure that even though they looked fine when we got them, they would not end up 
black and unused. It may be immaturity or too much maturity. You should stud:y 
that and try to cut your flowers going to market at the optimum stage in their 
&:,owth. It is very important. They should be cleaned and should not have sedi­
ment on them. Even here on the Islands you get some slight coating on them 
that takes away their luster. It may be a salt deposit from the moist air. I 
noticed that some of them are not as brilliant as others. Of all flowers the 
anthurium should be just as sparkling and bright as you can possibly make it. 
Your handling is a great deal better than it was when we gave up bringing 
them in from the Islands, but you cannot handle them too carefully. Anthuriums 
look like .flowers that can stand some punishment but actually they show bruise 
marks when they are creased in the handling or from rubbing when one flower . 
overlies another. There is definitely a much wider usage for anthuriums ahead 
of you, 
FOLIAGES This ought to cheer you up. I think that the Mainland is definitely 
foliage conscious. The Mainland has gone foliage-crazy in the last 
•five or six years. That is why we were able to bring in pittosporum, magnolia, 
and rhododendron in quantities, Even laurel, which is very common in appearance, 
is being used a great deal and it is not being used in cheap arrangements 
either • So, anything that is a new type of foliage with a keeping guality and. 
dAfinite characteristics has a place in our markets. We started selling 
camellia foliage a few years ago, and before we knew it, we -were doing four to 
five hundred dollars worth of camellia foliage business every week in our store 
alone~ The business grew like a weed. Why? Because the foliage was clean, 
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was cut in stems that were easy to use, and had a good keeping quality and 
luster. Its _growth in sales was amazing until we could not get enough of it. 
You have foliages here that are as fine as can be found anywhere. Your 
crotonsl I saw crotons here that are just amazing in their beauty. But again, 
there should be a study made by you and your University, a study of the types 
of crotons that are adaptable to the daily use of the retailer. You have many 
odd varieties. I am not a designer; Eddie Goeppner will probably tell you a 
great deal about them, but I can talk to you from my observation and my expe­
rience. There are varieties of crotons that can be sold in quantity; some 
should be sold as loose foliage and others should be sold by stems. 
There are other types of foliages here that can be experimented with in a 
small way provided that they are cut and packed carefully and that you use 
some discretion in what you send. Take your ti leaf, for example. Ti leaves 
achieved popularity very quickly and we sold quite a lot of them, but then they 
lost favor. ~ was ~~~.B,U8e the~were not selected carefully after the first 
f.ew, shipm~ We found many that were transparent and that would not hold up. 
We found some slit at the ends; some had two or three slits in them. Then, you 
shipped colors that were "washed out" and we had others that were burnt which, 
according to some of your growers, was due to location with respect to shade 
and sunlight, and perhaps age. We have seen that ti leaves can be expanded 
here terrifically with very little effort, but you should concentrate on the 
types that c~ be used. You cannot have a ti leaf that is too fleshy. Is 
that correct Eddie (Goeppner); would you say that you don't want to have it too 
fleshy? Yet, there are types that I have seen that are fleshy, so avoid those 
for commercial uses. (I do~ 1 t want you fanciers to get mad at me at what I 
have said because if you are a fancier, you are in this business because you 
like the variety and not because you are commercially minded. Those of you who 
are trying to make a business out of it are the ones to whom I want to talk. 
A fancier may haves l~ttle cypripedium that you would not pay a nickel for, 
but he loves !t. That is on his top shelf and he would not sell it for a 
thousand dollars.) You should strive to get a uniform pattern for your ti 
leaves, lea-,ea that have a certain proportion of width to their length, leaves 
that do not have too sharp a cup so they can be stacked and used without split­
ting the ends, and leave$ with good keeping quality and which do not burn or 
wilt. Then, ycu have a leaf that will really expand in its use tremendously. 
look at•the Oregon fern. When the Oregon fern came into being on the West 
Coast, none of us would handle h,. We were all handling the fancy dagger fern· 
from northern Wisconsin and the northern Maine woods. It is a much prettier 
fern than the Oregon fern. Every florist in the middlewest and east was using 
these northern ferns--millions of them. When Mr. Callison, Mr. Kirk (located 
in the state of Washington) and some of the other pioneers started to ship in 
the Oregon fern, we thought they were crazy. We let them ship it in, but we 
did not sell it. We sho~,10d it to the retailers, and they said it was too 
clumsy, it was too hard, and it was too this and too that. But today the 
florists are all usi~g nothing but the Oregon fern, shipped in by the hundreds 
of carloads. As you see, iu~t because there i~ an eaJ:1..'L...Qad experience, that 
is not an indication of the ultimate marketability of the product. I think you 
have something very much worthwhile in your ti leaves, crotons and sorne of your 
other foliages. They have to be handled well, handled right, and you must 
learn how to precondition them in order to carry them to t.lle ultimate market 
satisfac1_qrily. You have done a lot of work in that direction. You have made 
a lot ·of progress and you will make a lot more. 
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SUBTROPICAL I just want to say one more thing to you. I am wondering why there 
E..,~ isn't any attempt made here to ·~row the small green plants that are 
used in such prolific quantities on the Mainland--philodendrons, 
pothos, sansevieria, dracaenas and other small types. I kriow that every one of 
those will grow here like a weed~ We cannot begin to get enough of them out of 
Florida to take care of the demand in the floral trade. There is hardly a home 
in America that does not have some of these plants. Growers have gone into 
Puerto Rico to grow them there, and it seems to me that you should be doing a 
little experimenting in the field of decorative plants for the homes--types .. 
that are not too heavy or expensive to transport and that can be shipped clean­
rooted to avoid quarantine restrictions. Maybe I•m all out of order. Maybe 
you have been working in that direction. I talked to Dean Wadsworth, your Dean 
of the School of Agriculture who is taking a rest on the Mainland, and he said 
that he was very much interested in that phase of plant production because he 
felt that it was an opportunity to expand the business in another direction. 
I thank you all for the kindnesses shown me, r.ey wife, and my friends. It has 
been wonderful being with you. 
####### 
liQli CAN 1 Y3, ~ HAWAIIAN FLOWERS _m Qfil! RETAIL BUSINESS 
Edward Goeppner 
HAWAIIAN DREAMS I have had a tough problem while in Hawaii. When it comes time 
to sleep it 1s a race between pulling up the sheets and getting 
to sleep. I generally beat the sheets. I had a dream last night. In this 
dream Sykora of Chicago and Haley of Denver had their own islands out here. 
They pulled out all the pineapples and all the sugar cane and planted orchids. 
Then the telephone rang, It was seven o'clock. I found out that there was 
still a Floral Clinic going on this morning. 
I don't know whether anyone has mentioned that the mainland floral industry 
does an annual volume of $650,000,000 worth of business, ihat is about sixty per­
cent more or less of all retail floral sales nationally.
PUBLIC RELATIONS The Florists' Telegraph Delivery Association, which is only 
QQTSIDE THE one of such floral associations, last year grossed about 
INDUSTRY $33,000,000 selling flowers by wire. The F.T.D. has some 
9,000 members. With the $35,000,000 volume we are hoping to 
do this year, more than $1,000,000 has been budgeted for advertising. I happen 
to be on the sales and advertising committee. The Society of American Florists, 
whose president John Henry Dudley, is here today, and the F.T.D. will spend 
$150,000 on public relations; $75,000 of this money will be spent by the com­
mittee on 11Say-It-Wi th-Flowers-Today. 11 We hope to induce more people to send •• 
flowers at the time of funerals, The money spent by this 11Say-It-With-Flowers­
Today" committee is meant to do a public relations job in such a way that we 
won•t lose that funeral business. We want to bring back the memory and thought 
of the first time that flowers were sent to a funeral; it was a beautiful thoug.~t. 
We have no thought of hurting charities but we want to help charity to help our­
selves. We must take a very definite interest in community activities and be­
come a part of the community. We must be part of every kind of drive that occurs 
• 
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for the hospitals and civic activities. We have done a very poor public rela­
tions job as florists. We cannot be continually on the getting end only. 
Florists can't get it all. We must give some too, and the fellow who is too 
busy to give time to others is never going to get very far. 
I attended a meeting of the hospital staff that tried to eliminate 
flowers. When I told the manager that so much of our business depended on 
his letting our flowers into the hospital, he said he didn't want to put us out 
of business but pointed out all the things we were doing wrong. He said, "You 
get the flowers out here just as soon as we've operated on someone and we have 
utter confusion. You send big vases of gladioli and other great big things and 
in the confusion we knock them over." He got out a chart and showed me all the 
babies that were going to arrive in the next six months. Gee whiz, I couldn't 
take a chance losing all of that business. He told me more about my business 
than I knew myself, because I had never gone to the trouble of finding out 
about a hospital. Now that doesn't mean that you don't send gladioli or 
anthuriums to a hospital; but you do send them in a container. No loose flowers 
go to a hospital from the shops in San Francisco. We worked out a time 
schedule so that our flowers arrive there at specific times of the day--not 
from 8 o'clock in the morning until 10 o'clock at night. And all that was 
brought on by the shortage of nurses. The man who happened to get the idea of 
eliminating flowers was the president of the Hospital Associations of the 
United States. Fortunately, we got to the fellow; he was a very regular guy 
and he found out what our problems were, too. We got busy and issued scholar­
ships through the Florists' Telegraph Delivery Association, We present a num­
ber of scholarships to nurses each year throughout the country and we now get 
our flowers into hospitals. We are working the same way with the morticians. 
We would have chaQ.§__1n the florist business if they took the hospital and 
funera~tn~s awav from us . 
PUBLI~~11.Q~~ There is at least one floral school a week going on some-
INS±!)E THE INDUSTRY where on the Mainland--mostly through the universities and 
the floral associations. The wholesalers have their third 
school coming up next month at Ohio State University; I have been privileged to 
be there twice. I can tell you that the young fellows who go to this school 
for three days get a real going over. They are there from 9 o'clock in the 
morning until 9 o'clock in the evening. Their bosses send most of them there, 
so most wholesalers a~e really working to sell the growers' flowers. They have 
a roll call at each session so there is no way for them to play hockey. They 
are also trying to help solve the problems of the retailers. The retailer must 
have help; he can't get all of the ideas. A grower can't just put something 
in the ground and ship it to a wholesaler, and say, 11Well, here it is fellows; 
buy it. 11 We have to know. We have to plan in advance. Before you put a plant 
in the ground you have to know what you are going to do with it when it 1s ready 
for sale, You should have some kind of .plan with respect to who is going to 
handle it, where he is going to sell it, and for how much. That advice is being 
given to growers all over this country. It has been said that when a group of 
retailers get together they sit around and growl at the wholesaler. The whole­
saler in turn says that the retailer is a poor businessman •. At times, of 
course, the retailer and the grower would like to get rid of the wholesaler, 
because he can't give us the merchandise when we want it and then when he has 
it he charges us too much, while the grower thinks he never gets enough for it, 
So the poor wholesaler is really right in the middle. 
But these things are being worked out continuously and you can•t get any­
where unless you have industry cooperation first. We are not going to get ~ery 
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far if we do a public relations job on the outside without knowing what we are 
going to do on the inside. Your industry is only five years old and you already 
have a Clinic. You are way ahead of a lot of other floral groui:s in the other 
parts of the United States. So I say this to you, if you will coo;mrate and if 
you are helped by only one idea. regardless of what it is, it's been worth your 
two days here . 
.IQYB I want to tell you who your customers are in the florist business. 
CUSTOMERS There are 65 percent, or 20,000 of the country1s florists, doing a 
gross volume of $10,000 to $30,000 a year. There are 16 percent 
doing from $30,000 to $50,000. There are 12 percent doing from $50,000 to 
$100,000. Another 6 percent do from $lO~OOOto $300,000 and only 1 percent .. 
do more than $300,000 a year. Those are the people you will be selling flowers 
to on the Mainland. Sixty (60) percent of these are small chaps, and funeral 
work is 60 percent of their business. It still leaves a lot of room to sell 
ideas. In our shop we would like to be free to sell flowers other than for 
funeral work just for the security it would give us. We do not like to sit 
around and wait for someone to pass away to sell flowers. This afternoon I will 
show you that we don't. 
~ Whoever developed the idea to sell one vanda for promotion had a 
PROMOTIONS good idea because I have heard a lot of people say, "It I s the first 
orchid I ever had," and that was a thought. It got people into 
florists' shops. It brought vandas into big business. Big business is look­
ing it over everyday and it's good business. You men have a few problems in 
getting the vandas to us and you have beard some of them. Originally, I would 
have suggested giving away only one vanda in that promotion scheme but when I 
saw those fields of vandas I would have upped the number to six--not one. It 
would have cost the buyer a whole lot more to give them six. Maybe these men 
who handle this promotion work are selling more than one vanda per person for 
a promotion. 
I don't mind telling you that a lot of disappointments go along with those 
promotions. Many recipients feel that the vanda is not the orchid that they 
thought they were going to get, unless it is called a vanda. Generally, they 
talk about giving away an orchid in the advertising. It is misleading because 
the only orchids that the people on the Mainland know about are the cattleyas. 
While it has done a whole lot of good, it has been dropped by many retail 
florists. We used, perhaps some 500 or 600 vandas ·in our shop to decorate a 
window--but I learned that a drug store just 150 feet away was giving them 
away. Out came the window and vandas have never been in the ma.in store again. 
We have four shops and one of our stores is now selling ·vandas again. I do 
think you could get back some of that prestige with the retail florist if you 
will try to make flower arrangements out of vandas. Ship them on the stem and 
then try to get out some ideas for their use. Florists generally don't have 
ideas, some do; some are creative, but when you get down to the florist with a 
$10,000, $15,000 or $20,000 volume of business, he needs a lot of help. You 
might suggest three or four or half a dozen sprays of vandas in bud vase con­
tainers, or placed in little flat bowls for sale as table decorations or for 
ho.spital use. 
CROTON You have been selling croton leaves in little packages. We can use one, 
IDEAS two, and maybe three leaves which cost us in the neighborhood of 3 to 
5 cents each. I would be happy to know that we could bu.y branches of 
croton leaves. I feel that these croton stems could be arranged beautifully in 
. all-leaf arrangements. I can see croton leaves being used as a table decoration 
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along with some eggplant and many o~er kinds of fruits. I can a ee branches of 
croton leaves on a piano, on a mantle piece, and I don't mean just making one 
stick out this way, (demonstrating) maybe a tall one and two or three short 
ones over here. Maybe a figurine in there (I sell figurines). (Laughter) 
I can see many uses for croton branches other than just taking off the leaves 
because you have them. I venture to say that if you sold the idea of oroton 
leaves on branches you would not begin to grow enough of them. Now don•t run 
home and put in croton leaves because of these ideas. (Laughter) The ideas 
must be sold. We florists are willing to get ideas and we are willing to use 
them, but we've got to make money at it• 
TI IEAF We are using about 20,000 ti leaves a month in our shop and I willIDEAS tell you where these 20,000 ti leaves are going. Instead of using the 
bracken (Oregon) ferns from the Northwest we back our sprays with ti 
leaves just to have something a little different and so that the back of a 
spray looks like a finished job. A customer doesn't like to see a lot of stems 
and greens and dried ferns. That is why we cover the entire back of this 
spray, if I can give you an idea with my hands. (Laughter) We use ti leaves 
in place of maidenhair fern in bowls. We use ti leaves in wreaths in place of 
ribbon. We make our funeral work very solid so that a wreath looks almost lile 
a rubber tire. If we use gardenias, one touches the other completely around 
the wreath. On one side we use a cluster of ti leaves and put anthuriums with 
them, or orchids, or roses, or whatever the color combination is that we are 
seeking, 
If those ti leaves were a little cheaper, we would use more of them as 
fillers in containers; but I can't afford to do it at $22,50 a thousand leaves. 
We now use bracken ferns. We can afford, however, to take two ti leaves and 
cover the inside of a clear glass vase so that you don 1t see the stems of a lot 
of fern that we don't want you to eee.We used to put maidenhair fern around those 
unsightly stems. The colored ti leaves could be handled the same as the cro­
tons, I think that you could do a beautiful job. I can imagine them at big 
department stores in the windows, or on the ledges. I can imagine them in 
hotel lobbiea--in homes--any,,,here. They're beautiful . Personally, I would 
muoh prefer to have the top of some of those beautiful colored ti leaves and 
crotons as I would of a large bouquet of some fresh flowers that I know. It 
would be very refreshing. There I s guite a fad throughout the country for dried 
aaves, dried foliages, seed pegs. We sell a lot of them. This is what 
happened to me last year. We had a national convention in San Franci~co and 
some wise wholesaler asked me where I got all of that. I told them, and this 
year I can't buy any. (Laughter) Be careful of that. If you've got something 
don't tell anybody else. (Laughter) That wasn't Sykora or Haley. 
HAWAIIAN Since I have been here I have picked up several ideas for Hawaiian 
~'lGEMENTS arrangements. I have received several groups of flowers as gifts 
' and I have analyzed each one of them very carefully. I have one 
in mind that was sent to me--a hat with a container inside with an arrangement 
of a heliconia, stems of the banana plant, and ginger; it was beautiful. We~ 
a lot of money to men who could do no better. It was very lovely. We had 
other simpler arrangements of just all ginger with ti leaves. You might say, 
''Well, don't you know that you can get these hats?" No, I don't know. I have 
a lot of other things to think about. We take the easy way out. 
Someone else has to be doing some of the thinking. You can't leave all 
tbis thinking to the florist. Most florists are one- and two-man shops, and 
they are busy all the time just taking care of their work. Someone has to show 
them how they can make more money with the product, and that is not entirely up 
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to the wholesaler. It is part of his job.-he must help sell this merchandise-­
but the grower must help too; he must contribute. Just because he puts some­
thing in the ground it isn't all going to come back. He has to protect his 
investment by knowing that the merchandise is going to be handled the right 
way and that someone is creative. As you go along--! don't mean next week. 
month, or, Y8; a.r --find people who have imagination on using these flowers. 
Don't just be thinking of shipping them out. There are a lot of people here 
who have imagination and can make beautiful flower arrangements. Get those 
people out front where their work can be seen. 
-« 
A RETAILER'S Very often growers become concerned because to them it appea!'s 
PROBIEMS that we ask or get too much money for flowers so they deciee to 
go direct to the consumer. But they forget the waste and sal­
vage value we must consider. For instance, if I buy a dozen heliconias for 
$6 I must receive $15 for them, unless I have them sold already. But when I 
buy heliconias I must buy four or five dozen to make the showing I want. If 
I lose one dozen, it eats into nry $15 worth of heliconias, and the cost becomes 
$10 a dozen. A florist's markup is supposed to reach for three to one. He 
very rarely gets three to one if he is doing a volume business because of the 
waste and salvage involved. If roses are marked $10 today they certainly are 
not worth $10 tomorrow. Tomorrow those flowers must be used in fune~al work 
or a decoration and rightly so, not because they are old flowers, but bec~use 
they are better. You could not send a spray of tight buds to a funeral, It 
wouldn't look like anything; the flowers should be opened. You must use good 
judgment, however, so that they are not too open or discolored. The waste we 
must figure on is seldom taken into consideration by growers or 'Wholesalers. 
They think that we are getting it all. You have never seen a florist make a 
million out of flowers. He has to buy a piece of real estate or play Bill 
Rodman' s races at Hollywood. (Laughter) 
Should you sell sprays of vandas and if we could get them at a reasonable 
fair price, we would have two chances to get rid of the flowers, We can t:-y 
to sell them for two or three days as a bowl arrangement for five or six 
dollars or more. If we don't sell them that way we can put them into funeral 
work. They will still be good for that and still give satisfaction. .~ 
not talking about using Qead ·flowers in funeral work but I 1m talking_gpo~t 
using good judgment at the right time. I am also thinking of how you ure 
going to sell these flowers on more than one idea. You won't sell enough van­
das in vases if the florist hasn't another outlet for them. He is o~:l.;z_gQ;l..ug 
to be interested in your vandas if he makes dollars and he has no other reason 
to be interested in them. 
With the figures that I have read you know that there are plenty of flowers 
on the Mainland. If' there was never another Hawaiian flower shipped in there 
would still be gluts. But, we want them because they are different. We wa.:1t 
them because there are more people with one dollar and two dollars tha~ there 
are with five. 
I was telling a story outside a little while ago about the wood roses. We 
sell a lot of roses to tourists from our two hotel shops. Whenever a tour 
comes into San Francisco we have all the girls in the different hotel conces­
sions wearing wood roses and the tourists want to know where they get them. 
That's the bait. (Laughter) I buy wood roses• normally, at a cost of -$2 a 
dozen. If I buy a hundred. dozen, and our regular supplier doesn't know it, I 
can buy them for $1.5() • . A young man just starting in the exporting of Hawaiian 
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flowers offered me wood roses at $1.25. So, I bought a hundred dozen. Just 
two days before I left for Honolulu~ took a man to lunch from Boston who has 
a flower shop and he asked me how muoh I paid for wood roses. I said that the 
price is $2, and I sometimes get them for $~50, but I did buy some for $1.25 a 
dozen. ''Why," he says, 11I just bought some for 48¢." He was from Boston and 
I'm from San Francisco. No good. ~o one wants vou to sell flowers without a 
profit, but you are go~ng to take yourselves out of the flower business very 
fast until you get going on price and grade. If that happens very much more I 
am not going to handle wood roses. I can find something else to give those 
girls if I have to. 
In San Francisco we have flower stands on street corners and we have lots 
of them. I stand up and defend them, because I think they are the best ad that 
the retail florists have in San Francisco. I was almost thrown out of a meeting 
one day for defending them. I went to the City Hall and defended them. I do 
not want them to have the same flowers I have and, if those hybrid vandas get 
into those flower stands, it is not going to be too good. I assure you that 
the flower stands do not get the big fine cymbidiums. They do have vandas. 
They do have cattleyas. There has not a day gone by in the last six months but 
what I could have bought from 200 up to 500 cattleyas nearly at my own price. 
There are just too many for me to handle. The growers have got to do something 
with those cattleyas. If I were a grower I would sell them, but there is still 
not enough top-notch merchandise. We pay $2.50 and $3.00 for good cattleyas 
right now, even though there are hundreds of cattleyas in the markets. We need 
to have good merchandise because that is the kind of merchandise we are selling. 
There is room for good flowers and there is room for lesser grades but we want 
to know that we are being protected. 
CONCLUSION I feel that I cennot lay too much stress in this Clinic on your 
responsibility for promotions and the education of the retail 
florists and the consumers. I cannot help but feel that from the retail angle, 
if you cr_~~te ideas, you cren~sf},_les. That is all I have to offez:. 
####### 
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MARKETING ~QM ~ 
Moderator: Richard Tongg, Sh:f::pper and Landscape Gardener, 
Members: o. Ben Haley; w. C. Kruegar, Manager, Flowers of Hawaii, Ltd.; 
R. Crossley, Partner, Crossley Associates; J. Sykora; E, Goeppner; 
C, Sakaguchi, President, Florists and Flower Growers Association 
of Hawaii; E, Rada; and Mrs. K. Ushijima, President, Hilo Florists •
and Shippers Association. 
Tonggt Marketing is very essential to us because we have to eat three 
times a day. There are many problems that have arisen here because 
of unethical or cut-throat practices and our problem is whether we 
can iron them out here as they are being ironed out on the Mai~land. 
If we follow some plan, such as the Denver plan, I'm sure that we 
will find a solution to many of our marketing problems. Please con­
fine your questions to marketing problems. 
Q: Is publicity related to marketing? Why has there been un.favor-
able publicity from Hilo about the overproduction of the vanda? 
(Laughter.) 
Sakaguchi: Did you say that the publicity is from Hilo? 
Comments of Yes, although the story was published in the Star-Bulletin. 
Questioner: Friends come up to me and say, 11 If they are throwing away flowers 
in Hilo, why can I t we get them for practically nothing here?" 
Peacock: I think that the point was well made by Mr. Goeppner previously. 
If we ship those excess flowers all over, we merely multiply ot:r 
problem a hundred-fold or more. We continue to devalue the flower, 
I don't know whether I am right or wrong on that but I believe Mr. 
Goeppner could tell you what would happen, if we shipped all of 
those flowers to him. 
Goeppner: There has been no preparation made here to handle that ma.~y 
flowers. Had there been a well-laid plan, the florists could pos­
sibly have handled as many as you could grow. After all, you have 
a big cost in just picking those flowers. You certainly won 1t com­
plain about rain in Hilo because you have plent:r--that ! s no cost. 
If you put those things in boxes and send them to t he Mainland, you 
sustain large losses in addition to the cost of air tro.nspo~tation. 
You simply hav.§_ to work out a plan in which you §o~.tJ~ill_yol.1!_9~m 
market. I don't know what the lady is driving at in connection 
with her publicity remark, so I cannot answer her question. Is it 
your feeling that you have been getting adverse criticism here in 
Honolulu? .. 
Comments of Yes, here in Honolulu. The stories we have heard are that 
Questioner: they have been dumping the flowers and using them as. fertilizer. 
Personally, I think that is very bad publicity for the orchid peo­
ple, and bad publicity to ma.ks it known that the vandas are used 
as fertilizer. 
Goeppner: No , it certainly is not good, 
Sykora: 
.. 
Rada: 
Warne: 
Tongg: 
Sykora: 
Q: 
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Mr. Chairman, I think ·you must recognize that one of the prob­
lems in the flower business, as in any business, is to try to pre­
vent that kind of adverse publicity. That publicity undoubtedly 
did not start with the growers of flowers in Hilo, but with somebody 
who knew a reporter, or a reporter himself, saw flowers being 
dumped. He knows that is news. We have to fight that kind of 
publicity all the time, For example, on the Mainland a reporter 
m~y talk to a grower of Easter lilies just before Easter. That 
small grower is likely to say, "Of course, I would sell all of my 
flowers at 25 cents a bud, but those big fellows have set the price 
at 35 cents." If that kind of publicity gets into the newspapers, 
it hurts every florist in the business--retailer, wholesaler and 
grower. I think that. is what has happened here. We have that hap­
pening on t~e Mainland all the time but we do not blame our people 
unless they are carelessly saying things in the wrong places. XQ.y. 
ID~gt be ca=eful and police your ovm back yard to preve~t tQat kind 
2.,:· publicitz . 
I would like to make a remark along that same line. Perhaps 
;rou will rGcall a picture appearing in a well-circulated national 
magazine last fall showing the use of vandas as a mulch around 
macadamia nut trees. There was considerable adverse publicity con­
nected with that picture. It got out of Honolulu because it was 
novel--somcthing new--but at the same time we were trying to sell 
VG.ildas as o:,::otic flowers to the readers of that mag:1zine. 
Let's try to keep our vanda problems to ourselves. If we have 
too many and have to dump some in the ocean without aEyone seeing 
us, let's ~ot talk about it. (Laughter.) It may be glamorous to 
dt1r.1p vandas into a swimming pool, but it is hurting our industry. 
That's right. 
Is ther9 any advantage in sending vandas ~n sprays or sending 
them as individual flowers? I'm referring to st~ap-leaf vendas. 
I think that it is an advantage to send them as O?rays. !feel 
t.!:lat we have a much better opportunity to sell the spra:r'.3. If the 
florist wi0hcs to use them in an individual piece, he cru1 take the 
orchids off as he needs them. There are many times, hor.ever, when 
you can do things with a spray that you cannot even think a'!:x>ut if 
the flowers co~e picked off, 
You shouldn't forget that the first flower will be so much 
older than the last flower. Will that make a diffe~ence? 
I appreciate that. What we often do is to ask o~r growers to 
Dick off the first few flowers-ui'a-tcome on. Then, let the others 
come along and cut the spray as the last ones appear in t~e bud 
stage. Thereby, you are losing nothing but have a much wiaer usage 
for your flowers, and you have some singles and some $prays . 
I would like to follow this line of discussion a little fur­
t,her , and ask Mr . Goeppner a question. If we did ship them over in 
sprays, would we not have to accept a lower price per flowe~? 
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Goeppner: 
Q: 
Sykora: 
Goeppner: 
Q: 
Krueger: 
Crossley: 
Q: 
Sykora: 
I think you should. You should not worry about the price; let 
the demand .for the flower determine the price. As I see it, the 
idea is to get the flowers there and to let someone else share in 
the joy;'.of them through displays and ideas. Now, they are just 
witherihg away on the plant with no selling ideas behind them. It 
certainly is not going to cost a lot ·more to cut a spray than an 
individual flower. Price is not the important th;ng; you should 
~h~nk in terms of arrangements and get,~ing the flower before the 
J2!J.blic. • 
Mr. Sykora, isn't it true that there is an advantage in market­
ing the Vanda both as an individual flower and as a spray? For in­
stance, your cymbidium growers found that the market for sprays was 
relatively limited. As soon as they started packing them as indi­
vidual blossoms they widened their market tremendously. Wouldn't 
it be to our advantage in an over-J.11 plan, bearing in mind quality 
and grades, to market them both as individual flowers and as sprays? 
I would say definitely yes, especially if you can tie it to 
improved quality and finer flowers. I don't think there is any 
question but that you would want to market them both ways. Since 
you mentioned cymbidiums, I might mention that a particular value 
to those growers in marketing them in two's and three's is the 
fact that they can sell particular cymbidium colors. A customer 
can buy two of one kind or three of another when desired. On the 
other hand, we would hate to see all of our cymbidiums sold as 
individual flowers. 
For practical purposes, we must recognize that small ret~ 
~i_afforg_t2_bu_y_spray.§ of cymbidiums. If they can buy a pack­
age of one or two, that gives them a chance to sell cymbidiums, but 
good quality never gets into those packages • . 
I would like to continue this discussion by asking Mr. Krueger 
and Mr . Crossley what problems they have had in shipping orchids 
in spray form? 
We have shipped some of the vanda hybrid sprays to the Main­
land but our biggest problem is to get the entire spray over there 
in salable condition. We still have a lot to learn on packaging 
the rprays. 
I can 1t add much to that--packaging is the big problem as far 
as handling sprays is concerned. 
If the va;.1da orchid is graded, according to standards such as 
have been developed in Denver, what would be the price that we could 
expe~t for the different grades? 
That is a question that positively no one can answer. We hear 
that question in the states all of the time relative to mainland 
flowers. There are so many factors entering into the supply and 
demand situation that the price would be bound to fluctuate. There 
is no possibility for set prices, such as they talk about in Denver, 
because that is a closed market. All of the Denver wholesale houses 
grade according to the same standards and the cal:'nation is not 
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Q: 
Sykora: 
Goeppner: 
Ra.de.: 
.. 
Goeppner: 
"' 
Q: 
subject to competition from outside carnations because they happen 
to be superior quality carnations. Here you don 1t have such a si­
tuation. You have a tremendous supply of vanda orchids. There 
will have to be very great pressure in selling in order to merchan­
dise them at all. If you would send in only one-one hundred 
thousandth of those you produce, I could tell you what I could get 
for them, because I would set a price at which I could move them. 
But that wouldn't do any good. The minute you step up the supply, 
the price would drop. You couldn't ask your shippers to tell you 
what price the flowers will bring. 
We have heard that the florists refuse to sell vandas as long 
as they are being sold in the corner drugstores. Is that true? 
Mr. Goeppner is in the best position to tell you the reaction 
of the florists. Mr. Goeppner operates what I consider to be the 
finest flower shop in America. 
We personally feel, and I think we all agree, that the vanda 
has a dual purpose. It has a purpose for promotion. We don't feel 
that we should say that you should not sell them through the drug­
stores, department stores and such places because they do a good 
promotional job without hurting the retailer. When we see thegreat 
quantity of them, we are~ing to create another_market for them 
and to get them back in the retail shops by cutting the van.!!!L~ 
different way. We would be impressing the recipient, if we gave 
her a vase of orchids very well done. That would be something dif­
ferent again--it is more the idea than it is the flower. I wish to 
take it a little further. The vanda is in this position; A young 
chap goes into the store and would like to buy a corsage for hie 
first date. He only has $2 to spend. We could give him morevandas 
than anything else, but he doesn't want them because they are given 
away in a drugstore. I know that you would feel the same way--that 
the girl friend would not be very impressed if the same flowers were 
given away in a drugstore. You've got to make a good impression on 
these little dames the first time. (Laughter.) 
I would like to switch the discussion of the vanda from the 
corsage angle to another aspect of the problem. I was told that if 
we could get the vanda to the retailer for three to five cents 
apiece, that there would be a tremendous outlet for them in funeral 
work, which is about 60 percent of the average retail florists' 
business. Is there a possibility of using the vanda in this outlet 
and what would the price have to be? 
Right now you would be competing in the San Francisco market 
with gardenias. We can buy gardenias for two and three cents each. 
(Whistles.) Gardenias will cover a floral piece much faster than 
vandas. Taking labor into consideration, it would take us perhaps 
twice as long to make a wreath out of vandas as it would out of 
gardenias. In that case, the price of vandas goes down. 
In other words, the price of vandas has to be below the price 
of gardenias? 
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At this particular time, if you can get vandas there when other 
flowers are short, the vand~ price could be ten cents because of 
·supply and demand. Flower·s . must be moved and moved right now. If 
we could put flowers on· the .shelf and count them as inventory, and 
continue to sell them at .3 ·,tci"~l,. we wouldn't have any problem except 
that everybody would be in the florists t business. In some of 9ur 
mark-ups we have to get 6 or 7 to 1, and some of them are as low· as 
2 to .1 . If we can average 2 ~o 1, we can make money. · Other merchants 
work on either 60-40 or·· 50-50 . .. 
You speak of the present vanda prices at three to four cents. 
It's hard for us to think of those prices when vandas are being sold 
here by the pou.~d. If we could send sprays of vandas into the main­
land market at about $1 a dozen, it would be good competition for 
the gardenia. Isn't it asking too much of the mainland market to 
sell them for throe to four cents there? 
I have tried some of the spray vandas and have paid 20 to 25 
cents a spray, plus the freight. We took a half dozen sprays and 
put them in a very nice container and sold it perhaps for $7 to $8. 
Many of the flowers spoiled and some didn't sell so I may have only 
co~e out even. Even if I just did that, at least I presented some­
thing different. If all flower shops in San Francisco have vandas 
and they all arrange them the same way, then I 1m going to look toward 
the hybrids. When I get the hybrids, and everyone else has them, 
I'm going to look for something else. Buy by all means .I2.!:!...!]USt grade 
your flowers an£! market them through..].§_man;y,_]2~.QPle as you can. 
I'd like to ask the Hilo vanda growers this question. Why is 
it that Hilo vandas are flooding the Honolulu market at 50 cents a 
pound? 
In my talk this morning I referred to the moans and groans 
coming from the market place. This is a sample of it. I'd like to 
follow that up a little further. I ment.ioned the need for a whole­
sale market in Honolulu. Mr. Sykora, and others on the panel, what 
effect would a wholesale market have in stabilizing local prices? 
It is a difficult question to answer because I might be tread­
ing on the toes of people who have invested their money in the 
industry. I will try, therefore, to make my answer quite general. 
I believe that !h!L,wholesaling_Qf flo~is ~_Q!derl;y_~ay to mar­
ket flow£!rs. Orde_rly marketing is what is needed aboY§Jll e~. 
When Mr. Sakaguchi asked that question, I felt right at home. You 
can find that type of question asked anywhere at a florists' conven­
tion. For instance, the competitibn .~etween Denver and Chicago 
carnations presents somewhat the. same. ·problems. But they can take 
it with the same laugh that you did. If you can laugh about it, and 
yet be concerned about it as a problei:n to be solved, you'll find an 
answer. Specifically, however, v1holesaling is orderly marketing, 
and there will have to be more orderly marketing if you wish to avoid 
that competitive dumpage because your markets are so close together. 
I think you are working in .that direction. You must remember that 
you are only a few years old and still in swaddling clothes. I be­
lieve you are on the threshhold of that kind of a partial answer to 
your problem. Above allJl§~ou mU§t have clo~02ntacts with 
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Haley: 
Crossley: 
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2acb other. Your florist ~ociation must become stronger and more_ 
of the gr~!.§~he outside must cooperate with those of you 
cooperat1n.g..2n this Clinic. 
It seems to me that one part of that problem has not beenfully 
answered and that is the relationship between the retailer and the 
wholesaler. There is no market in the United States I can think of, 
in which at least some retailers bypass the wholesalers as often 
as they can. (Laughter.) You can't have a well regulated whole~ 
sale market as long as there are a number of important retailers 
constantly fighting it. I'm sure that every shipper and every 
grower is constantly being approached by florists directly. So, 
when you say0 Will a wholesale market solve the problem here in 
Honolulu?" my answer would be, as it stands right now, no. There 
would still be a number of retailers of flowers who would go right 
to th& growers, ¥.ho are growers themselves, or who have grower con­
nections. Not until the relationship of th.a. retailer and the whole­
saler is accepted as the proper channel for. marketing flowers do I 
think the problem will be solved. 
I didn't want to say anything to you about this until this 
afternoon, but I don't want any of you to think that Denver is a 
controlled market. We are very competitive in Denver even within 
the confine.s of our city limits. When our competitors change their 
prices, we are the last one's to find out about it. I can tell you 
that when we changed our prices this last time, we told everyone 
else about it first and then our competitors. Ours is not a con­
trolled market for the control of prices. Ours is a market where 
we have limited production and where the chance to expand production 
is limited. We can estimate quite closely for the next year what 
our production is going to be, even by months. These figures make 
it possible for us to lay long-term sales plans before the product 
arrives. 
I think it would be unfair to leave the impression that I think 
the problem of wholesaling is strictly between the retailer and the 
wholesaler. The grower plays an important part in it. If the 
grower is trying to by-pass anyone along the line, he contributes 
his fair share to the confusion and an unstable market. A grower 
might be very happy to send his flowers through channels when they 
are hard to sell, but when the demand increases, he may sell direct 
to get a few cents more. I think that in any association, such as 
the Denver organization, one of the important things is the working 
tog~ther of all three of those groups toward a stable market • 
I think this is very important. You should understand that 
even in our ovm mainland markets we have a fair number of retailers 
and growers by-passing the wholesalers . We have very few areas in 
which the wholesalers handle the entire output of the area. I don't 
want you to think that there are any specific panaceas for your 
marketing ills. I said that wholesaling is orderly marketing because 
the product travels from the grower to the wh6lesaler and to the 
retailer. You can't expect to have, h~,L,mhere els~syste111 
of ma~~i!}g whereby all of the flowers are channeled through the 
wholesaler. I also wish to point out that the Federal Government 
has what is called an anti-trust law, as we have found out in 
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Chicago,..and I th'inlt you 'tnust be-v.ecy careful in diff'!ar~ntiating 
between:.·what is an ;agreement ,and wha:t, is individual cfu,,'ice· and 
aatiQn~ ·:·!Q.LummYci6operati'on thi~j&ih your associati~'n' HVthe only 
way I .' can think ·Bf achieving ·a mo:qe :orderly handlfng of::k:iq;Uf~J:products. 
,, ~ .~. j :~I: ~ 1:--:~ :~.i~)~./.: 
Q: Mention has been made of shipping croton branches~ ' Iri ' my ex­
perience, I found that croton branches will not hold up. I wish to 
ask Mr. Krueger or Mr. Crossley what experiences they have had along 
this line? 
Cros~ley: Our experience also has been that branches have not shipped as 
well as the individual leaves. We haven't found any way as yet of 
keeping them. Mr. Sykora says that he has the answer. 
Sykora: One of the biggest complaints I heard for a number of years 
was that there was no way of making the flowers last longer in the 
home. There were all kinds of treatments and devices developed to 
increase the keeping quality of flowers. Finally, science found a 
wa:y that flowers can be made to stand up even in very hot tempera­
tures. How? Simply by understanding the metabolism of the plant 
itself. If that is true, I'm sure that you can find a way to make 
these crotons stand up in shipping. You might not find the answer 
immediately, but you will find an a.~swer--perhaps Floralife will do 
the trick; perhaps preconditioning them for a few hours is all that 
is needed • 
Goeppner: . I would like to ask Mr. Sutton if it happens to all crotons? 
Sutton: I don't know whether it is the variety or the growing condi­
tions. I have found some of the small leaf varieties that do hold 
up quite well. 
Goeppner: It was my thought that if the crotons were cut from 15 to JO 
inches long and the stem was not too hard that it would absorb the 
water, Some research on it might prove that some varieties can be 
shipped while others are not as well adaptable to shipping. We do 
get some that keep. 
Sutton: If Mr. Sykora has anything that would do the trick, I would 
like to give it a thorough test and make the information known to 
anyone. 
Sykora: There 1 s another product that we (Laughter). 
Goeppner: Seems to be a lot of competition between Floralife and the luau 
tickets. 
Sykora: This is important; this is not a joke. Some of you may have 
heard of Snopak. It takes up a great deal of water when it is com­
pressed. Some flowers put in moist Snopak have been found to last 
for four or five days in a hot office. It is entirely possible that 
Snopak might be t~e answer. It is something you should experiment 
with. 
Q: Mrs. Ushijima, you have sold more of these vanda hybrids then 
anybody else. What colors do you find sell the best? What colors 
should we grow? Are the mainland people buying them or just the 
local people? 
Ushijima: We are able to sell more blue; however, we use them in vases, 
funeral work, hospital bouquets and we can sell all the colors. 
The mainland tourists, I believe, are attracted to the blues and 
next in preference are the light browns,
• 
Q: What is the market for dendrobiums in the states? They are 
plentiful here~ 
Sykora: They are not too readily marketable. We have dendrobiums grown 
by many of our orchid fanciers in the states. I would say that 
there is not a steady market for dendrobiums, but we do sell quite 
a few in the course of a year. 
Goeppner: Dendrobiums have not come back to their own; they are over­
shadowed by some of the other orchids. If there were enough coming 
in, there would be a sale for them, particularly the yellow and 
white ones. The little lavender one is not very popular. 
Tongg: Aft.er listening to the discussion here this morning and the 
co:r.unents on the splendid cooperation in the Denver market, it 
appears that if the local growers and shippers, especially of vanda~ 
joined together to form a strong organization, ethical marketing 
practices can be established which will mean increased returns for 
both the growers and the shippers. 
####### 
SPECIAL FEATURE 
The Reverend Hakuai Oda, one of Hawaii's foremost artists in the Ikenobo 
scr..ool of flower arranging, displayed several examples of the art during the 
marketing session, with commentary by Mrs. Takeo Kishida. He made an arrange­
ment of water lilies and rushes, with Mrs. Kishida explaining the reasons for 
placement and size of each element in the composition. 
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{Part Two) 
WHY l MUST SEL~ l:1Q!§ FLOWERS 
Edward Goeppner 
PODESTA- In this talk I want you to know that I wish to speak very humbly about 
BALDOCCH,I our business, Podesta-Baldocchi, retail .florists. Many people have tr 
been interested in Podesta and Baldocchi; the firm is eighty years 
old, The men at the head of Podesta and Baldocchi have grown up with it. Those 
who grew up in this business are two senior partners and two junior partners, 
and now Podesta 1s son and my son. We have been together an average of more than 
forty years. Each one of us has special work to take care of. Since I represent 
the junior interest, I am the managing partner. We have 14 people in our organi­
zation who have 25 years of service or more. We have 16 people who have put in 
10 years or more. 'We have between 90 and 100 people on our payroll right now. 
We are very. close to our personnel; we do everything we can for them. We have 
an interest in them and we try to know that they are going to be happy in their 
work. I happened to hear young Henry Ford refer in a speech to a letter to one 
of his dealers. You."lg Ford w:;:-ote., l'How wonderful it is; I made you a success." 
His dealer wrote be.ck, 11 I made you and did a better job, 11 {Laughter,) The 
holiday time, Christmas, is ·our bigge~t time of the year; last Christmas we had 
267 employees and farmed out deliveries to 20 trucks and drivers. At Easter time 
our business is the next bigcest, and we had 140 people on the pay · roll this last 
Easter holiday. When I say that I must sell more flow~rs, the reason is that, 
with the kind of bu.'siness we are operating, our expenses are considerable. I'm 
going to tell you what a· few of them are. Our pay roll last year was $281,000; 
our advertising was more than $40,000. A.~y month that we don't take in at least 
$60,000 we go in. th,e red. That ts why my hair is gray • 
. .. REMINISCING. I ' started 'with Podesta-Baldocchi in 1912, as just a little boy. I 
· ·. started by scrubbing the floor and drove a horse and wagon. Some 
of the things that we talked about ·today have ·brought memories of the flower 
business then. I can remember, as a boy, that people never had any confidence 
in the florist. One day a Chinese ma.'l C81:1e into our shop to buy an azalea plant. 
He was afraid that ·he wasn't going to get that plant, so he marked Chinese letters 
on the pot. They gave him the pot but mvitched the plant. (Laughter.) I oan 
also remember a man who had no confidence in us and stayed in the shop until they 
put the roses he had selected into the box, He was afraid he wasn't going to 
get what he had paid for. Ha insisted that they send me out to deliver the pack­
age while he was there. The boss sent me out with the package but told me to 
go around the corner. When I returned, they changed the roses. Those are some 
of the things that happened then, but I can assure you that we've come a long 
way from that. 
SALES MID Last year our sales were $1,200,000. We now do in a normal day as 
.fLANNING much business as we did in the month of July, 191.3. I made a traffic 
CQUI'/.t of people coming into our store on three Saturdays of December 
last year. I told the boy at the door that I wanted an honest count, so I asked 
him not to include employees. On the first Saturday, a rainy Saturday, 2,900 
people came through our store. On the following Saturday there were 8,887 and 
the following Saturday, 7,000. We a.re able to get free publicity on the radio 
and television at the holiday times, and we make the news because people talk 
about our shop. The pla.~ning for Christmas takes fully eight and ten months 
work in advance, We have bought most of the background that we are going to have 
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this year; that background was l:x>ught in March. The point is that we have to 
plan; we know that if we intend to do the amount of business, which we must do, 
in the month of December, we have to work months in advance. Our business for 
last December was $i93,000. 
PUBLIC RELATIONS In ·our business we are working continuously to do a better 
,AND ADVERTISING job. We try to find perfection but we don't want to know that 
we have found it, because if we find perfegtion, we are sl!g­
.. ping. In addition to the help in the store, we have a New York advertising 
agency that helps us with our advertising. We retain a public relations firm 
on a yearly basis, separate from the advertising agency, because if the adver­
tising agency tries to sell me a bill of good maybe the public relations office 
will catch it. If I get overambitious, they both knock me out. If public 
relations comes up with something, we have two checks against them. I do not 
believe that there is another flower store in the country that handles public 
relations on a retaining basis. We retain the firm because we run tests onour­
selves. We are not always sure that the many people who come into our shophave 
been treated courteously, that they got the flowers they wanted or that they 
were satisfied. Sometime during the month we take a certain number of names 
at random and have them called by the public relations firm. We want that done 
outside of the shop so that we don't bias the reports. The people are asked if 
the flowers arrived in good shape, if they arrived in time, if they received 
what they wanted, and if they were treated courteously. Sometimes the reports 
we get are not good. There• s only one nice thing about big business. You can 
cover mistakes much easier than you can in a small business. That's the only 
satisfaction I get; when I make a mistake, I know that it won't be noticed too 
easily. 
TYPE OF I think you would be interested to know how we do some of this busi­
~USINESS ness. We had five decorations for debutantes between Christmas and 
New Years this year. In one decoration alone we used 7,000 of one 
variety of camellias plus all other flowers. We went so far in this decorating 
scheme that we took down the drapes in the club house and put in new ones. We 
carry $150,000 worth of decorating equipment. We can supply anything--chairs, 
table cloths, altars, platforms, candelabras or any kind of a stand that you 
can hope for--and we still never have enough. It is necessary to accumulate 
these things over a period of time. In these debutante party decorations eaah 
one had to be entirely different because the same people were invited to all of 
them. It took much planning. We now know that we have two such parties for 
the coming season. As soon as I get back, we are going to make plans for deco­
rating the hall where the treaty between Japan and the United Nations is to be 
signed. We will move big trees, perhaps 15 or 25 feet tall, into containers 
that will be maybe five by five feet and stand another five feet high. We are 
called upon at times to decorate for many, many celebrities that come to San 
Francisco. And for each celebrity decoration, we also do a little wedding for 
$25 or $35 very readily, because we know that there are more people with $25 
than there are with $100. In our store we always have something for two dollars 
because office and shop girls also have good taste. We like t.Q_sell things 1:n 
good taste. We're not interested in just selling something for 98 cents or 
$1.69. There's room for it; the cash and carry business is fine. 
]:µNAGEMENT In our overall picture we can afford to absorb a delivery cost. We 
don't like to be in a place where we say "No" to anyone. We do say 
11 No 11 definitely on time credit. We must have a system and regulations. Our 
deliveries leave at a certain time. We do not promise a delivery for eleven 
o'clock if we know it's going to be there at twelve. Those are things that we 
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have tried hard to overcome and it is sometimes necessary that we say II No. 11 
It is too easy to say "No, 11 however, but it is very important when you have a 
large staff to have rules. We feel that these rules must be lived up to; we 
must have certain discipline. We feel too that there is an exception to every 
rule. We have people in charge of departments. Credit is a big item in our 
business. We must have a delivery manager. We must have a man in charge of 
sales and a man in charge of production. 
I started buying flowers for. Podesta-Baldocchi when I was 21 years old and • 
I'm still buying them. My son goes with me; he has for seven years. We feel 
that buyJ_ng and selling are the most important aspects of our busi~. We take 
advantage of markets on the basis not of beating down the grower but of helping 
him. I don't want to stand up here like I'm the fair-haired boy, that we're 
always helping someone else, but our system of buying is such as this. We have 
standing orders for good merchandise. Our flowers are selected for us either 
in the fields or as soon as they arrive on the market. Those standing orders 
remain the same year in and year out. We may raise them or lower them, but 
should I go into the market tomorrow morning and buy a hundred bunches of roses 
for a dollar a bunch, that would have no bearing on my standing order for tomor­
row of the same roses at three dollars a bunch. It would be foolish for a grower 
to sell me roses for a dollar if he knew that I was going to cut him off the 
next day. That $1 deal is as of right now. 
To get our business, however, a grower must have quality flowers. We are 
not interested in anything that is not good. We work with big growers because 
we have to support them and they have to support us when we need their merchan­
dise. Sometimes we buy 10 or 15 thousand daffodils. I remember buying many 
more than that. When we buy these daffodils we get on the phone immediately. 
We call stores and tell them that we can give them daffodils, say for a dollar 
a hundred, but if they come into the store, the price is a dollar and a half 
a dozen. We want to sell the flowers. We do as much of that as we possibly 
can for a very small profit. We may- sell a department store 2, .3, or 500 dozen 
flowers on a 2 to 1 basis. We take care of them. We are not afraid to tell 
them what they cost us and we are not afraid to tell them what we will sell 
them for, because we are entitled to some profit. The labor that goes into the 
Price is explained to them. If you are running the kind of business in which 
you don't want to charge a premium but do want to make a profit, you don't have 
to worry about telling people that you are entitled to that profit. I always 
refer to these things with the saying, "You get what you give. 11 You can fill 
a glass with water, but unless you pour some out you can't get more in; .so I 
think i~ is in life. I can't help feeling that our success has been dependent 
on people growing flowers for us. If they didn't grow them, I would have to be 
in· another business. We have to understand the problems of the men who grow 
flowers. I feel that we do understand them and they know our problems. We 
don 1t have to go through the back door, but, of course, some of those folks 
get pretty cagey at times. (Laughter.) 
We handle flowers very carefully. I become more upset seeing someone .. 
handling flowers carelessly than if someone drops the most expensive thing we 
have in the store. I have no feeling against dropping an ordinary container 
because that is insured, but I suffer a physical hurt when I see flowers being 
mistreated. I Sf3:1 that very sincerely; I can't take it. 
I always say that florists are understaffed if they have wilted flowers 
in their store. If you haven't had time, you are losing money--you are losing 
business. A fellow who can make a spray just twice as fast as somebody else, 
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is probably limited in what he can do. Somebo~s to think. It is 
2ery important to think. To the retailers who are here, the best thing 
I can say is just spend one day with your door locked or go out in the hills 
and just meditate on how you can do a better job. But the fellow who is too 
busy answering the phone, keeping his books, making window displays, and taking 
care of his orders does not have time to think, which is something that youmust 
do. Each day we ought to ask ourselves, are we adding something to our business 
or are taking something away from it? 
~ We try to sell ideas for every kind of occasion there is. We try to get 
bankers and big business houses to use flowers. We run ads in the Wa11·street 
Journal telling the readers to use flowers and what good business-getters they 
are. We are able to sell flowers on that basis. We get flowers into places 
where businessmen find it difficult to eet them in any other way--and flowers 
are accepted. As you present your lei so graciously and beautifully, so men 
have flowers at tl1eir dinners· a.."ld stag lunches. 
We have flowers at nearly every civic event that takes place. I sent a 
couple of young fellows to an industrial show and I said, 11 You tell them that 
their machinery may be up to the last minute but it looks like nothing without 
flowers." They ca.":le back with $700 worth of orders. We had never attempted 
that before. We have market weeks t wice a year, and we serve several hundred 
people there. Those flowers that they buy at these two particular times of the 
year amount to about $4,000 to $5,000 each time. 
Last yGar we sold big ideas for little money--four dozen roses beautifull1 
packaged in a bowl for $5. We made it easy for people to ask what was the fea­
ture for the day. We ctll them featu:-es, not specials, because if you call an 
item a special, it makes it look as if everything else is expensive. We made 
it easy to say, 11 We want ;ou to r,et your feature today. 11 We found that one 
lady had bought 17 bowls in 6 weeks ; I phoned her and asked why. She said, 
"Because you made it so easy fqr me to say 'No, tha...--ik you, 1 or 1 I had a wonder­
ful time. 1 It was the r.iost gracious thing that I have been able to buy from 
Podestas in me.r..y ~rear s . ' i 
We try to sell our flowe~s for a profit, but not a premium. I am reminded 
of our ideas with o:'chids . \le were trying to sell three or four cymbidiums at 
a time. Very oft.o:i. l a.dies c.1on It like b wee.r that many cymbidiums on their 
suits--so we sold them only o:\e. Wo sold a whole lot of them by selling one. 
Each time that we have ::;old a bowl for ~~ 5 we have always had one for sale at 
$25, $30, $.!.,O or $50. We can't help but feel that there are more people with 
$5 than there are with $.S or ':,ha.'1 t h3re are with $50. Some have more money, so 
we reach out and grab that too. (Laughter.) You would be interested to know 
that in the promotio:1 of the $5 bowl, we sold 14,000 of them in one year. If 
we put 6 dozen carnations in a vase in the s:.ore, we would not f.ell more than 2 
or 3 dozens durin~ the c.ay. \'/hen ws make u.p 25, 30 or 40 bowls and advertise 
them with four dozen carnatio~~wo sell them all . In one week we have sold as 
many as 2,000 dozen car~ations in bowl arrangements, because it was an idea• 
And we still car.no t sell 3 or 4 dozen out of a vase. That applies to every­
thing that we do. 
• -ll 
Our sslling ideas have helped us until now we may appear very expensive 
when you look into our shop . Wa have. a. choice of either looking cheap or 
expensive, so we take the expensive look and b=eak it down. We sh~w people 
ideas. You can come into our store at anytime and you will find 50', 60, orlOO 
ideas to buy. We make corsages, put them on plastic background, and put a 
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price on them. "I'll take that," the customer says. We don't talk with our 
hands. They don't ask, "How much is the bowl of roses?" The price is right 
there.!....l~~onfidence to the custo~. That's a far cry from when they 
. changed the pot. In those days they had a different price for every fellow · 
that came in. We have not been doing that for~any years. If the bowl is 
worth $5, we shouldn't be afraid to say so. The florists didn't want to put 
the p~ice on their merchandise many years ago because they thought that their 
competitor would find out their selling price for flowers. They didn't think 
of the customer. There isn't anything that we have in our shop that doesn't 
have a price on it. That is the price you pay, and that's the important thing. 
Sometimes you may find a cagey florist who will come up to you and ask what 
price you receive for certain roses. And you 1ll say, "Oh, $5. 11 And then he 
says, 11 0h, I got $6. 11 If you checked up on him, you would find that he got only 
$4 or perhaps $5 on the average. So, wr.y not put the price on? I lay a lot 
of stress on t.hat because it I s very important. Que of .the mofiljmportant things 
a reta.:i.l8r can cl.o :l.s to l~~~filU~le kn.21.Lwhat he has to sell and for how much. 
When the custome~ comes to you, he expects you to know what he wants. But in 
almost every case, the fellow has to know what he wants before he goes into the 
flower store. If he does~•t, he won't go in. 
This year we are changing our slogan for our fall line. We 1r§._going to 
. ~ay, "So beaut.J.f'!l for so litt1.§ •11 We have a series of ads that we are going 
to r u::i between r.ow and next spring. 
STO~~ He try to run our store in a d5.gnified way. We change our windows 
DECOR.AI.IONS t wice daily. Ona is a daytime display and, of course, we cannot 
le3.ve the elatorate display in overnight. We have new backgrounds 
. in our st ore c".)::t inuously. \•/hen the trees are blooming, we may have the store 
just filled with red blqscoms. As you look down the store, it would be like 
looking throu.gh an orchard. Another time it might be almond, or pink peach, 
o:r it might be v,hite. That is the background. We segregate all the colors. 
·We are very particular. We watch every little thing, such as a chipped vase 
or dirty vase. We are loo~_ing for perfection. We keep the pinks, the blues, 
and the whit9s 07er to one side; the yellows and oranges on the other side. 
The reds are separate. ·· We sometimes buy large quantities of a flower, if there 
is a surplus of a fine one, such as stephanotis; last week before I left, we 
had 7:000 flow~rs in one little window. It took about eight people to arrange 
that, but that is ho·;·/ we _get the people into the store. We must have something 
to bring th,9m ir..$-a store full of flowers and no customers is bad. We have a 
continuous audience every day, and we must have something different there for 
them to seo . If they though~ they wonld see the same thing daily, they would 
not come back. Bv.t they do · cor.t~ and there are times when they buy something. 
lal.G D~~OR~1JON§ I would like to talk a l~ttle bit more on big decorations. 
Macy's of Son Francisco: a firm that also has a New York store, 
pays us to put on a flower show in its store during Easter week. We move in 
no less tha.'11 35 to 50 truckloads of plants and blooms. It takes our entire 
staff and ext:::-a help to prepare that show over the wcekend--the Saturday and 
Sunda.7 hefo r e Easter--a."ld it t e.kes .ten people to maintain it during Easter week. 
Mr. Bingham, wl,.o is the president .of Macy 1 s, said to me one day, "Ed, the money 
give you that week is the beot money I spend for any promotion we make," and 
they opend thousands and tho~sands of dollars in newspaper advertising. I said, 
"Bing, put it in writing. 11 (Laughter.) And he did. I have shown that letter 
many, many times to our different whol~sale groups. The show attracts more 
tha"l 200,000 people in a week. They have sold more merchandise since they have 
.. had the e!:low than at any time before. · . This yea:r will bo the seventh show. This 
I 
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fall we are going to sacrifice the show to give it to Roses, Incorporated. The 
reason we're doing so is that we thought Macy's was entitled to the show rather 
than to have it go to another department store, since Macy's was the first de­
partment store to buy our flowers. We are going to work with other florists in 
this show because it is an industry program. 
Two years ago we put on a show at Macy's that we called a "path of gold." 
There were some 25 or 30 columns to decorate. We took 100,000 African marigolds 
and pasted them on beaver board. I don't know how much glue we used; but there 
was so much ether in the glue that our people got tipsy me!dng the columns. We 
had to put on that show for those people, tipsy or not, and we had to do it in 
two days, The beaver board cost over 6700, so don't think when you look at a 
decoration that all is profit. ~~~ t h~t ma1:L..florists who decorate don't 
know what their hidden costs are. We do. When we do decorate, we have to be 
very careful that we don 1 t lose money. There are so many hidden costs that we 
must be very, very careful on estimating the costs _of the job. They are big 
jobs. One job, a debutante pa!'ty, cost t,15,000. There wasn't any one of the 
other four debutante jobs which cost less than $2,000. But in those jobs we 
must pay for such thi ngs as artists! drawings that are scaled. We know just 
exactly what we I re going to do when we go in there. 
SUBTROPICA!t We haye in process :ri.o~v a scheme for opening a store that has no 
fl:,ANT STORE flowe:cs in it; we arc going to sell plants and foliage plants. If 
you look in nBetter Homes end Gardens11 and "House Beautiful1' and 
the other important home me.Bc.zines on decorations, they all include plants in 
their pictures. Do you know how hard it is to buy a plant in a flower store 
right now? You can buy a di sh gD.rde:1 but that same dish garden will be inevery 
flower store. A few storas will have them in little b~ass containers but no 
thought has been given to a beautiful thing. It is just and rightfully so, 
since the avsragG f lorist is so interested in getting rid of his perishable cut 
flowers that he does not ~ake ve:::-y mu~h ir-torest in just an ordinary plant 
arrangement. In the setup. we ha-:e in rr.ind, we are goi::ig to have from 150 to 
200 ideas in conta:l..ners and all will "ce planted with these subtropical plants. 
We feel that the pla."lts will nell for many r9asons , First, we will inform all 
the interior decorators that we a::-e going to make it easier for them to include 
plants in their decorating theme s . We are coi ng t".> put a salesr..an on the out­
side to dream up better busin3C3 opportunities or bus: ness-getters for the banks 
and big corporations by selling th€~ a muc~ better ide~ than the usual thing 
they have been buying. We h~~,e done conside:.-able research on this. We find 
that people want it • .We fir.d tha.t it iG a brand new business. I think that in 
Hawaii you could sol: a linited .::unou~t of very handsome thi::igs. I have looked 
in many of your st ores without finding the things I ha-,e in mind, and I don't 
mean retail florists; I mean c t.he:::- stores. I ca.."l visualize big handsome square 
glass containers. I can see those crotons U? here (demonstrating) and I can 
see some of your other plants here (d0Monstrutir.g) blending with the landscape, 
You might say that you do pot ha·,e the people who will buy them. Many of the 
imports that I buy from·Los Angeles are shipped back there. (Laughter.) In 
addition to our flowe::-s we sell about 10 or 15 different types of merchandise 
on exclusive contracts. We ar e the l s.:-gest sellers of Royal Copenhagen on the 
Pacific Coast including any department store. These lit~le figurines and orna­
ments range anywhere from $1 up to $1,250. We have never sold one at $1,250-­
we broke it. (Laughter.) We have sold them for $200 and $.300 and for $400 and 
$500. We now have a little .canary, a mechanical bird in a cage. I wouldn't 
give it room in my house but we sell one a week at $135. But I make mistakes 
too. About two years ago a nan said to me, "I want you to try this figurine." 
I said, 11 No, I don't like it. 11 ,:wall," he said, "I can see that in your window 
and the way you do things, i-'c, will ba beautiful." I said, "I don't want it. 11 
r . 
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~ wife was with me and said, 11 He sure is persistent and he knows what he wants, 11 
I said, "Yeah, he sure is persistent." He said, 11 If you don 1t take it, I'll send 
it to you on consignment.'' I said, "I never refuse anything on consignment." 
The figurine ·sold for $90 and we have sold 12 of them in the last two years. 
That's the kind of mistakes I make. 
CONCLUSION I have told you something about our business that has ta.ken us over 
a long, long time. My wife has said that I love that store more than 
I love her, but that isn't so. {Laughter.) I do love it. My son talked to me •
about coming into our business and he wondered just how I felt. I could only 
say to him that if I had to do it all over again under the same circumstances, 
I would. It has been a great satisfaction to me to be with the store and I have 
always been very happy doing that kind of work. We people who are in the flower 
business and love it are perhaps a peculiar kind of people. You can get a lot 
of fun out of doing it. You don't do everything for dollars. You do some of 
these things because you feel that way. Flowers that are grown are meant for 
all people, not only people with dollars, but for all peoole. I can't serve them 
all. So, I'm trying to serve as many as I can, in good taste and at a fair 
profit. Thank you. 
# II # # II II # 
THE CALIFORNIA INTERNATIONAL ELO~,B ~ 
William Rodman 
GREETINGS First, r ·want to bring you greetings from the Southern California 
Floral Association. I know the membership there would send you warm 
greetings. ~ mission here today is to tell you about the California Interna­
tional Flower Show. 
We have had our second successful show. Our first was held in 1949. A 
disastrous fire at Hollywood Park, where the show is held, forced us to forfeit 
the 1950 show. In March of this year we held our second annual show, and each 
has proved very successful. Our first show attracted 121,000 paid admissions; 
the 1951 show, 1641000 paid admissions, including exhibitors and those holding 
passes. A total o·f . 186,ooo ·people attended for nine days and the gala preview 
which was sponsored 'by the Assistance League Ladies of Southern California, The 
preview is really an outstanding affair for the opening of our show. 
1NVITATI0N The reason I bring this show to your attention is that we would like 
to extend to you the invitation to have the feature exhibit, a Hawa­
iian Exhibit, at our 1952 show. The show in 1951 featured the Holland Bulb 
Growers Association Exhibit, with 50,000 tulips. The bulbs were brought in by 
boat and forced at Los Angeles. The 1952 show is planned for, March 22 to March 
30 with the gala preview again staged-and sponsored by the Assistance League of 
Southern California, The money derived ·rrom the gala night goes to charity. 
LOCATION The show is held at the Hollywood Park Race Track, Inglewood, Califor-
nia. We get the building, rent free, from the race track authorities. 
We have to do the entire staging of the show, which costs approximately $180,000, 
It's all indoors~ The entire side of the building that faces the race track is 
normally open, but we enclose it. Everything that pertains to the race track in 
the interior of the building, mutual windows and so forth, are all covered. It 
makes a beautiful exhibition hall, We cover the entire first floor and three­
quarters of the second floor. The building is 1,215 feet long on the first floor, 
and the second floor is 800 feet long. We cover 5 acres, all indoors, and we 
. , 
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have~parking for 18,000 cars. The people who attend stay £or the entire day 
becau~e we operate the restaurants and the dining room. 
OPPORTONITY I have attended all of your sessians here, and t~~ -interest shown 
is greatly to be admired. I feel that an exhibit in 1952 would be , 
a splendid opportunity for you, as an association, and that the people of South­
ern California would welcome this exhibit. I am not speaking entirely for the 
florists; I em speaking for the people, the flower-buying people of Southern 
California. They would welcome a large exhibit from Hawaii. . I have contacted 
.. the Hawaii Visitors Bureau here in Honolulu and have been told that if this 
g~oup, your Association, will cooperate at the California International Flower 
Show, they would back it up 100 percent • . I have talked to some of the carrier 
representatives and they feel the same way; they will wholeheartedly support 
your movement. We will make no charge whatsoever to you people for your exhibit. 
We will welcome it and will work with you and help you in every manner possible. 
I have some photographs with me of the show; some are color transparencies. 
I will be glad to show them to any member of the Association. We publish a 
catalogue or program for the show and last year we sold over 60 ,ooo programs. 
Every third person attending bought a program. We would feature the Hawaiian 
exhibit in this program and at least 60,000 people would carry home the message 
of your flowers beside having seen them at the flower show. 
D1pP0SI,!JON You might ask, "Is this a profit making deal?" The California 
QF F"JNDS. International Flower Show is not a corporation sponsored fo r profit. 
It is sponsored by the Southern California Horticultural Institute, 
a group of business people who are horticulturally minded. The co-sponsor is 
tho Southern California Floral Association, which as you know is the organ:tza.­
tion supported by the members of the Los Angeles wholesale market. Any mo~ey 
that may accumulate from this show goes into a fund, and no individual gets t he 
benefit of any of that money. The fund is built up to be used for the advance­
ment of horticulture, such as scholarships at the ·California colleges, plus 
brineing horticulture information and ideas for the use of flowers to the gener­
al public. The only paid individuals are myself as general ma..Ylager and those 
who ast ~ally put on the show. But the general chairl'tlan or any of the officers 
-do not receive any compensation; they do it for the good of the cause. I want 
~o than!c_you. for this opportunitf of addre~s~ng you; and having be~n aeso~iated 
in orge.nizational work on the Mainland, I compliineht you on.your first clinic 
here. T!'J.nnk you very, very much. 
II # # # # # II 
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0RGANIZATION IS THE KEY TO SUCCESSFUL SELLING
- --- - --- .................................................... 
Irwin Rust 
GROUP I want to talk particularly to those of you who are producers. J'Vbst 
JNTERESTS people interested in flowers and foliage in Hawaii do produce to eome 
extent, so this speech will include all of you with the exception 
of our mainland visitors. 
There are three groups interested in the marketing of Hawaii's flowers and 
foliage . These groups are: · producers, who do nothing but grow the flowers and 
foliage; handlers, who may also be producers; and the ultimate consumer, the 
b)y who actually buys the corsage to pin on the girl he takes to the dance. 
Each of these groups has special interests, desires, and problems, which may 
at times conflict with each other. 
You've been listening for two days to remarks by various gentlemen--some 
of them in the flower business on the Mainland, some of them producers here, and 
some of them representatives of the airlines. They all have interests of their 
own. The airline man wants a package that will carry. He doesn't care if you 
must pay fifty cents extra because it weighs more--his interest is in having 
the stuff properly packaged. The wholesale or retail florist on the Mainland 
is interested in high quality products that will sell. The producer, in mar­
keting his flowers and foliage, would like to have a dependable outlet which 
would accept all of his marketable products. Now, when I say marketable prod­
ucts, I mean products of high quality. I don't mean the culls. I'm afraid in, 
some cases in the Territory we 1re inclined to try to sell every flower on the 
plant. The producer would also like to have the net returns sufficiently high 
to enable him to stay in business and make a little profit on his investment. 
HANDLER'S As I have said, the handler--the middleman--the retail florist--
1NTEREST would like to have a quality product that will sell. He would like 
to have a dependable supply of merchandise. He wants a reasonable 
assurance that he will have what he wants to buy when he wants to buy it. The 
handler would like to have a price structure that will make the product he is 
buying from producers competitive with supplies of flowers from rival producing 
areas, and at the same time allow him a margin of profit. These middlemen--
the retail florists, the wholesale florists--are not in business for their health. 
The handler, for instance, ia inclined to become unhappy, if he is a wholesaler, 
when he sees a retailer down the street retailing flowers at a price lower than 
he has just paid wholesale for the same product. I have seen a letter from a 
wholesale florist in which he complains that that actually happened to him. I 
can't think of a quicker way to spoil a good deal. The handler would like to 
have a uniform product, one that looks as it should look and behaves or lasts 
as expected--not necessarily forever, but a product that will last as expected. 
QQNSUMER 1S Now let's see what the ultimate consumer wants. The ultimate con-
JNTEREST sumer wants fresh, sparkling products. I recently entertained a 
visitor from Minneapolis. She was remarking ab)ut a gift of anthu­
riums which she received. She was so interested because the anthuriums she 
received had a black spadix while all the anthuriums she saw here had a white 
spadix. She wanted to know how she happened to be given such a rare variety. 
I said, 11 How long did they last?" She said, 11 They were marvelous. They lasted 
almost 48 hours after we got them. 11 Well, that sort of thing is unfortunate. 
It doesn't help build up a market. 
• 
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The consumer would also like to see a price he can afford to pay. Youmust 
remember that in addition to competition from flowers and foliage from other 
producing areas, your flowers are 'in competition with products such as milk for 
the baby, gasoline for the car, taxes for the tax collector. They are all com­
peting for the consumer's dollar. So the price he can afford to pay is going 
to determine whether or not he will buy your product. The ultimate consumer 
also would like to have a dependable supply of several varieties from which to 
c~o~. ; 
fRESENT Now, what is the present situation? You as producers do not have a 
§ITUATION particularly dependable outlet which will consistently accept allyou 
produce. Many producers caz,ry on retail operations both here in the 
Territory and on the Mainland. Some of you wholesale, some of you actually sell 
to individual customers on the Mainlan4. There is no agency which serves to 
establish uniform prices. You, the prqducer, never know what price you should 
set. Perhaps you could have gotten a little more. Perhaps if you had charged 
a little less you could have sold all your crop instead of half your crop. 
The receiver of your supplies, the handler, the retailer or your retail 
customer, is faced with many sources of supply, all clamoring for his business. 
Many of these sources, however, are not able to assure a steady supply. A re­
tail florist, for example, is not inclined to carry on an advertising campaign 
to build up a market for a Hawaiian product if he feels that in the midst of the 
campaign he will receive word from you that you're sorry, but you're fresh out 
of flowers and you111 write him next year when you have some more. 
There is little attempt made at the present time to establish standards 
and grades. There is wasted money and duplication of efforts in the distribu­
tion and sales promotion of Hawaii's floral products. In the past few months 
I have talked to a number of producers, each of whom has taken a plane trip to 
the Mainland to search out a market--to see what the situation is. Many trips 
have been made to the Mainland. In most cases they were comparatively ineffect­
ual 'individual efforts. Few producers have such a large production that they 
can really. make a good, firm deal with a large receiver on the Mainland. fiawan1s 
..12roduce~herefore, are competing with each other, rather than competing. as a 
_y.nit, against.other producing areas and other pro~. 
There is no dependable agency at the present time that I know of to keep 
the producer informed of market conditions--demands, supply, competitive prod­
ucts, new developments. Much information is now available which is not being 
used, not getting around. For instance, I heard one gentleman tell you this 
morning that this lovely wax on the heliconia retarded the sale of the heliconia. 
How many of you ever heard that? If any of you producers here ever heard that 
wax on heliconia retarded sales, I wish you'd raise your hand. This gentleman 
on the Mainland knew it, but somehow the communication between him and you was 
blocked. 
j._~TORY-Wim; What do we need to solve some of these problems? I think 
.QRGANIZATION previous speakers have told you what the problems are. A 
IS NEEDED number of speakers have come right out and stated what I am 
about to tell you. You need unified action on .. a territory­
wide basis--an organization of all producers and handlers to act as a unit in 
the promoting, marketing, and selling of Hawaiian flowers . and foliage. Since 
producers are the most vitally concerned, it seems to me that producers should 
take the lead in the formation of such . a territory-wide organization. 
Given such an organization; .how could it be used? Well, it could serve as 
an outlet for all producers, and at the same time as a single source of supply 
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to customers. It could carry on sales promotion and advertising, but advertis­
ing and promotion of the products of Hawaii, not of the products of Mr. Jones, 
Mr. Tanaka, Mr. Wong, Mr. Apaka. People on the Mainland don •t care about names. 
They want to know that the product came from Hawaii. That• s what they're inter­
ested in. 
A territory-wide organization could serve as an agency to establish fair 
and uniform prices. That might be done by establishing a Honolulu market, whole­
sale, or perhaps retail. It seems to me that such an organization should maintain 
at least two mainland offices--perhaps carry on wholesale operations. It seems 
' to me that such an organization should engage in a vigorous campaign of dealers' 
promotion. I don't think that is being done at the present time. Show the 
customer how to use the product. One example of what I mean comes to mindi The 
bird of paradise keeps putting out new blossoms from the pod. After the first 
flower is dead there's more in there, but once in a while the bird needs a little 
help. If the customer does not know that, once the flower dries up he throws 
the bird of paradise away, and instead of getting two or three weeks service out 
of it he only gets two or three days. 
A dealers' service organization, to teach the customer how to use the flower, 
I 1m sure would improve the demand for Hawaiian flowers and foliage. 
An organization could work to establish and maintain grades and standards. 
So far as I know, there is no meeting of the minds today as to what constitutes 
a good flower and what constitutes a poor flower. 
An organization could conduct or perhaps coordinate research on market 
conditions, new developments . in products, more efficient methods of production, 
or more efficient methods. of distribution. .\· 
An organization could keep producers informed of market prices, develop­
....... 
ments, shifts in demand, threatened compet.ition from new areas, and so forth. 
An organization could serve to coordinate production in the various produc­
ing areas of Hawai_i so that producers would grow . what the market wants, .and that 
surpluses or shortages of specific items would be avoided, or at least minimized. 
An organization could serve to coordinate distribution in the mainland mar­
kets. I have an idea that at the present time ws Angeles may have, at times, 
surpluses, while at the same time San Frar:.cisco is short of certain items. A · 
territo:i:7-wide organization, keeping in touch with mainland markets, could avoid 
such a situation. · · · 
Above all else, such. an organization could operate to create and maintain 
good public relations. I heard questions this morning about a picture of orchids 
being used to fertilize a macadamia tree. · If you had a territory-wide organiza­
tion I think that sort of thing would not have happened. If the story Jl!!5! come 
out, it would ha~,e come out with a different slant. I remember what happened 
a few years back to California ci1;ru.s growers whose organization has developed 
and maintained rigid grades and standards. Fruit not fit for human consumption 
was du~ped in piles along the nearest highway~ It wasn't long before consumers 
began to complain about the mountµns of oranges growers were wasting in a de"'.' • 
liberate attempt to jack prices up. Citrus organizations got busy and found 
hidden valleys where few automobiles pass. From then on, waste citrus was dis­
posed of in these hidden valleys. Adverse publicity stopped. That is the sort 
of a thing I have in mind when I say that a territory-wide organization could 
maintain a~d encourage good public relations. 
KIND OF What kind of a territory-wide organization could do all these 
ORGANIZATION things? There are several types of organization which might work. 
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One type is called a trade association, There are now a number of these in the 
flower industry here, but their membership is divided and their efforts are, I'm 
afraid, comparatively ineffectual. A trade association usually.-. acts as an 
agency to gather and disseminate information to its members and others, Atrade 
association could carry on a sales promotion and advertising campaign. A trade 
association could do market research and production research. It could recom­
mend grades, standards, and prices. It might be financed by membership fees, 
dues, and assessments. But a trade association, acting as an advertisingmedium 
and as a regulatory agency, would be weak. It could advise, but it could not 
• enforce rules regardl e ss of the fact that the rules might be designed to benefit 
eve.ryone. 
A pr.ivute corporation mieht be useful. A corporation could purchase 
flowers and foliage on contract with producers, and channel all territorial 
production through one outlet. Producers and handlers could control the corpo­
ration through stock ownership. A corporation would have more effective control 
over floral products tha..i would a trade association, but control of the corpo­
ration might get into the hands of those who do not have the best interests of 
producers, or of the industry, at heart. 
A third type of organization which might be effective is a marketing coop­
erative. Such an orga.~ization, given support by all producers, could solvemany 
of the probler:is of marketir..g and di stribution. 
Let's look into the matter of cooperatives for a mi1.i11te. What is a coop­
erative? A cooperative is a special typG of corporation. While a commercial 
corporation is organized to make profits for stockr.olders on the basis of the 
number of shares of stoc~ vrhich the;r own, a cooperative corporation has as its 
main purpose the providing of services to its members. Any excess of revenue 
over expenses in a cooperative is returned to its members on the basis of mem­
ber patronage--the use that members have made of their organization. In either 
case, coopepative or corporation, t te members control the organization through 
an annual:y eiected board of djrectors, which in turn directs key operating 
personnel. The operating personnel manage s the organization, subject to review 
by the board of directors. A cooperative would not necessarily have to include 
just produ.cers. It could also inclu.de handlE)rs, at least handlers here in the 
Territory. If :::t included only p::oducers, vrho might at the same time be hand­
lers, a cooperative wot~ld have the added adyantage of being eligibl e for certain 
income tax exempt~ons. A p_ivate, ccm~ercial corporation would not have that 
advantage. 
Regardless of the type of organization form, what would be some of the 
things which the organization could do? We 1ve mentioned that it could establish 
standards. It could coord~nate production and distribution. It could maintain 
facilities, perhaps packing facilities, in each major producing area and in the 
principal markets. It could keep its members informed of market prices, new 
products, etc. It could p~rchase needed supplies and equipment. 
PROBLEMS OF,.!N What wculd be some of the problems facing a territory-wide 
.QRGANIZA.TION organization? Probc.iJly t he first problem would be that of mem-
bership. U~less such an organization has a majority, or better 
yet, all of the .produce:..'s, tho se not in the organization could weaken the 
efforts of the organization ~Y such tactics as price cutting and the selling of 
inferior products. Farmers ere traditionally suspicious of each other. But if 
an organization s~ch as I am suggesting is to be successful there must bemutual 
trust and cooperation of the membsrs. Producers under contract with th3 
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organization would have to sign up all of their production, and would have to 
live up to their contract. Management of the organization would have to be in 
competent hands. There is no such thing ~s a che.!Y?,_man, only cheE!JLwork. 
Rigid standards would have to be maintained. To attempt to market inferior 
goods is to risk the danger of spoiling the market for the top grade. Without 
some discrimination in grade there is little incentive to produce high quality 
merchandise. 
A man yesterday asked, "What do you think of the future of plwneria i~ 
Hawaii? Do you think it would pay to grow plumeria commercially? Could we sell ' 
more?" Two days ago I met a traveler at the airport. Wanting to buy some leis, 
I found I could buy plumeria leis for fifty cents. Frankly, they were pretty · 
tough looking objects. The flowers had obviously been lying on the ground. 
They'd been rained on, they'd been spattered with mud, no attempt had been made 
to clean them off, they weren't quality blossoms. I think if the lei maker; 
or whoever supplied tqose plumeria, could supply a better flower, the lei maker 
could charge more money, and I'm inclined to think sell morG leis. I'm a little 
embarrassed to hang a plumeria lei, such as I have to buy all too often, on a 
friend coming from the Mainland. 
Pricing policy would be another problem faced by any organization such as 
we're talking about. The pricing policy would have to be realistic. Excessive­
ly high prices could have bad effects. Excessively high price may force custom­
ers to turn to competitive products, and there are many such products. If an 
organization returned too much money to producers over too long a period, it 
would encourage more production, If you encourage more production, then you're 
going to be faced with the problem of expanding your markets even further. I 
believe that your markets can be expanded, but it would be too bad to have pro­
duction come too fast before you have sound marketing policies established. 
Within certain limits, prices should be unifor~ to all customers in the same 
class and in t~e scme area. You have just heard the reactions of one of your 
guests, Mr. Goeppner, who bought wood roses only to find that a competitor had 
bought them cheaper. Never discriminate in prices between customers who can 
get together to compare notes. (Laughter) 
An organization would have to be everlastingly on its toes, to seek coop­
eration of all those involved in the dea~.--the producer, the hcndler, the 
transportation service, the retailer. An organization would have to know their 
problems and seek to aid in their solution. Problems, complaints, beefs would 
have to be anticipated and properly dealt with before they became major issues, 
Just sending a disgruntled customer another box of po sics isn t t necessarily the 
best answer • 
· SUMMARY · Let me summarize what I have said, There are these groups interested 
in the flower deal in Hawaii: the producer; t.he middle man such as 
the wholesaler, the retailer, the transportation company; and the customer. 
Each has interests which at times see:n conflicting, but which, given enough 
thought and planning, can be resolved. To resolve these conflicting interests 
there needs to be an organization encompassing the entire Territory. Iri my • 
opinion, the.· best solution seems to be a cooperative. But for such en organi­
zation to be successful producers must be willing to work together. A success­
ful organization isn't brought by the stork. You have to work at it. It can 
only become possible through the mutual efforts of all those who would benefit 
,from it. That means all of you . 
.,
... 
.t: 
- - --
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THE SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FLORISTS AND YOU 
John Henry Dudley 
It is indeed a pleasure to be given this opportunity to say a few words on 
behalf of the Society of American Florists. This is my maiden appearance at a 
floral meeting since my election as president of the Society in Seattle. I did 
not come here solely to represent the Society, however. J'l\y' plans to attend this · 
Clinic were made some time before I became president. 
One thing in particular has occurred to me as I have sat here through your 
beautifully planned sessions~ You have many problems and you have come a long 
way toward solving them, but they are like many of the problems ·we have on the 
Mainlando We have one i:hdust17; we are all involved; we have one big problem 
and that is to sell more flowers to more people. · Only by coordinated efforts 
are you going to solve your problems as we are trying to solve ours. I urge 
you strongly to consider ' affiliating the various associations here with the 
Society of American Florists. Individual participating members are also welcome, 
There are many benefits that the Society offers. We have a monthly publication, 
the"American Florist. 11 A'member tells us that one issue gave him an answer to 
a tax program--thc saving was enough to pay his dues for the rest of his life. 
In addition to that we have a Washington newsletter which is issued monthly 
from our Washington office. 
There are many other benefits. To mention a few, we have a committee set 
up for our Foundation on Floricultu::-e, our National Fair Committee, our Grading 
Committee and our Traffic Committee. I haven't mentioned one which you people 
are not interested in ;rourseives. Of course, each year we have our National 
Delegatesi Convent!on which is attended by people from all over the country, 
and it brings out many inte~esting discussions. Your grading problerns--we have 
the same problems and we've set up a committee to study them. It has oome up 
with recommendations for the delegates to pass on." · 
It has been a pri"'lilege for me to be able to tell you just this little bit. 
I would like to fin:i. sh r..y rema=!{s by saying that we are very proud that you've 
had the privilege of hearing f ;:-om three of our foremost people in the industry. 
They are reallir deans on the JV!tlnland.. .And it is interesting to note that the 
three gentlemen, i'b:'-:- Go eppne':~1,rr:-syl<ora, and Mr, Hale~r, have all played an 
active part in t.he Society of American Florists. Mr. Sykora is a former board 
member; Mr. Goepp~er is a former board me~be~; and Mr. Haley is chairman of the 
Traffic Committee. I:1te:ra stin~ly enough, in Mr. Haley's area every grower which 
he represents is a member of t he Soc.!.ety of American Florists. Why? Because 
they feel they cannot advance wittout coordination and unification of the 
industry. 
Nothing is ever done in any walk of life without somebody leading and some­
body selling. With a..~ything you do, something has to be sold. You have an op­
portunity to become part of this na~ional organization, representing the indus• 
try and organi~ed in 1855 wit ~ a charter from Congress. I'd like to leave here 
with a feeling that I brought. you a message from the Society and with a. few 
memberships. I a'T\ the only salesman allowed on this program regardless of what 
you heard today. I am the only man who was given permission to a9tively mention 
his product and in addition to try to sell it. I have a few helpers here, Mr, 
Sykora, Mr. Goeppner and Mr. Haley, w!J.o have little yellow application blanks. 
They are to be used. There is information on the tables out in the lobby and 
if I can ansNer any question today or tomor~ow, I will really enjoy talkingwith 
each of you. Thank you very much for this opportunity to address such a fine 
group. 
- ----
i 
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THE PROMOTION OF A FLOWER 
O. Ben Haley, Jr. 
THE BACKGROUND Yesterday I told you of the chaos and despair existing in the 
Colorado flower market in the 1930's--the desperation of the 
growers and how they got together so that they could buy coal on credit collec­
tively after they had been refused any further credit as individuals. It was 
at this time that the growers there first proved to themselves that they could 
perform certain things better as a unit than as individuals, And I told you 
that this was the beginning of progress towards the comparative security one 
finds in the Colorado carnation industry today. We use the word s:ompa;r~, 
advisedly, We have a situation in Denver which might be described as this: 
One-third of out growers are prosperous as flower growers go--none of them are 
·.,.-. ,: · millionaires. One-third of them are making a living; and one-third are slowly 
.. ·,··.: going broke. It isn ' t because they're large that they 1re getting rich or be­
cause they're small that they are going broke. It is the same story we have in 
other industries; good growers practicing good techniques are getti.ug__~~g, 
and poorer growers are going behind. 
lJOW COLORADO The Colorado growers, in their endeavor to work together, have 
QROWERS WORK tried several different methods in the last 15 years. Always, 
TOGETHEE let me say, we have worked with the approval and advice of legal 
counsel. Today we have in Denver four distinct and separate whole­
sale houses. Each has growing contracts with separate growers and each is com­
peting independently and very vigorously for the retail market. To clear up 
:· ':.':" - ~ . 
. ,,. ... . any misunderstanding I may have left yesterday, let me tell you that there is~ 
not now and never has been any price agreement between these separate wholesale 
houses. As a matter of fact, it is a rare occasion when identical prices do 
exist among the several houses . For example, I told you yesterday that the 
prices I quoted were the prices of my company. Our largest competitor had a 
price all during the winter market of 15, 12 and 8 cents and we had a price of 
' ·. ( ' - 16, 14, 12 and 8 cents. They did not grade out the fancy carnations from the 
.• . selects. They threw fancies and selects together, called them all fancies, and 
sold them at 15 cents each. We graded ot:.rs out and sold the select e.t 16 and 
the fancies at 14. After Mother's Day we could see that our quality was going 
down and that we had few, if any, select carnations left; so we withdrew the 
16-cent grade from the market. We were then selling our top· grade fancies for 
14 cents. Our next largest competitor was selling his top grade fancies for 
15 cents. About 10 days later he withdrew his top grade (15-cent) carnation 
and had a top price of 12 cents. About 7 days later we evened off with him. 
Apparently, the same competitive forces that Dick Dare spoke of yesterday work 
in the flower industry as well as in the airlines. In the long run our prices 
,,1_L.. are apparently comparable to our competitors. 
THE COLORADO FLOWER · How then, you ask, do you collectively advertise, conduct 
GROWER'S ASSOCIATION research, and so forth? We do this through a nonprofit 
organization known as the Colorado Flower Growers' Asso­
ciation. All the commercial growers of Colorado have the opportunity to join 
this group, and are urged to do so. About 95 percent of them actually do 
..l:>elong. Let me read you the objectives of this organization: 
(1) To advance the businesa interest of its members. 
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. ...~ 
(2)- To take proper action against proposed laws and regulat io~s 
.. 
' which are detrimenta,l to the flower ·industry and to ~upport 
measure·s benefic1al to the industry. · . 
- ... 
(J) To promote and encourage the development of the ~l-o.wer ind.ustry.
' 
(4) To improve and classify. the products of its members.t , and to 
establisp standards of quality for flowers and is sue ind::.cas 
of quality for uss in the sale of flowers from Colo rado 
. . .. . , 
I .(5) . . To hold meetings and exhibitions. 
.. ·.. .,.. 
(6) To collect funds for publicity and research and .to di sperse 
. : such funds as prescribed in the byle.w_s. 
(7) ..To ;foster eood will among i ~s members an~d other brar.ches of 
·t =,e industry. 
(8) To affiliate with the American Carnation Societ y as . a r egional 
o;:-ga.."'1ization, and to affiliate with the Society of .Ai"Tler ioan . 
Florists and Ornamental Horticulturists. · · 
(9) To cooperate with the State Agricult~al Coll~ge and the·~tate 
Ae,ricultural Experiment Station. · ·· · · ... 
(10) To disseminate floricultural lmowledge to its membs!';S• 
. t. ' 
Tbe se are the objectives of the Colorado -Flower Growers' Aesoci ation. Do 
you see how closely they would fit into your pattern? Incidentally1 Y~ . Du~l ~ 
tol d. you t !:: a.t our members all .bel ong to the Society of Arnoz-:tca..-i. t'J..or:!.6t~ . I 
might, ad.d t hat all of ocr carnation growers belong to t h'i3 A"'.'lei::!.cmn Car,...£ ~::."' :t! 
S.oci~_ty ..c:...'-:.d all of our rose growers belong to Roses Incorpo:-v..~~-=:d, wt5.c!~. .:.s t~e 
-·· ·.n~t~C?n2.l .::-03e organiz_at ion. \-/c found tl1at s1J.ch action pe:rs o::: . 'I::e .-~l.ore.'l:) 
' ·· ·t1.cy-;er .~owe::-s' Association then is the vehicle we all c9ll ~ct_i-.e1 y t·.sn 4:.o 
· spon sor research and to promote our pr oducts a."ld to enjoy·good .fo~ ~cwstip.
' , 
l lili_PFJ)MOTION Several years ago the co·lore.do Flower Grower s' Asrocia".,i n 
!hi ,=.,~- -
·· Q~' ! FLU.,~]. · became alarmed. There was no long-term pl~1 to col l ccti.~,·ely
.:-..:.i·,.-
•.;. 
. promote the use of our main product--the Col')ra o carr.atio!l . A 
- ' .. 
_· com~ittee from th1$ group was appointed to study the p:,o'..,~.em e:1tl t:, d3-vclop a 
pia."'l , I had .the opportu."1ity to work on this committee~ We al:?.oct ~.m.'llsdie.tely 
deterrni~sd that our problem was: (1) to encourage retailers to use more 
Colorado carnations; (2) to endeavor to create a demand at the ccnzu~e~ level 
for Colorado carnations so that Mr, a.~d Mrs. John Q. Publi c co~ing i ~~o the 
retail store would request not just flowers but Colorado c.ar~ation~. How could 
this be done. and where would the money come from? We soon l earned that t he 
; .. growers would contribute one and three-quarter percent of thd .: e:-:-oss !'eceipts 
. from sales to. su_ppqrt,. this program. By calculation we determined that thi s 
would produce an excess of $50,000 a year. This last year it has prod~ced con­
siderably in excess of that, ~d as a result, 01.ll' advertistng program all otment 
has bee~ stepped up each year • .
• 
The first year we had $ 50,000 to start with. At t his point y,t.e +a!.ked t o 
several advertising agencies, a.~d engaged an agency which in our · judge~_nt had 
a p~opoeal that best fitted our ideas. This plan contemplated co~sU!l'er ad7er ~ 
_ti sing in color in top-flight home magazines to create t he cons1J..'rr€'!' d,:;... ar.d we 
6~oke of a minute ago. We eventually chose "House and Garc.en•i end _;_1Iiouse 
Beo..utif'.1111 as the consume!' magazines we wanted to use • . We chose .tbem 'be :}ause 
thoy e=e known .as top~flight shelter magazines. People of hi gh i~~or.\e : r,cy and 
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read these ·magazines, and they are read not by just one person but from 10 to 
12 people per. issue, according to surveys that have been made. We had little 
money so we had to be effective. We had learned the lesson earlier that style-­
and I'll talk more about it later--filtered downward; it never went up, You111 : l 
never see an article introduced throug_h the dime store work up to your top-flight 
stores, You'll see articles introduced through your top-flight stores eventually 
work down to your dime stores, but you'll never see it go the other way. Now, 
let me show you some of the samples; and I want to call your attention, in case 
you e~er get into any consum£r magazine advertising, to some of the mistakes that 
we made and you might make. Hsre are two of our earlier ads (demonstration)• I : : 
we.:::.-:. ...,.., ·1 to cee that in all of t~om, from the very first, we used the trademark 
which I 111 speak of in a moment. We always epeak of the Colorado Carnations and 
Colorado Flower Growers' Association. This past year we developed a slogan that 
we believe is a good one~ 119010:ra.,g.q_J}a~nations so..:y_i:L}:>es~.n 
ADVERtrs.:rn~ 'I'"'" r;i..m con·~emplated, first of all, COOSU."l\er adverli.sing_. Next, 
.P.ROG~ trade advertising in florists~ trade journals to create a demand 
at the retail level for our products and to advise the retailer 
that we we~e ~oing cons~"l\er advertising. This was the fj.rst time in history 
where ~J.ower p~odnc9rs tried to cre8.te a consumer darnand for their product ·to 
be sold by thu3tail store, We creatcd~e!l\and a.,--id we created ggod will. To 
do this we reprinted this ad (consumer ad) in the trade journals (demonstration). 
Third, the plan called for the de-;relopment of a trademark to prot~ct our 
investment. We felt thet was tremendousl7 important. It was one thing to pro­
mote carnatio!ls but in order to ca1italize on our investment we had to trademark 
our product. So you see why the tradema=-k developed and now you can see how we 
us2 it. Every bunch of carnations that goes out is wrapped by the wholesaler 
in this cellophane sleeve. It has the trademark on the bottom and the name of 
the \tholesale house on the top b":1t it is identified as Colorado carnations (de­
monstration) • 
Further, w3 ha·,re a seal, a little alu.'llinu.m seal that we put on every sixth 
carnation; four to a btmch. When this S3al is affixed it cannot be re-used and 
we are now asking the cons~~in3 public to demand not only Colorado carnations 
but to demand p:-oof that they are Colorado ca.rr:.ations. More and more consumers 
are looking for the seal on the product (de~onst~ation). 
\ 
You see how we have e,d.vertised to the consume:;:- and how we have advertised._ 
collectivoly to the retail florist throueh reprints of the consu'!ler ad. Each 
of the individual wholesale houses ties in its own individual advertising with 
this campaien (demonstration) • 
.A.."lother aim we had was to get Colorado carnations to the right persons. 
To do this we saw to it, with tho help of friends, that Colorado carnations were 
in evidence in important fashion shows such as those in New York. There hasn't 
been an important style show in New York in tho last three years in which carna­
tions f~m Coloraco were not in evidence. They were always present on the tables 
or worn as co~sages. We have seen to it that leading photographers have access 
to Colorado ca.rnations. So it is that you quite often see furniture manufacturers 
showing a room E:etting in "House and Ga=don11 or 11 Rouse Beautiful11 with carnations 
on the ta'.:lle. We txy to supply our carnations and make them available to the 
photographers so that they will be used. We have also seen to it that our car­
nations are on the trai~s going out of Denver. The Burlington and D. & R. G. 
use carnations exclusively in their dining cars and give us due recognition for 
ha7ing supplied the flowers. Incidentally, the Santa Fe Superchief recently 
put into service the first private dining car service in the nation. It is the 
I 
' 
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finest dining car on wheels. Yellow Colorado carnations are used exclusively 
in this dining car and are so labelled. Incidentally, the Santa Fe pays for 
every carnation used--16 cents a bloom for each one of them--and the · arrange­
ments are replaced frequently. We make a shipment to them each day. We make 
carnations available to the design artists in design and trade schools. We ask 
that they work with Colorado carnations and we see to it that they are adequate­
ly supplied, just as long as they give us due recognition and none a!'e wasted. 
We feel that it is very bad psychology for a flower to be wasted. 
Lastly, we learned early that it would be very good to have a coloredm~vie 
to tell the story of our product. Retailers know the reaction of the p~~lic to 
paying a fair price for flowers. We felt that if we could tell the p~0lic or 
show the p:.iblic the wo:-k and the effort that goes into the productfon of a. 
flower we would make them more receptive to pl'.ying the price. This r.:ovie, w~ch 
you will see in a moment, wa.s origine.lly prepared for s:10wb.g at garden clu:s, 
design schools, and eo forth. It tells the story of how the Colorado carn~ticn 
is prcc.uced a'11 then later shows its many uses. We now have 20 p::-ints of it 
a':ld there is no charge for its use. We are booked over two mont!:is ahead f')T 
the movie a..~d have been for the past two years since this colored movie was 
made. It has been e stirnated that several hundred thousand people have seo:i this 
.mo--1ie. This concludes m:r talk, but before I go I wa..~t to sey tha.."lk you. Jv:y 
wife and I havo never enjoyed a trip as much as this one. v!e have r.sver J!'.st 
more !::>E'pita1.:):!.s and more gracious people than we have here . Thcl you for a 
mos"':. grc.~ious r,tay here in t.he Islands. (Movie followed.) 
###1,!### 
.. 
. . 
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ORGANIZATION SESSION PANEL 
J'loderator: 
Members: 
Craig: 
··. .. 
Robert Craig, Partner, Hawaiian Economic Service. 
o·. 'Ben Haley, Jr., James Sykora, John Henry Dudley, Edward Goeppner, 
Irwin ·Rust, Ju.'lichi Ya"l\ada a.."l.d J. Milton Warne. 
I appreciate t he opportunity to be the moderator of this 
important panel. Before we enter into a discussion of the organi­
zation proble~, I wi sh t o ~ring to your attention . some of the 
pertine~t facts b3hlnd this Cl i nic. · F1rst of all, I Would : l'ike· to 
expre?s . ~6 you the idea t};lat v:hat is happening here is typical of 
the . .American:: sy stem. . Hare we find an enterprise, the floral i~<ius­
t;-y of ffawaii, coo,pe'rating with government in the development ·or.. 
the Hawaiia."l eco11..,omic 'base. This ~d~a of b~~iness. and governjnent 
cooperation is typica1ly ·American. It has grown up over a span of 
175 years. Wo:-e· it ~oti for this kind of cooperation, we would not. 
have a railroad system, a postal system or airlines in America. 
The role of eo··.rern.~cnt, ·a:s is determined by its _people, is . to·.pro­
vide a favorable· clim9.te for .. industrial expansion. The role of · 
government is not to enter into th~ operation of business. Here, 
in Hawaii the~, in t~e cour·se of the. past year and a half, the 
University Qf Hawaii, ·a e::,\·e::-I1.m.erit agency,' ,.as a .grantee of the 
Indu3trial Research Adviso~y Council, another government agency, 
has expended about t12,500 to prpduce .the climate, the facts, and 
tb.'9 economic dcterr.1inetions to set· t he stage for what you are see­
ing here. 
This work which has been done by the University's College of 
Agriculture, sp0cifically by Mr. Rada, is going to be extended for 
another two ~·ears. That agency has already been given a grant of 
about $16,000 fo~ c.c.ditionel r esearch and further work in connec­
tion with t~a E~waiia..'1 floral indust:-y. About half of the expendi­
tur'e that is b9i ne made in Ca!"rying forward t ~e research programs 
in connection v::. t h t ~e work for the floral industry is in the form 
of reL~bursablo r eceipts, which are gr a..'1teG to tho Territory of 
Hawaii by the Fec.eral Govcrr...'llont. Those are the facts that stand 
in the backg'.':'ou...id of this U...'1dertald.n3.._ 
It is cora.:'.only sai.d that V!hen t hree French.TT1en get together, 
they t:-1 to fo Z'm a new government; when three Russians get to gather, 
they start a ::-evolution; bu+ when three .Americans get together, they 
start a."l as sociation. You have had ample evidence given to you 
here in the last two days that the association approach to the de­
velopnent of industry on thg part of private enterprise is the 
thing t l1at bears t he most fruit and produces the best chance for 
success. We e.=e amply associated in Hawaii, if you look at the 
first page in this little Floral Clini c progra'l\. We have the Hilo 
Florists and Shippers Association, the Kauai Flower Growers 
Association, the Florists and Flower Growers· Association of Hawaii, 
the Lei Flower Growers Co-op, the Lei Sellers Association, the 
Floral Association of Maui, and t!1e Hawaii Flowers and Foliage 
Association. Here we have a new creature, Floral Associations of 
Hawaii, as cosponsor with the University of Hawaii for the floral 
clinic, which yo~ are experiencing and from which I hope you will 
.,. .. : ~ .
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can't be other than helpful, I am s~e that you are in for an era 
of better understanding of your problems, of yourselves, of your 
neighbor's problems, and -therefore, for an era of cooperative effort 
forward. It' s like the pilgrimage to Mecca- ..every two steps forward 
may~~~~; Ol)e back-~but I 1m sure·- that it will mean progress• 
.(AtW\~use.) · .. · 
Mr. · W~e, what have you to say? 
I think I . can express the feeling -of every flower grower present 
here, and the room is full of tbem, of the appreciation for the ideas 
and stimulations a"ld f:ronkly scoldings we have had from our mainland 
guests. It has done us a lot of good and I think that we are going 
to benefit from the Floral Clinic. As a grower, I would say that · 
this is what we ha·ve w.anted. We have certainly gotten all that we 
can hope for from it. 
I suspect that our moderator and our secretary, Mr. Rada, are 
looking forward to some of . us speaking about the hopes for an or­
ganization. The Clinic itself is an expression of the value of a 
so~t of trade association which can get us together. As a grower, 
I think I sense the feeling of other growers in support of such an 
idea. (Applause.) 
Mri Dudley, you are fresh from the tussle of having come into 
the chairmanship of a national organization. Do you wish to leave 
a parting word with ~s? 
I would like, if .I may, to recall to you the keynote expression 
by Governor long yP-ste~day morning, and also the beautifully put 
words that our moderator has just finished. The two of them, in 
my opinion; parallel the whole pro·blem that you have here. I think 
it is quite significant and extremely interesting -to those of us 
from the Mainland that you not only have interest expressed on a 
governmental level but right down to the fostering agency--the 
University itself. The~efore, it needs only the third link, ani 
that is the growe:-, retciler and wholesaler, to make a unit. You 
are to be con3ratulo.ted. Perhaps it is like a birthday party where 
the child comes of age, and is given his tools and told to go out 
into the world to mako his own living. (Applause.) 
Mr. Rust spoke to us earlier today and we would like to hear 
from. him again ·on this pa.llel. 
Mr. Craig) as r understand it, what you would like to have us 
talk about right now is the favorable economic climate, created by 
government, in which industry can develop. Just a few minutes ago 
I spoke about several possible types of organizations. A coopera­
tive, which is one of the organizations I t .alked about, could take 
the form of a trade association, such as Mr. Warne suggests, or it 
could go one or two steps farther and actually get into a marketing 
op~ration. Regardless of what it does, the possibility of forming 
a cooperative in the Territory of_Hawaii was brought about by the 
enactment in 1949 of Act 234, the Uniform Agricultural Cooperative 
Association Act. 
In 1922, the Federal government passed the Capper-Volstead 
-Act, which was a federal enabling act permitting the formation of 
Goeppner: 
C::-aig: . 
Ye.r:1ada: 
Craig: 
Syb:".'9.: 
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draw great benefits. So we have an association of associations. 
We are now at that stage in this development when we must con.sider 
where we are going to go from here. In accordance with the loft­
iest concepts of the American system, government has done and will 
continue to do its part in assisting ~n the establishment of a 
favorable climate for the development of this already multi-million 
dollar industry. It is up to you, as the representatives of ~~ e 
respective associations and as individuals participating in t he 
benefits of government 1 s efforts to assist you, to decide now what 
your responsibilities are and to move in the direction indicated 
for you by these wise end wonderful leaders in the .Ar.ierican floral 
industry, who have given you the benefit of their experiences. I 
think that if we smn t~p what we are going to lea.:-n here this a:'ter­
no.on, we e.:-e goini to go away from here with one message. That 
message is, 11 Go thou a'ld do likewise." 
You 111 hear no more from me. I am going to ask n.ow that we 
start with tl:a center of the table with JVr . Goeppner and have each 
member o:' t he p a.nel make a little statement in terms of the tone I 
have tried to set so that you may have food fer thought wi t h regard 
to what follows immediately after this peneL 
I don 1 t know why I should say anything more. I think this is 
the time for me to se.y thank you very much, and I also feel that 
you ha"Te been so atte!ltive, so cracious and so eaeer to get infor­
mation t hat it has been ~ery easy to think of t hings to sey. After 
I leave here, I knovr I will think of some other i ~po:-tant things I 
should have said, but I can't help feeling that the Clinic ho.s real 
me.anir.3 fo:' ouxselve s . I still say that we can!t give without get­
ting. (Appl &use.) 
We will alternate and take a Hawaiian viev.,point now. JV'ir. 
Yamada j cc::i you give us your r e actio!l to this session? 
I renresent the Kauai Flower G:-owers Association. We have 11 
me::'.bc:=- s pre sent at t~1i s two-day clinic. I feel that it is a fairly 
good representatiol'! when you re3.lize the.t we organi:3ed only a year 
ago. P.l t ho ug:1 we e.'t'e rather late in orzanizing , I feel that we 
have mu~j t o learn m,d tl:at vte can benefit a e:-eat dea1. from a 
clinic like this ty lea!'ning the er:-ors that the ot!ler o::-ganizations 
have made and p:-ofiting from that aspect. It has Tx,em wo:·t)1·Nhile 
for ne and I ha·,e ta11_{ed to a number of our meml::9rs. They all feel 
that t:1e clinic has bsen very much worthwhile. (Applause.) 
JV'.r. Sy!cora, you haven't ~poken since ·9 o I clock thio morning. 
Suppose you givs us the benefit of your reaction. 
Actt'.3.lly, I he.Ven I t a.nything more to add to w!iat h c.s been strld. 
It m su:"e th'.l.t a gathe::::':l.n~ of this k :L.":d with a free excha-n.ge of 
opinions ca-:1 onJ.7 be f:-ui tful and cen result in r,ood fer e,;eryone 
in the ind.u.stry. I arn sure that all of us \'Jot'.1.d be reminded by 
what I think Ce.rl~~le sd d, that 11te::i men united in love are capable 
of 'ceing ar..d doing what 10,000 would surely fail in. 11 
I belie·.re t hat t here a!'e no tru:;r words than those written or 
spoken; so I a~ SQ7e that getting closer togr.ther ~d letting out 
what you he.ve been growling about to yourselves and to your families 
.. 
·, , 
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farmer.s1' cooperatives. We have many laws, both Federal and Territo­
rial, · permitting the fonnation of corporation.a. We have the Clayton 
Anti-Trust Act of i914, which decltµ>es, among other things, that 
farmei·s 1 · co·ope~atives_are no~ o~ganizations in restraint of trade, 
and therefore, they do not violate the Shannan Ant_i~Trust Act. 
Those are a few· examples, Mr. Craig, of how government has 
attempted to create a favorable .economic climate in which industry 
may .develop. I might mention one other act Mr. Rada referred to 
this morning • . Ac'I;, 74 of the Session laws of Hawaii, 1951, regulates 
,' w~olesale:rs, including floral _wholesalers, and protects producers 
- from their machinations. ·These laws ar~ not self-starting. They 
require ·some overt act on the part of the people whom they are de­
signed to benefit. For instance, if a producer feels that he has 
. been injured by the operations-of a wholesaler; he has to tell the 
Board of Aericulture and Forestry about it before they know, Only 
if he tells them and makes a formal complaint against the .wholesaler 
involved will the government machir+ery start to work. In the same 
way, the legislature pf the Territory of Hawaii is not going to help 
you i'orm an organization, be 'it a trade association, a corporation, 
or .a fam.ers' cooperative. You are going to have to do that your­
selves. It is a two way street--this business of a favorable 
economic climate. The government may create the climate but you 
have to pla".1.t the seed. Thank you. · (Applause.) 
Before we hear from our last ·commentator, I want to make him 
feel very much at home in HonolUlu. Ben Haley, do you know that 
there i~ only one. city under the A.~erican flag that has more days 
in the humc.,.~ comfort zone than Honolulu? Well, that is a fact. The 
hQ~an comfort zone is determined by wind velocity, sunshine, humidi­
ty and temperature, and it does not necessarily follow that a nice, 
chilly, sunny day is uncomfortable to human beings. The one city 
under the American flag that has more days in the human comfortzone 
than Honolulu, is Denver, Colorado'. (Applause.) 
And, I crone to Hawaii to learn more about Denver. There_ is 
little.,I cn...--i add to the many -things t~at have been so·,·aptly said. 
_My impression, as this 6.Jss1,on comes to_a close, is that we alloame 
· here ~hinking that the pro bl~ms were rather simple. We go away, 
realizing that the problem·e. are complex. We came here ·with suspi­
cions and so~~ worry as to whether or not something could be done. 
I believe th:it people ar.e going away with the a"eterm;inatiori to do 
something. To me, that is the important thing that .has been done 
by this Clinic. There is one other thing, I believe, that many have 
gained. The road won't -be easy. Don't expect ·to arrive at the 
promised la~q,-.next year • . It will take many years to improve condi-
. · tions and it will take hard work by everybody. What you hope to do 
Jn one y~a!::.::J3.119..xL..fJ..ve--ang.J)'laybe you will do it in three. 
(Applause.) · · 
You h&ve seen a good example of ~hat go9d organization and many, . 
many hours of rehearsal will do. With this panel of experts, we 
have come· out exactly on the button--we have 10 minutes for ques- · 
tions. · 
You stated in your talk that you didn't like to hurt flowers. 
Do you strip the leaves off the flowers? Many of my clients think 
I am unkind to flowers for stripping the leaves off, say, roses. 
l 
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Goeppne~: In that case, I don't know who would be the judge. I can re-
late a story, however, on ~his subject. During the rush periods 
we always hire extra help, and we usually put most of them to pack­
ing orders. The girls were given instructions and trained. This 
one lady we had trained was instructed to be sure to read the orders. 
She did, and she was taking .all of the foliage off the roses. Some­
one soon discovered it and asked her what she was doing. She said 
that the order said, 11 No greens. 11 (Laughter.) We do take all of 
the lower rose leaves off, however, perhaps five or six inches up. 
Q: I would like to -direct this question to Mr. Sykora and Mr. 
Dudley. The "Allied" · type of organization is quite common in the 
floral industry in the states. I wouid like to know how it is 
organized and operated. 
Syko:-a: The II Allied" organization in Chicago is one of the oldest in 
the United States. It has functioned successfully since 1920, and 
has brought about more perfect cooperation among retailers, whole­
salers ~d growers than prevails in any other big marketing area 
on the Mainland. Even there, however, we do not have 100 percent 
participation, which is a problem in the financing of the organiza­
tion. In a big market we have an opportunity for a simple organi­
zation which you don•~ have here, scattered over the Islands. In 
·Chicago, for instance, every grower whose marketable produce is sold 
in Ol;ll' wholesale e.stablishment has one percent of his n·et return 
deducted automatically by his wholesaler. This money goes into the 
."Allied" fund. Every retailer, when he buys $100 worth of flowers 
~rom us, pays 1 percent in addition. -Every wholesaler pays _l per-
.... ·--.... cent -~f hi·s ·· .-colllJYlission each month. As a result, we have a fund 
aruiually ··anywhere- from ..$125,000 to $155,000 for cooperative effort. 
Most of this is spent for the promotion of flowers, and I thfnk 
!h_rrt, ·i..§..Jthat you need here, incidentally. You need to present a 
great deal ~ore .of promotion and information to the trade so that 
it v,ill have an understanding of your problem. We spend $125,000 
to $150,000 in the .Chicago area. We use all media of publicity. 
Recently, we have played with television and will probably go into 
· ' r television somewhat more heavily. We use television spots, 
radio · spots, . and newspaper advertising. 
In addition to giving us the promotion of flowers, the organi­
zation gives us a coIT.mo n outlet for the discussion of our mutual 
problems. We have a directorate which is composed of retailers, 
growers in the main, and three wholesalers. Wholesalers have the 
~' ~ ..... ~ ·--S'.'l\allost group, so have the smallest number of directors. We have 
- ~on_thly :me_etings, and we have very free and frank discussions of 
tee problems of the industry. It is real cooperation and has a great 
deal to do with the improvement of quality, improvement of varieties, 
a better understanding of marketing problems, and all of the prob­
lems incidental to growing. That has been the pattern for most of 
the "Allieds" developing throughout the United States. About five 
Qr ~ix years ago, the Society of American Florists sent a man out 
to help the markets ·organize 11Allied11 associations, because it was 
felt absolutely essential for the beet interest .of the florists• 
.. ihdustry to have as many such cooperatives as po·ssible. lfot coopera­
,tives in the sense of marketing co-ops, but cooperatives in the 
sense of groups where there are common discuseiol'I and common.. · 
attacksof the problems facing the industry. · 
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Dudley: If there is any interest here for "Allied" information, just 
write to Mr. Bob Roland, executive secretary of the Society of 
American Florists. He has an extensive file on how to start an 
11 Allied" and maintain it. There are about 40 11 Allieds" in the coun­
try, aren't there, Mr. Sykora? 
Sykora: I'm glad you brought that out, John. I would like to say this 
to you also that not all of the 11 Allieds11 have the same ·rules and 
regulations or methods for the collection of dues. In other words, 
they are flexible enough to adapt themselves to the conditions in 
their particular area. In the southern cities, they have been able 
to get growers a considerable distance from the city to contribute 
on their retail sales. In one Texas city, they pay a given amount 
per $1,000 worth of business instead of on a percentage basis. 
Craig: Thank you very much. We have reached the end of our time, and 
to sum up what has been said, it is still the same as the conclus:ion 
I gave you at the opening of this panel and that ie, "Go thou and 
do likewise. 11 
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